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The ocean is a major component of global heat transport and represents a large exchangeable reservoir of CO$_2$. The importance of these effects on climate can be quantified with records of ocean temperature, chemistry and dynamics spanning past climate change. One approach to reconstruct past ocean conditions relies on the chemical composition of CaCO$_3$ skeletons from coral. Despite the utility of these geochemical proxies, several lines of evidence suggest that biomineralization, the process corals use to build their skeletons, also influences composition, complicating the interpretation of past records. Coral grown under constant environmental conditions, either collected from the deep-sea or cultured in the laboratory, are used to quantify and spatially map the effects of biomineralization on skeletal composition.

In modern deep-sea coral, Mg/Ca increases with decreasing Sr/Ca in most the skeleton, consistent with closed-system (Rayleigh) precipitation. Results also show composition strongly follows skeletal architecture. Centers of calcification (COCs) are small regions of disorganized crystals thought to be the initial stage of skeletal extension. Unlike the rest of the skeleton, Mg/Ca ratios vary more than two fold within the COCs while Sr/Ca is near constant. Our data provide new constraints on a number of possible mechanisms for this effect.

In a complementary set of experiments the nanoSIMS, a new instrument capable of accurate sub-micron compositional analysis, is applied to adult cultured surface coral (1) mapping the pattern of metal ion incorporation in new growth and showing that the calcifying fluid is likely in direct exchange with seawater; and (2) testing the sensitivity of Me/Ca ratios to aragonite saturation ($\Omega$). Despite a large range of $\Omega$ and calcification rates, the average Sr/Ca of nanoSIMS spot measurements in cultured coral are within 1.2% (2 std. dev. of the 5 means). These data suggest that
temperature is a more significant control on Sr/Ca than aragonite saturation between $\Omega = 2.5-5$.

Within the framework of a closed-system (Rayleigh) model for biomineralization the results con-
strain explanations for the sensitivity of coral calcification rates to ocean acidification, improving
our understanding of how anthropogenic CO$_2$ will impact coral reefs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The ocean accounts for a significant portion of global poleward heat transport and represents a large reservoir of exchangeable CO$_2$ (Trenberth & Caron, 2001; Ganachaud & Wunsch, 2000; Takahashi et al., 2002). The role of these processes in the climate system over time can be tested with records of ocean temperature, chemistry and dynamics spanning past climate change. One approach to reconstruct past ocean conditions relies on metal/calcium (Me/Ca) ratios in the CaCO$_3$ skeletons of marine organisms. For example, Sr/Ca in skeletons of surface coral is used as a proxy for temperature (Smith et al., 1979; Beck et al., 1992). Applied to well dated records of past Me/Ca in coral these calibrations are used to reconstruct sea-surface temperatures (Beck et al., 1992).

Understanding millennial scale changes in deep-ocean circulation, temperature and chemistry is a major target of paleoceanography (Broecker, 2002). Deep-sea coral have several characteristics that make them a promising subject for proxy development: they can be accurately dated and there is a large and growing global fossil collection including climatically relevant regions of the ocean. One aspect of this thesis is to test if Sr/Ca is a useful paleothermometer in the relatively new archive of deep-sea coral. The typically small magnitude of deep-ocean temperature variability through time and space and an expected small relative temperature sensitivity requires precise Sr/Ca measurements. In Chapter 2 an improved analytical method for measuring Sr/Ca with high precision and throughput is developed and then applied to modern deep-sea coral from a range of growth conditions to test for temperature sensitivity.

Despite the utility of certain Me/Ca ratios as proxies of a single environmental parameter, several
lines of evidence suggest that Me/Ca ratios are each sensitive to a number of environmental and biological factors, complicating the interpretation of past records. One way to address this problem is to identify proxies that are influenced by secondary environmental or biological factors in a constant manner and then calibrate this offset using modern samples. For many proxies this is conducted with “core-top” calibrations. Regression-analysis of modern samples collected from parts of the ocean that collectively span a range of environmental conditions is used to determine the sensitivity of a proxy to different parameters. This core-top approach, however, is limited to resolving the influence of environmental parameters that do not co-vary. Combining geochemical analysis with coral culture has the potential to isolate separate environmental conditions on skeletal composition and growth. For example, proxy calibrations of organisms cultured under controlled conditions can be used to (1) ensure accurate reconstructions of past climate; (2) separate environmental signals from biological variability; and (3) resolve the influence of environmental parameters which co-vary in much of the modern ocean, (i.e., T and [CO$_3^{2-}$]), but likely diverged in the past.

In Chapter 4 a new technique is developed to determine the skeletal composition of adult surface coral in response to different experimentally controlled conditions during short periods of culture (6 day). Using a sequence of progressively more spatially resolved techniques, from bulk isotope analysis to nanoSIMS spot measurements, this newly grown material is mapped and compositionally characterized. As an initial application of the short culture method, Me/Ca ratios are measured in coral cultured under a range of [CO$_3^{2-}$], a largely untested environmental factor in coral with the potential to bias past temperature records.

While more specific calibrations will certainly improve proxy interpretation, a mechanistic understanding of biomineralization that can separate biological and environmental signals in a systematic way would greatly advance the field. The aragonite (CaCO$_3$) skeleton of coral is typically different in minor element and isotope composition than inorganic CaCO$_3$ precipitated from seawater at a similar temperature (Gaetani & Cohen, 2006; Dietzel et al., 2004; Kinsman & Holland, 1969; Correge, 2006). These differences as well as the patterns of other elements and isotopes within biogenic carbonates can be explained by a set of chemical, biochemical, and physical processes—the biominer-
alizing mechanism. Many fundamental questions about biomineralization are unanswered: including how open the calcifying region is to external seawater—a major factor controlling environmental vs. biological control. This question is addressed in Chapter 3 using Me/Ca ratios in deep-sea coral.

Unlike the variable surface ocean, much of the deep-sea acts as a “culture medium” of constant composition for the lifetime of a coral. Variability in proxies like Me/Ca ratios are therefore entirely attributable to the process of skeletal formation. These “vital effects” are a chemical fingerprint of the biomineralizing mechanism. Closed system precipitation predicts a quantitative relationship between different Me/Ca ratios. Correlated Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca data from micromilled samples are used to test the role of closed-system behavior in Me/Ca vital effects across skeletal structural features. By examining a key component of many biomineralization models, this work aims to improve the understanding of vital-effect mechanisms during calcification and help better interpret Me/Ca temperature proxies.

Understanding the magnitude and impact of anthropogenic changes to the earth-climate system continues to be an important cross-disciplinary goal. One indisputable effect of fossil-fuel burning is the titration of the marine carbonate system by dissolved CO$_2$. This “ocean acidification” is predicted to increasingly impact marine calcifiers and coral reefs (Kleypas et al., 1999; Orr et al., 2005). Experiments on many scales generally show that coral reduce calcification rate as a response to CO$_2$ enrichment (Gattuso et al., 1998; Schneider & Erez, 2006; Langdon et al., 2000; Marubini et al., 2003; Silverman et al., 2007). However, the mechanism of this response is still unclear and somewhat puzzling as most models of biomineralization invoke a calcifying region controlled more by the organism than the surrounding seawater. In this thesis, data on Me/Ca sensitivity to [CO$_3^{2-}$] collected in Chapter 4 are interpreted within the framework of a closed-system model of biomineralization to better understand how coral modulate growth in response to ocean acidification, linking nano-scale measurements to global processes.
Chapter 2

Precise and Accurate Me/Ca ratios in Carbonates by Isotope Dilution using a MC-ICP-MS: Test of a Sr/Ca Paleothermometer in Deep-Sea Coral

2.1 Introduction

Deep-sea corals are a relatively new archive in paleoceanography with several promising characteristics. Their unbioturbated skeletons provide century long records of deep ocean change with the potential for sub-decadal resolution. High concentrations of uranium allow for accurate independent calendar ages with $\pm 1\%$, or better, precision (Cheng et al., 2000). Together these features of deep-sea corals promise to produce paleoclimate records with the potential for ice core-like resolution in the deep ocean. In an attempt to utilize this new archive, both Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca temperature proxies, long applied to surface corals (Smith et al., 1979; Beck et al., 2005; Mitsuguchi et al., 1996), have been recently investigated in deep-sea corals (Shirai et al., 2005; Cohen et al., 2006). This study is designed to systematically test if bulk skeletal Sr/Ca acts as a useful paleothermometer in scleractinian deep-sea coral by analyzing five different genera collected from growth temperatures between 0.5–15 $^\circ$C. The primary focus is Desmophyllum dianthus, a cosmopolitan species with an extensive fossil collection (Robinson et al., 2007).
Calibrations of the Sr/Ca to temperature relationship in both inorganically precipitated aragonite and surface coral are linear with sensitivities of $\sim 4$ permil and $\sim 7$ permil, respectively (Gaetani & Cohen, 2006; Dietzel et al., 2004; Kinsman & Holland, 1969; Correge, 2006). Assuming similar sensitivities apply to deep-sea coral, a high precision Sr/Ca method is necessary since the entire change in deep-ocean temperature since the last glacial maximum (LGM) is estimated to be a few degrees (Adkins et al., 2002). Several analytical methods with varying levels of precision are commonly used to measure Sr/Ca ratios in carbonate materials, summarized in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1: Comparison of commonly used analytical methods to measure Sr/Ca in carbonates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Precision (2σ, permil)</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICP-AES</td>
<td>4–2</td>
<td>Schrag (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[Ca] of samples and standards must be carefully matched. High throughput</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP-MS External Standard</td>
<td>4–10</td>
<td>Lea &amp; Martin (1996)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High throughput</td>
<td>LeCornec &amp; Correge (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Shen et al. (2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIMS Isotope Dilution</td>
<td>0.3–1</td>
<td>Beck et al. (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Slow and labor intensive</td>
<td>DeVilliers et al. (1995)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the commonly used analytical techniques require some sort of standardization and typically produce both more accurate and precise results when the standards and samples are as similar as possible. Isotope dilution is one way to produce a robust internal standard. In this technique, a sample is mixed with known amounts of naturally rare isotopes from the element of interest. As detailed below (Section 2.2) isotope ratio measurements of this now spiked sample are used to determine elemental concentration. By using a mixed spike, with enriched isotopes of calcium and any number of other elements, it is possible to measure metal/calcium ratios without accurately measuring the amount spike—greatly increasing throughput and improving precision (Fernandez et al., in press; Alibert & McCulloch, 1997). Previous work in our lab using isotope-dilution on a single-collector inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) resulted in accurate Me/Ca ratios at 8 permil or better precision, as described in Fernandez et al. (in press). High resolution multi-collector...
ICP-MS is an increasingly important instrumental technique in geochemistry, allowing high throughput and high precision isotope ratio analysis. In this study, multi-collector ICP-MS is combined with the demonstrated precision and accuracy of isotope dilution to measure Sr/Ca ratios in carbonates to 1 permil or better. A combined method is developed to simultaneously measure Mg/Ca ratios and this technique is then used to measure Sr/Ca in deep-sea coral and test for a paleothermometer.

2.2 Isotope-Dilution

A previously calibrated mixed-spike enriched in 25Mg, 43Ca, and 87Sr is added to each sample (Fernandez et al., in press). By measuring the spiked-to-unspiked isotope ratios 25Mg/24Mg, 43Ca/48Ca and 87Sr/88Sr, the isotope-dilution equation (a form of the 2-component isotope mixing relationship) can be solved for the Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca of each carbonate material. The mathematical foundation for the isotope-dilution approach is demonstrated here for Sr/Ca.

When a mixed spike is added to a natural abundance sample, the strontium isotope ratio is simply the ratio of the number of moles ($n$) of each isotope from both sources,

$$\frac{87_{\text{measured}}}{88} = \frac{87_n + 87_n}{88_n + 88_n}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

With some algebra we can put (2.1) in terms of natural and spike isotope ratios:

$$\frac{88_n}{88} \left[ \frac{87}{88} \right]_m - \frac{88_n}{88} \left[ \frac{87}{88} \right]_x = \frac{88_n}{88} \left[ \frac{87}{88} \right]_m - \frac{88_n}{88} \left[ \frac{87}{88} \right]_x.$$

$$\frac{88_n}{88} \frac{88_n}{87} = \frac{88_n}{88} \left[ \frac{87}{88} \right]_m - \frac{88_n}{88} \left[ \frac{87}{88} \right]_x.$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)
Similarly, for the calcium isotopes $^{43}\text{Ca}$ and $^{48}\text{Ca}$,

$$\frac{48n_x}{48n_o} = \left[ \frac{\frac{43}{48}}{\frac{48}{48}} \right] - \left( \frac{\frac{43}{48}}{\frac{48}{48}} \right)_{m-x} .$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.3)

Dividing Equations (2.2) and (2.3) above, we obtain an expression for the composition of the sample:

$$\left( \frac{88}{48} \right)_{o} = \left( \frac{88}{48} \right)_{x} \left[ \frac{\left( \frac{43}{48} \right)_{m} - \left( \frac{43}{48} \right)_{m}}{\left( \frac{87}{88} \right)_{o} - \left( \frac{87}{88} \right)_{m}} \right] .$$ \hspace{1cm} (2.4)

Isotope ratios in the spike are independently calibrated and ratios in the sample are assumed to follow natural terrestrial and marine abundances (Tables 2.2–2.3), since fractionation between seawater and coral is small, $< 1$ permil, with $< 0.04$ permil T sensitivity (Fietzke & Eisenhauer, 2006; Böhm et al., 2006).

Table 2.2: Modern marine strontium isotope abundances. Calculated using $87/86 = 0.7092$ DePaolo & Ingram (1985); $84/88 = 0.006743$ DePaolo (1986); and assuming $86/88 = 0.1194$. For example, $88 A = (84/88 + 86/88 + 87/88 + 1)^{-1}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isotope</th>
<th>% Abundance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{84}\text{Sr}$</td>
<td>0.5569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{86}\text{Sr}$</td>
<td>9.861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{87}\text{Sr}$</td>
<td>6.993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{88}\text{Sr}$</td>
<td>82.59</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3: Natural terrestrial calcium isotope abundances from Russell et al. (1978)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isotope</th>
<th>% Abundance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{40}\text{Ca}$</td>
<td>96.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{42}\text{Ca}$</td>
<td>0.6421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{43}\text{Ca}$</td>
<td>0.1334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{44}\text{Ca}$</td>
<td>2.057</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{46}\text{Ca}$</td>
<td>0.00313</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{48}\text{Ca}$</td>
<td>0.18246</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3 Instrumental Method

Carbonate samples (as small as 10 µg) are dissolved in 5% trace-metal clean nitric acid (Seastar) to a concentration of 0.2 mM [Ca²⁺]. Isotope ratios are measured on a Neptune multi-collector ICP-MS (ThermoFinniagn) with a PC3 peltier cooled spray chamber (Elemental Scientific, Inc.). All ion beams are collected in Faraday cups that are gain calibrated once at the beginning of each analytical session. To measure over a wide mass range spanning 24Mg to 88Sr with both high internal precision and high throughput, we use a combination of multi-collection and magnet field changes, or hops, in a single instrumental method. For example, the ions 43Ca+, 87Sr2+, 44Ca+, and 48Ca+ are measured simultaneously in four different cups for 10 cycles of 2 seconds each before the center mass of the magnet moves to measure 86Sr+, 87Sr+, and 88Sr+, with a 5 second setting time between mass moves. Table 2.4 describes all cup sub-configurations, the series of magnet hops and the ions collected for each center mass and dispersion. Typically 10 cycles are collected for each sub-cup configuration between magnet hops, and the pattern of subconfigurations is repeated for the desired number of total cycles. Samples and standards are typically measured from between 30 and 150 total cycles while blanks are only measured half as long. The hot plasma (1200W RF power) is tuned by maximizing 88Sr+ intensity. Zoom optic focus is then adjusted for best peak shape and mass resolving power. Sample uptake is via a microflow Teflon nebulizer into a PC3 peltier cooled spray chamber (both from Elemental Scientific, Inc.). Typical ion intensities for a typical deep-sea coral sample with Mg/Ca ~ 3 mmol/mol and Sr/Ca ~ 10 mmol/mol are 20–250 mV for Mg isotopes, 40–2000 mV for calcium isotopes, and > 500 mV for the efficiently ionized strontium isotopes. Each sample was preceded by a pre-wash, wash, and blank of 5% trace-metal clean nitric acid (Seastar). Average blank intensity is subtracted from each isotope off-line during data processing. Instrumental mass fractionation is corrected using sample-standard bracketing with a previously described isotopically enriched coral matrix standard, SGSk (Fernandez et al., in press).

Isobaric Interferences: Several interferences complicate the measurement of accurate and precise magnesium and calcium isotope ratios on the ICP-MS. Since poly-atomic interferences are typically slightly heavier (by 10s of mAMU) than atomic ions of similar mass, atomic ions are optically
resolved by positioning the appropriate Faraday cup to only catch the low mass edge of a mixed ion peak (Wieser & Schwieters, 2005). This is demonstrated in a mass scan of the peak mass 44 (Figure 2.1). As magnet field strength is adjusted from low mass to high mass across the cups, $^{44}\text{Ca}^+$ falls into the cup first; then, since the entrance of the Faraday cup is large compared to the distance between peaks, both $^{44}\text{Ca}^+$ and $^{12}\text{C}^{16}\text{O}^+$ are collected; finally at higher magnet field strength, $^{44}\text{Ca}^+$ is focused outside the cup and only $^{12}\text{C}^{16}\text{O}^+$ is collected. During analysis, the magnet field is positioned on the low mass shoulder so that only $^{44}\text{Ca}^+$ is collected. In addition to the interferences described by Wieser et al. (2004) two additional interferences on $^{48}\text{Ca}^+$, $^{36}\text{Ar}^{12}\text{C}^+$, and $^{16}\text{O}_3^+$, were identified in this study. These interferences require that the Faraday cups and magnet field are set up to only collect on the $\sim 15$ mAMU low mass shoulder of mass 48 (Figure 2.2). This narrow plateau necessitates minimal mass drift during a typical 40 hour run. Automatic peak centering is conducted before each sample using a clean mass from each cup sub-configuration. As a diagnostic for mass drift, the position of the $^{48}\text{Ca}^+$ and $^{44}\text{Ca}^+$ peak edges were monitored in a single multi-dynamic analytical session, with a drift of less than 5 mAMU. Samples are typically analyzed using a medium resolution entrance slit with a measured mass resolving power of $> 6000 \text{ M/}\delta\text{M}$ (5 to 95% peak edge definition). Although data rarely show evidence of mass drift off the $^{48}\text{Ca}^+$ and $^{44}\text{Ca}^+$ plateaus, I now typically use the high resolution entrance slit to ensure optical resolution of interferences. Other calcium, strontium, and magnesium peaks were free of optically resolvable interferences. The large and non-optically resolvable interferences from double charge formation, $^{48}\text{Ca}^{2+}$ on $^{24}\text{Mg}^+$, $^{86}\text{Sr}^{2+}$ on $^{43}\text{Ca}$, and $^{88}\text{Sr}^{2+}$ on $^{44}\text{Ca}^+$ are corrected using double charge formation ratios derived from $^{43}\text{Ca}^{2+}$ and $^{87}\text{Sr}^{2+}$ intensities as described in Fernandez et al. (in

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L4</th>
<th>L3</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>Center</th>
<th>H1</th>
<th>H2</th>
<th>H3</th>
<th>H4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{43}\text{Ca}^{2+}$</td>
<td>$^{87}\text{Sr}^{2+}$</td>
<td>$^{44}\text{Ca}^+$</td>
<td>$^{24}\text{Mg}^+$</td>
<td>(22.780)</td>
<td>(24.275)</td>
<td>(45.500)</td>
<td>$^{25}\text{Mg}^+$</td>
<td>$^{48}\text{Ca}^+$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{43}\text{Ca}^+$</td>
<td>$^{87}\text{Sr}^+$</td>
<td>$^{86}\text{Sr}^+$</td>
<td>$^{88}\text{Sr}^+$</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.4: Cup configuration. Different ions are focused into the detectors for each center mass magnet position during the multi-dynamic method. Calcium configuration adapted from Wieser et al. (2004) and strontium configuration adapted from Ramos et al. (2004).
2.4 Internal Error

Internal error in isotope mass spectroscopy is the raw precision with which an instrument measures each beam current to yield isotope ratios. If blank contributions, instrumental mass fractionation, and other sources of error are perfectly accounted for, internal error sets the analytical uncertainty of a method. During ion collection with Faraday cups in a multi-collector mass spectrometer, internal error is primarily controlled by two sources of uncertainty: thermal or “johnson nose” in the amplifiers and the theoretical limit of Poisson distribution counting statistics.

The Poisson distribution controls theoretical counting error for experiments like plasma source mass spectrometry where the chance of measuring a particular ion or event is small (Bevington, 1969). The theoretical minimal variance of a Faraday cup current measurement assuming a Poisson distributed sample is the mean number of counting event for that sample:

$$\sigma^2_x = x.$$

Putting this in terms of relative error yields the iconic counting statistics error equation:

$$\sigma^{rel}_x = \sqrt{\frac{x}{x}}.$$

(2.5)

A log plot of relative internal error vs. the number of counts ($x$) yields a line of slope -1/2. Thus precision of a current measurement improves with more counts. Detector design is unimportant with regards to this fundamental limit, so it makes no difference that ion current is typically measured as the voltage drop across a resistor.
Figure 2.1: Calcium isotope peak shapes of a typical sample and background showing magnet position to optically resolve isobaric interferences. The CO$_2$ interference on 44Ca is avoided by measuring on the low mass shoulder corresponding to the pure atomic ion as described in Wieser et al. (2004).
Background $^{48}\text{Ca}$ and Interferences by SEM:

Figure 2.2: $^{48}\text{Ca}^+$ background peak shape and identification of isobaric interferences in medium resolution. Cup configuration designed such that the $^{48}\text{Ca}^+$ is collected on the 15 mAMU low mass pure ion shoulder.

For a ratio, error in both the numerator and denominator contribute to uncertainty:

$$ R = \frac{x}{y} $$

$$ \sigma_{R}^{rel} = \sqrt{(\sigma_{x}^{rel})^2 + (\sigma_{y}^{rel})^2}.$$ 

Substituting the relative counting statistics error of both $x$ and $y$ into the above equation,

$$ \sigma_{R}^{rel} = \sqrt{\frac{x}{x^2 + \frac{y}{y^2}}} $$

$$ \sigma_{R}^{rel} = \sqrt{\frac{x + y}{xy}} $$

$$ \sigma_{R}^{rel} = \left(\frac{1}{x} + \frac{1}{y}\right)^{-1/2}.$$ 

Like the number of counts in Equation 2.5, a log plot of relative internal ratio error vs. the term $(1/x + 1/y)$ also results in a line of slope -1/2. The term $(1/x + 1/y)$ therefore acts like an effective
number of counts, $N_{eff}$, for a ratio measurement and determines the lower limit of internal error.

The role of amplifier Johnson noise in isotope ratio mass spectrometry is described in Wieser & Schwieters (2005). J-noise is simply the $RMS$ background amplifier noise, so measuring large signals to boost S:N and longer integration times both reduce the relative contribution of J-noise. J-noise is also reduced by using high-$\Omega$ resistors in each amplifier. The ICP-MS used in this study has a mix of $10^{11}$ and $10^{12}$ $\Omega$ resistors. Calcium isotopes are all collected on $10^{11}$ resistors, while other isotope ratios may mix resistors. John & Adkins (submitted) conveniently derives an equation for J-noise in terms of $N_{eff}$ with a steeper slope than counting statistics. At low beam currents J-noise dominates, while counting statics dominates at high currents.

Measured internal error from isotope-dilution samples in this study is compared to predicted counting statistics and J-noise error in Figure 2.3. Internal error is estimated as the relative standard error of the mean across all cycle ratios of a particular sample. Internal error of isotope ratios where both ions are measured on $10^{11}$ $\Omega$ resistors ranges from 0.01–1 permil and follows the theoretical error curve. Uncertainty in these isotope ratios is only limited by $N_{eff}$ up to at least 0.01 permil precision. For ions collected using mixed $\Omega$ resistors, the internal error does not improve beyond 0.1 permil. This is likely due to the fact that amplifiers with different resistors respond to plasma flicker with different relaxation time-scales. Finally, double charge formation ratios, where each ion of the ratio is collected at a different magnet position yield 1 permil precision at best. Although this final set of ratios do not affect Me/Ca measurements (double charge intensities are used to correct isotopes multi-collected during the same sub-configuration), the ratios are helpful for understanding the different controls on internal precision. Together these results suggest at least 0.1 permil internal error is achievable for all relevant ratios depending on beam current and collection time, both of which are controlled by sample size. Provided other sources of error do not dominate, sub-permil precision should be achievable.
Figure 2.3: The $1\sigma$ standard error of the mean for isotope ratios measured during analysis of real samples is compared to theoretical error curves. The effective counts, $N_{\text{eff}}$, is described in the text and is calculated from measured voltages using the appropriate amplifier resistance, Ohm’s law, Faraday’s constant, and the total integration time. The steep line in each plot (slope=-1) is the predicted relative ratio uncertainty due to j-noise; the shallow line (slope=-1/2) is the error predicted from counting statistics; and the curved envelope is the sum of both effects. (A) Ratios where isotopes are multi-collected and both amplifiers have the same resistance follow a theoretical error curve, with amplifier noise dominating at low ion intensities and counting statistics at higher intensities. (B) Ratios multi-collected using amplifiers with different resistors exhibit an additional source of error, related to the different response times of each amplifier. This effect limits the estimated internal error to the 0.1 per mil level. Over sufficient cycle times, the different responses are likely integrated and the reported internal error may be an over-estimate. (C) Ratios that require a magnet jump between the collecting the different isotopes have lower than theoretical precision due to plasma flicker and drift.
2.5 Blank and Memory Effects

When all the samples and standards in an analytical session have closely matched isotope ratios, repeated measurements of the same dissolved deep-sea coral consistency standard (DSC-CS) are reproducible with a precision that approaches internal error: 0.1 permil. However, real world samples with different amounts of spike and less closely matched isotope ratios yield degraded external precision of $\sim 1$ permil for Sr/Ca. Much of this variability in external error can be explained by a blank effect from a slowly exchanging machine reservoir of calcium, strontium, and magnesium.

To understand this effect better, different amounts of spike were added to samples of the same dissolved deep-sea coral consistency standard. During the first part of an analytical session, consistency standards were spiked to match the same ratio as the isotope ratio standard (SGSk)—all samples and standards were closely ratio matched. The $2\sigma$ standard deviation of Sr/Ca in these six deep-sea coral consistency standards is 0.1 permil. For the second half of the same analytical session normally spiked DSC-CS were alternated with over-spiked DSC-CS (twice the amount of spike). Both accuracy and precision are affected when samples are not ratio matched (Figure 2.4 shows Sr/Ca, Mg/Ca was similarly affected). Blank ratios differ between the two parts of the session as well, showing that washout was not complete, despite 8 minute rinse times. Initially the blank ratio is the same as all the samples and standards. Since samples, standards, and the blank all have similar ratios for the first part of the experiment, the memory effect is small or negligible. Starting with the first high ratio over-spiked consistency standard, the blank ratio and sample ratio differ, so a memory effect is expressed as an anomalously low Sr/Ca. As the blank ratio varies dynamically between high and low values throughout the remaining portion of the run, subsequent samples are all affected. Blank relaxation times during this experiment are estimated as $\sim 100$ minutes.

These results suggest that improved precision while measuring real samples, to the 0.1 per level, are achievable if the blank issue is addressed. Furthermore, under current conditions even large differences in spike amount ($x2$), still yield $\sim 1$ permil external precision in Sr/Ca. Machine memory can also affect accuracy if sample and blank ratios differ significantly. For both Me/Ca and uranium analysis in our lab, running three or more isotopic standards at the beginning of each session
typically improves the reproducibility of subsequent measurements. A memory effect may explain the efficacy of this “trick”, as the standards exchange with the machine blank pushing it towards standard-like ratios. Higher nebulizer flow rates, a smaller spray chamber, and more concentrated wash acid may help reduce the memory effect in the future.

2.6 Instrumental Mass Fractionation

Isotope ratios measured by ICP-MS are enriched in heavy isotopes with respect to the true sample due to instrumental mass fractionation. This process is thought to occur mostly during the selection of ions from the plasma through the sample and skimmer cones (Andren:2004p1099); varies in magnitude with cone design or guard electrode potential, and drifts with time. In this study, instrumental mass fractionation is corrected by standard-sample bracketing using the 25Mg, 43Ca, and 87Sr enriched coral matrix standard SGSk described in Fernandez et al. (in press). The magnitude of instrumental fractionation for our tune conditions is typically \( \sim 2\% \) per amu for strontium isotopes, \( \sim 4\% \) per amu for calcium isotopes, and \( \sim 6\% \) per amu for magnesium isotopes, following a mass dependent trend. To correct for drift in instrumental mass fractionation, a time weighted linear model is used to interpolate between bracketing SGSk measurements, where:

\[
f_{t=s} = \left( \frac{f_{t=1}}{t_s - t_1} + \frac{f_{t=2}}{t_2 - t_s} \right) / \left( \frac{1}{t_s - t_1} + \frac{1}{t_2 - t_s} \right)
\]

and \( f = (\text{True Ratio})/(\text{Measured Ratio}) \).

Drift correction uncertainty was tested in a typical analytical session by treating every other SGS as a “sample”. Bracketing SGS measurements on each side of the “sample”-SGS were used to correct for instrumental mass fractionation. Drift correction error was estimated from residuals between the calculated drift corrected ratio of each SGS and the true value, for a typical error \( < 0.2 \) permil. Drift error improves when samples and standards are ratio matched, so blank effect is probably limiting the precision of drift correction as well as sample ratios.

The calcium and strontium isotope composition of SGSk from Fernandez et al. (in press) was
Figure 2.4: Blank memory studied by the repeated analysis of the deep-sea coral consistency standard (DSC-CS) with and without ratio matching. **TOP:** Sr/Ca of DSC-CS during a single analytical session. Samples and standards for the first half of the session all have similar isotope ratios. Half way through the session, samples of DSC-CS with twice the amount of spike (black squares) were alternated with the previous samples, yielding very different isotope ratios. Both accuracy and precision are affected. **BOTTOM:** Blank 87/88 ratio during the same session. At the beginning of the session the blank ratio matches the ratio of the isotopic standard SGSk (dark horizontal line), which is the most frequently analyzed material. The blank ratio is also similar to the ratio of normally spiked DSC-CS (horizontal dashed line), so sample Sr/Ca are unchanged by blank and memory effects. As sample and blank ratios differ from each other, Me/Ca ratios are affected. If this memory issue is addressed, current ~ 1 per mil precision may be improved to the ~ 0.1 per mil precision demonstrated with ratio matched samples.
re-calibrated in this study. Calcium isotopes were standardized using several natural standards: calcium fluoride standard from the same batch of material as analyzed by Russell et al. (1978) (Henry Ngo, personal communication), deep-sea coral consistency standard, Aldrich CaCO3, and Durango Apatite. The original matrix of the Henry Ngo Calcium Standard is dilute HCl, and I have observed lower precision results when mixing acid matrices during an analytical session. To match the 5% nitric acid matrix of all other samples, the CaF sample was dried, re-dissolved in concentrated HNO₃, dried again, and finally dissolved in 5% HNO₃. In three different standardization sessions, three natural samples were measured between each SGSk analysis. To minimize a systematic memory bias due to the measurement of different ratios, samples were analyzed in random order, with different samples following SGSk throughout the run. The 43/48 and 44/48 value of SGSk was adjusted until the average drift corrected ratio of all natural abundance standards equaled natural ratios 43/48 = 0.7311 ± .0002 and 44/48 = 11.273 ± 0.002 (Russell et al., 1978). The 43/48 ratio of all the natural abundance materials are the same within 1 permil after drift correction (Figure 2.5), this agrees with the small fractionation observed for terrestrial samples (Russell et al., 1978). The resulting re-calibrated SGSk ratios are 43/48 = 9.376 and 44/48 = 11.69. SGSk 43/48 is within 0.7% of the previous calibration for this standard, 9.44 ± 0.03, reported in Fernandez et al. (in press). Strontium isotopes were standardized against NBS SRM 987 and against marine isotope abundances (Table 2.2) using a dissolved sample of deep-sea coral. New isotope values are 88/87 = 1.1116 ± 0.0001 and 86/88 = 0.1282 ± 0.001 for SGSk. Again, these values compare well to the previous calibrations on a single-collector mass spectrometer, differing only 0.1% from the value reported by Fernandez et al. (in press) of 1.113 for 88/87. This re-calibration was necessary to ensure accurate isotope ratio measurements for the experiments described in Chapter 4.

Two related calibrations affect the final Me/Ca ratio of a mixed spike isotope dilution measurement: the isotope ratio reference standard (SGSk) and the isotopic abundances of the mixed spike. Spike abundances are calibrated by isotope dilution measurements on a series of Me/Ca solutions gravimetrically prepared form pure solid standards. Like any other isotope dilution measurement, spike abundances are referenced to a particular SGSk. Since spike abundances were not re-calibrated
Figure 2.5: The 43/48 of several natural calcium containing materials show limited fractionation. The materials measured in this experiment differ by less ± 1 permil, (indicated by the dashed lines). The mean 43/48 of the natural samples measured here is assumed to be 0.7311, the natural abundance 43/48 reported in Russell et al. (1978). This value is then used to calibrate the 48/43 of SGSk.
in this study, the SGSk values of Fernandez et al. (in press) are used with the spike calibrations of Fernandez et al. (in press) to calculate Me/Ca ratios of carbonates. Where just calcium or strontium isotope ratios are measured, in Chapter 4 for example, the new SGSk values are used.

2.7 External Error

Long term external precision of the method, which determines the minimum resolvable Me/Ca signal, is assessed by the regular analysis of a dissolved deep-sea coral consistency standard (Figures 2.6–2.7). The overall long term reproducibility of Sr/Ca, estimated by the 2σ standard deviation of n=62 measurements, is 1 permil, which is small compared to both the 7 permil/degree measured sensitivity of Sr/Ca to temperature in surface coral (Correge, 2006) and the 4 permil/degree inorganic aragonite temperature sensitivity (Gaetani & Cohen, 2006; Dietzel et al., 2004; Kinsman & Holland, 1969). Mg/Ca external error is 8 permil (n=50) which is also small compared to the 7%/degree measured sensitivity of Mg/Ca to temperature in pelagic foraminifera. This performance is a significant improvement over the previous technique in our lab as well as over other published ICP-MS methods.

Accuracy of this method is dependent on spike calibrations. As an external check on Sr/Ca accuracy, seawater collected from the Bermuda Atlantic Time Series (BATS) was measured with this method and found to be within 1% of the reported values for Sr/Ca of other North Atlantic stations reported in DeVilliers (1999).

2.8 Application: Sr/Ca of Bulk Deep-Sea Coral from a Range of Temperatures

Armed with an improved ID-MC-ICP-MS method, Sr/Ca was measured in modern samples of deep-sea coral collected from a range of growth temperatures to test for temperature sensitivity. In all, 69 samples of modern deep-sea coral from five different genera and growth temperatures between 0.5–15 °C were analyzed. The global extent of the coral analyzed in this study are shown on a map in the Appendix (Figure 2.10). Prior to Sr/Ca analysis, samples were removed from the most recent
Figure 2.6: Reproducibility of Sr/Ca measurements of a dissolved deep-sea coral consistency standard over 18 months. The overall long term reproducibility, estimated by the $2\sigma$ standard deviation of the $n=62$ measurements, is 1 permil which is small compared to both the 7 permil/degree measured sensitivity of Sr/Ca to temperature in surface coral (large vertical bar) and the 4 permil/degree inorganic aragonite temperature sensitivity (smaller vertical bar). The long term external error estimate includes a 1 permil accuracy offset after the first analytical session ($\times$) as well as standards run during analysis of foraminifera and isotopically enriched seawater—samples with isotope ratios very different than a typical coral sample (high variance data on far right). Standards from several analytical sessions of interest are identified using different markers: ($\times$) session AAI where deep-sea coral were analyzed to test for a Sr/Ca paleothermometer; ($\bullet$) session AAM, an additional deep-sea coral temperature calibration session; ($\▲$) memory effect study discussed in Section 2.5.
Figure 2.7: Reproducibility of Mg/Ca measurements of a dissolved deep-sea coral consistency standard over 6 months. The overall long term reproducibility, estimated by the 2σ standard deviation of the n=50 measurements, is 8 permil which is small compared to the 7%/degree measured sensitivity of Mg/Ca to temperature in pelagic foraminifera (large vertical bar). The long term external error estimate includes standards run during analysis of seawater, where the Mg/Ca ratio is more than 3 orders of magnitude higher than in the coral standard. Excluding this session, long term external reproducibility is 5 permil. (▲) Standards analyzed during the memory effect study discussed in Section 2.5. There is less data for Mg/Ca than for Sr/Ca since the Mg/Ca method was developed and added to form a combined method later in the study.
portion of each skeleton and subjected to a full trace-metal cleaning protocol (Cheng et al., 2000; Shen & Boyle, 1988).

Results of Sr/Ca measurements in the deep-sea coral *D. dianthus*, the primary target of this study, are compared to the Sr/Ca temperature relationship for inorganically precipitated aragonite (Figure 2.8). These data show Sr/Ca of bulk samples are not usefully correlated with temperature, and Sr/Ca varies by up to 20% between different bulk samples from the same coral and by similar amounts between different individuals of coral from the same collection location. In *D. dianthus*, Sr/Ca typically falls below the inorganic line. If inorganic aragonite precipitation is a valid reference frame for understanding biomineralization in deep-sea coral, then these data imply that some mechanism acts to lower Sr/Ca during skeletal growth. Other common deep-sea coral were also investigated (Figure 2.10). The genera *Caryophyllia sp.* and *Lophelia sp.* exhibit even less of a temperature relationship than *D. dianthus*. Cohen et al. (2006) calibrated a Sr/Ca paleothermometer in *Lophelia sp.* by tuning SIMS measured Sr/Ca along a growth axis to an instrumental temperature record. This calibration does not appear to apply to bulk samples of coral taken from near constant growth environments, possibly suggesting that Me/Ca results differ depending upon the scale of analysis. The genera *Solenosmilia variabilis* and *Enallopsammia sp.* may show some apparent temperature sensitivity, although, with only eight and five data points, respectively, this relationship may be spurious.

### 2.9 Conclusion

The results of this study do not support a useful deep-sea bulk skeletal Sr/Ca paleothermometer. This is in contrast to bulk analysis of surface coral cultured at constant temperatures (Reynaud et al., 2007). Since much of the deep-ocean is characterized by near constant environmental conditions over the ∼ 100 year life-time of a typical deep-sea coral, high Sr/Ca variability between different coral samples from the same location cannot be attributed to environmental effects. Therefore, this variability is likely a biological effect due to the mechanism of biomineralization. Research presented in the next chapter attempts to quantify and map Me/Ca variability in deep-sea coral
Figure 2.8: Skeletal Sr/Ca of the deep-sea coral *D. dianthus* from a range of growth temperatures do not follow a useful relationship with temperature. Coral analytical error is far smaller than the symbols. Coral data are compared to the Sr/Ca vs. T relationship of inorganically precipitated aragonite (gray line and error envelope). The inorganic line is an error weighted fit of data from three independent studies (Gaetani & Cohen, 2006; Dietzel et al., 2004; Kinsman & Holland, 1969). In some cases variability of up to 20% occurs between different bulk samples from the same coral and between different individuals of coral from the same collection location.

to better understand how biomineralization affects composition towards a better interpretation of paleoproxies.
Figure 2.9: Skeletal Sr/Ca of four genera of deep-sea coral compared to the inorganic relationship (gray line and error envelope). (A) *Caryophyllia sp.* without significant temperature sensitivity. Previous data from this genus plotted as gray squares and error bars (Shirai et al., 2005). (B) *Lophelia sp.* with a flat relationship to T. An empirical calibration of Sr/Ca vs. T using SIMS analysis of a fjord individual that experienced temperature variability is plotted as a steep short gray line and accompanying error envelope (Cohen et al., 2006). Both (C) *Solenosmilia variabilis* and (D) *Enallopsammia sp.* may show some apparent temperature sensitivity. With only eight and five data points, respectively, this relationship may be spurious.
2.10 Appendix

Figure 2.10: Detailed map of the deep-sea coral *D. dianthus* analyzed in this study. Locations are identified by Smithsonian sample number with associated collection depths and growth temperature as estimated from Levitus & Boyer (1994).
Chapter 3

Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca Vital Effects Correlated with Skeletal Architecture in a Deep-Sea Coral and Closed System Biomineralization

3.1 Introduction

As demonstrated in Chapter 2, a direct temperature relationship in corals from both surface and deep environments is complicated by the overprint of physiological processes during biomineralization or “vital effects” (Weber & Woodhead, 1972). Most thoroughly investigated in surface corals, Me/Ca vital effects are evidenced by: (1) large differences between temperature calibrations for different species and even between individuals within the same species (Correge, 2006); (2) differences in temperature sensitivity between corals and inorganically precipitated aragonite (Correge, 2006; Kinsman & Holland, 1969; Mucci et al., 1989; Dietzel et al., 2004; Gaetani & Cohen, 2006; Zhong & Mucci, 1989); (3) the apparent growth dependence of Me/Ca temperature calibrations (DeVilliers et al., 1994) including similar sensitivity to both light and temperature induced changes to growth rate (Reynaud et al., 2007); (4) spatial variability of Me/Ca and stable isotope proxies across coral skeletal features (Shirai et al., 2005; Cohen et al., 2006, 2001; Allison, 2004; Adkins et al., 2003; Robinson et al., 2006; Meibom et al., 2006, 2004; Allison et al., 2001); and (5) dif-
ferences in Me/Ca-temperature calibrations in the presence or absence of photosymbionts (Cohen et al., 2002). While Me/Ca temperature proxies continue to provide important information on past climate, quantifying and understanding the processes that cause non-temperature related variability in Me/Ca paleothermometers is a major goal of paleoceanography.

The growth environment of the deep-sea is a virtually constant culture medium during a corals lifetime, outside specific regions that experience rapid ventilation. In properly chosen modern deep-sea coral samples, the observed variability of a proxy, isolated from a known and constant environmental background, is attributable entirely to vital-effects. Thus, deep-sea corals are an ideal model system for the study of vital effects. As an additional advantage, deep-sea corals grow far from sunlight and lack the photosymbionts typical of surface corals, enabling calcification to be investigated uncoupled from photosynthesis. Similar patterns of Me/Ca heterogeneity in both surface and deep-sea coral imply some commonality in vital effect mechanism and suggest results from deep-sea corals may be applicable to corals in general (Sinclair et al., 2006). In this study we investigate the magnitude, pattern, and mechanism of Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca vital effects in the scleractinian deep-sea coral *Desmophyllum dianthus* (Esper, 1794, formerly *D. cristagalli*) a globally distributed species with a large available fossil coral collection.

Vital effects often correlate with skeletal structural features, relating spatially resolved geochemical measurements to the biologically controlled process of skeleton formation. The skeletons of both surface and deep-sea corals are composed of the same basic architectural units. In transverse petrographic microsections of a deep-sea coral, two different crystal morphologies are clearly evident by visible light microscopy (Figure 3.1). Acicular, or needle-like, bundles of crystals radiate from regions of small-disorganized granular crystals or Centers of Calcification, COCs. In this study, the term COC refers to interior regions of the coral skeleton typified by small irregular or fusiform crystals, following the terminology of Gladfelter (1983). In *D. dianthus* COCs combine into a 30–100 µm wide optically dense central band. Crystal morphology is related to the process of skeletal growth with the initial precipitation of small fusiform crystals followed by the extension of needle-like crystals, as hypothesized by Gladfelter (1983) and recently documented in living surface corals (Raz-Bahat
et al., 2006), although the relative growth rate of these two crystal forms is still a topic of research.

There is growing evidence that Mg/Ca variability is strongly correlated with skeletal architecture. A study in surface coral shows Mg/Ca doubles in COCs when measured by SIMS with a 30 µm spot (Meibom et al., 2006). Smaller scale sampling, at ∼ 400 nm using a NanoSIMS instrument, reveals small regions where Mg increases by an order of magnitude (Meibom et al., 2004). Sr/Ca heterogeneity also correlates with skeletal structure in surface corals, with higher Sr/Ca ratios reported in COCs (Cohen et al., 2001; Allison, 2004; Meibom et al., 2006; Allison et al., 2001). In deep-sea corals, Cohen et al. (2006) used SIMS to measure Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca across the thecal wall of the species Lophelia pertusa, observing increased Mg/Ca coincident with, and extending beyond, most opaque bands, with Sr/Ca depleted by a smaller relative amount in the same regions. For the deep-sea coral genus Caryophillia, maps of elemental distribution by electronprobe X-ray microanalysis suggest Mg and Sr heterogeneity may correlate with COCs (Shirai et al., 2005). In D. dianthus, the target of this study, previous work with other proxies show very depleted δ¹³C and δ¹⁸O within the central band (Adkins et al., 2003) and a region of low uranium content that follows but extends beyond the central band (Robinson et al., 2006). The pattern of tracer heterogeneity suggests skeletal architecture is a key factor in understanding vital effect.

I examine Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca across skeletal features in D. dianthus using micromilling to sample with lateral spatial resolution of 10s of micrometers. Micromilled samples allow the use of a rapid isotope-dilution-ICP-MS method to determine precise and accurate metal ratios. We also use electronprobe X-ray microanalysis to analyze Mg/Ca heterogeneity at fine scale. We compare our measurements to inorganic experiments, to previous measurements in deep-sea and surface corals, and interpret our results within the context of models for vital effect mechanism.

Geochemical modeling of biogenic carbonates attempts to explain tracer abundance, tracer heterogeneity, and correlations between tracers using chemical and physical principles within a biological framework. McConnaughey (1989a,b) explained correlated δ¹³C and δ¹⁸O results in corals with an elegant model for isotope behavior paving the way for the systematic study of vital effects. More recently, an equilibrium model of stable isotope vital effects was proposed to explain observed depa-
bands, with Sr/Ca depleted by a smaller relative amount in the same regions. For the deep-sea coral genus 
Caryophyllia, maps of elemental distribution by electron probe X-Ray microanalysis suggest Mg and Sr heterogeneity may correlate with COCs (Shirai et al., 2005). In D. dianthus, the target of this study, previous work with other proxies show very depleted δ
\(^{13}\)C and δ
\(^{18}\)O within the central band (Adkins et al., 2003) and a region of low uranium content that follows but extends beyond the central band (Robinson et al., 2006). The pattern of tracer heterogeneity suggests skeletal architecture is a key factor in understanding vital effects.

We examine Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca across skeletal features in D. dianthus using micromilling to sample with lateral spatial resolution of 10s of micrometers. Micromilled samples allow the use of a rapid isotope-dilution-ICP-MS method to determine precise and accurate metal ratios. We also use electron probe X-ray microanalysis to analyze Mg/Ca heterogeneity at fine scale. We compare our measurements to inorganic

Figure 3.1: Coral skeletal architecture. (a) Sampling for petrographic thin sections begins with removal of pie-shaped wedges containing at least one exert septa (S1) from the calice in the transverse plane, and subsequent polishing to ∼ 100 µm thickness. The transverse plane is perpendicular to the body axis, roughly cutting the calice into an ellipse. Analysis in this plane gives the view of looking down the body axis toward the oral surface— as seen in figure inset. (b) Transmitted light photomicrograph, in negative, of thin section 47407A. White regions are optically dense with an obvious central band in the middle of septa S1. (c) Positive transmitted light view of a single septa, the dark, optically dense central band is surrounded by acicular (ac), or needle like, crystals in the outer septa. (d) Crystal morphology, granular (gr) irregular crystals making up the centers of calcification (COCs), and surrounding acicular crystals, are evident in this etched SEM image of a septum. (e) A 10s of micrometer thick section viewed in positive cross polarized light. In addition to granular crystals, the central band appears to be composed of many sphere like bodies (sp) stacked together. Acicular crystals (ac) show c-axis alignment.
tures from a linear correlation between $\delta^{13}$C and $\delta^{18}$O in corals (Adkins et al., 2003). Several groups have expanded the geochemical approach of combined measurements and models to study Me/Ca vital effects in biogenic carbonates (Cohen et al., 2001, 2002; Elderfield et al., 1996; Russell et al., 2004; Sinclair, 2005; Bentov & Erez, 2006; Sinclair & Risk, 2006). Rather than develop a complete numerical model of biomineralization to complement our measurements, we attempt to test for the presence of an important parameter in most vital effect models, the openness or closedness of the calcifying system to metal ions, and the implied mechanism of Rayleigh fractionation.

Most models of biomineralization involve a privileged space closed to the external environment to some extent, sometimes termed the calcifying fluid or extra-cellular fluid, where a coral isolates seawater and chemically drives precipitation. Anytime there is a closed system and a tracer is discriminated against or preferentially incorporated during coprecipitation, Rayleigh fractionation will occur. Even without a complete understanding of the underlying processes that determine this partitioning, a Rayleigh process is predicted and should be considered. Rayleigh fractionation has been applied previously to explain single element Me/Ca behavior in foraminifera (Elderfield et al., 1996), and has been recently incorporated as a key mechanism along with calcifying solution manipulation and temperature effects to explain Me/Ca variability in a surface (Gaetani & Cohen, 2006) and deep-sea coral (Cohen et al., 2006).

Rayleigh fractionation predicts a quantitative relationship between different Me/Ca ratios in an expression previously developed to understand the evolution of magma melt-systems (Pearce, 1978; Albarède, 1995). Correlated Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca data from micromilled samples are used to test the role of Rayleigh fractionation in Me/Ca vital effects across skeletal structural features and place this mechanism in the context of other tracer vital effects. By examining a key component of many biomineralization models, our work aims to improve the understanding of vital-effect mechanisms during calcification to help better interpret Me/Ca temperature proxies.
3.2 Materials and Methods

Coral Samples: Five individuals of recent *D. dianthus* were loaned from The Smithsonian Institution National Museum of Natural History (Figure 3.2). Two individuals from the same South Pacific location, Smithsonian Collection number 47407, are the focus of most of this study. In situ temperature at the location and depth of 47407 is estimated to be 3.6±0.6°C from Levitus & Boyer (1994).

![Figure 3.2: Collection locations of the recent deep-sea coral *D. dianthus* samples used in this study. Most of the analyses presented in this paper focus on two individuals from South Pacific location 47407.](image)

Micromilling: Exert septa of two individuals from the same South Pacific location were selected for obvious and wide central bands (samples 47407A and 47407B). Wedges of coral are removed to allow analysis in the transverse plane—equivalent to a top view down the body axis. The coral are then mounted on glass slides with epoxy, ground to a thickness of 200–400 μm on a grinding wheel impregnated with 30 μm diamonds, sonicated without further polishing, and imaged (background grey-scale images in Figure 3.3). A computer controlled micromill (Merchantek) is used to subsample parallel with banding to a depth of ∼ 200 μm, starting from one side of the septa and moving across. We believe growth in the transverse plane outward from the central band represents a growth axis, with the oldest material deposited as COCs in the center of the septa. However, the
coral grew in near constant conditions with largely time-invariant environmental parameters, and the sampling method is designed to clearly separate different skeletal regions rather than to follow a particular growth axis. Dashed vertical lines in Figure 3.3 mark successively milled regions and correspond to individual Me/Ca data points. For each data point $\sim 100$ $\mu g$ of milled powder is dissolved in 5% trace metal clean HNO3 (Seastar).

Most micro-milled samples in this study were analyzed using the isotope dilution ICP-MS method described in Fernandez et al. (in press), and exhibit lower precision than the improved method described in Chapter 2. The reproducibility (external error) of the sessions where micromilled samples were analyzed was assessed by the repeated measurement of a dissolved deep-sea coral consistency standard. Over three months, 11 measurements of the consistency standard resulted in Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca ratios that varied by 1.3% and 2.1%, respectively ($2\sigma$ standard deviation). As part of preliminary work, three other individuals of coral were analyzed using an identical method, except with an uncalibrated spike, yielding less precise relative Mg/Ca ratios.

### 3.3 Results

Mg/Ca is over twice as high in the optically dense central band, as compared to the surrounding septa (Figure 3.3a–b). The outer septal region is characterized by a Mg/Ca of $\sim 1.5$ mmol/mol while the central band is greater than 3 mmol/mol. The relative Mg/Ca ratios of three other *D. dianthus* individuals collected from separate locations are also enriched up to two fold within the central band (Figure 3.4). Different amounts of smoothing, the incorporation of both central band and outer septal material in the same milling line, may explain differences in the relative enrichment between each coral. Outside the central band, Mg/Ca variability is 18% ($2\sigma$ standard deviation). Also in this region, Mg/Ca ratios increase with decreasing Sr/Ca ratios.

Unlike Mg/Ca, Sr/Ca ratios show less structure and vary by a smaller relative amount across the coral septa, with a standard deviation of less than 5% ($2\sigma$, Figure 3.3c–d). The average Sr/Ca of the two corals 47407A and 47407B, 10.56 and 10.62 mmol/mol, respectively, are statistically identical, given our analytical uncertainty. Comparing all data by skeletal region rather than between indi-
individual corals, Sr/Ca within the central band varies significantly less than the surrounding skeleton (F-Test, > 98% loc, n=23 and 8) with a mean value in the central band of 10.6 ± 0.1 (2σ standard deviation). The standard deviation of Sr/Ca in the central band is similar to methodological external error and may represent instrumental variability rather than the lower limit of coral Sr/Ca variability.

Figure 3.3: Isotope-dilution ICP-MS measurements of Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca across skeletal features in two D. dianthus septa. (a&b) Mg/Ca of microsamples from septa 47407B and 47407A, respectively, overlaid on negative transmitted light photomicrograph to show sampling locations in relation to skeletal structural features. Mg/Ca ratios double coincident with the optically dense central band. On this scale, ±2σ error bars are smaller than the line thickness. (c&d) Sr/Ca of microsamples across 47407B and 47407A, respectively, with smaller and less structured variability than Mg/Ca. Notice that the range of Sr/Ca is much smaller relative to variations in Mg/Ca. Error bars represent ±2σ external error. Septa are approximately 1.5 mm across. Central optically dense white band, corresponding to COCs, is 110µm across.
5 seconds for the duration of a typical collection. Counts drift by less than 4% as beam damage occurs. While limiting the quantitative power of the electron probe, this magnitude of drift should not obscure the mapping of high Mg regions assuming Mg and Sr drift are comparable. Unfortunately, the small relative variation of Sr/Ca in the central band, as measured by ICP-MS, is the roughly the same magnitude as beam damage effects, limiting the use of the electron probe method to determine Sr/Ca heterogeneity, results which are dominated by noise and not included here.

4. Discussion

4.1. Magnitude and pattern of Me/Ca vital effects and the inorganic reference frame

To quantify the absolute magnitude of vital effects, the partitioning of elements between seawater and coral should ideally be compared to the thermodynamic partitioning of elements between seawater and abiotic aragonite, and then to kinetic effects. Unfortunately, reaching thermodynamic equilibrium in precipitation experiments has proven difficult; see, for example, the discussion in Gaetani and Cohen (2006). Therefore, coral data are typically compared to inorganic experiments with kinetic or other effects which may or may not be present during coral precipitation. Determining a valid inorganic reference frame to compare with coral is a topic of ongoing research.

Fortunately, there is general agreement, over a range of experimental conditions and methodologies, between most studies on the partition coefficient of Sr for inorganic aragonite as a function of temperature (Kinsman and Holland, 1969; Mucci et al., 1989; Zhong and Mucci, 1989; Dietzel et al., 2004; Gaetani and Cohen, 2006), where the partition coefficient from a solution of constant composition is defined as:

\[ D_{\text{arag}}^{\text{Sr}} = \frac{\text{Sr}}{\text{Ca}}_{\text{aragonite}} / \text{Sr}_{\text{seawater}} / \text{Ca}_{\text{seawater}}. \]

As thoroughly discussed by Gaetani and Cohen (2006), the low partition coefficient of Mucci et al. (1989), by 16% in comparison to the consensus from other studies, may be the result of kinetic effects. A major control of precipitation rate in inorganic systems is the saturation state of the solution: (\[ \frac{\text{Ca}^{2+} \cdot \text{CO}_3^{2-}}{\text{ksp}} \]). Mucci et al. precipitated aragonite from constant composition solutions with saturation states ranging

Figure 3.4: Relative Mg/Ca ratios in several coral in relation to structural features. (a) Coral 48739, again showing a nearly 2 fold increase in Mg/Ca coincident with the central band. A region of optically dense material removed prior to milling is marked with a large X. (b&c) Relative Mg/Ca in coral 48738 and 85080 also increase in the central band. Although the relative increase in Mg/Ca is less than two fold in these two coral, the consistent observation of increased Mg/Ca in the central band was observed in all coral examined in this study. Relative Mg/Ca ratios were determined in reference to a particular microsample within the septa identified as a upside-down triangle in each plot. Error bars are noted by black vertical lines.
3.4 Magnitude and Pattern of Me/Ca Vital Effects and the Inorganic Reference Frame

To quantify the absolute magnitude of vital effects, the partitioning of elements between seawater and coral should ideally be compared to the thermodynamic partitioning of elements between seawater and abiotic aragonite, and then to kinetic effects. Unfortunately, reaching thermodynamic equilibrium in precipitation experiments has proven difficult; see, for example, the discussion in Gaetani & Cohen (2006). Therefore, coral data are typically compared to inorganic experiments with kinetic or other effects which may or may not be present during coral precipitation. Determining a valid inorganic reference frame to compare with coral is a topic of ongoing research.

Figure 3.5: Mg/Ca increases in optically dense bands as determined by electron probe X-Ray microanalysis in a thin section of D. dianthus from Smithsonian location 47407. White horizontal lines mark path of analysis.

Fortunately, there is general agreement, over a range of experimental conditions and methodologies, between most studies on the partition coefficient of Sr in inorganic aragonite as a function of temperature (Gaetani & Cohen, 2006; Dietzel et al., 2004; Kinsman & Holland, 1969), where the partition coefficient from solution of constant composition is defined as:

$$D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{arag}} = \frac{\text{Sr}}{\text{Ca}}_{\text{aragonite}} / \frac{\text{Sr}}{\text{Ca}}_{\text{seawater}}.$$  

As thoroughly discussed by Gaetani & Cohen (2006), the low partition coefficient of Mucci et al. (1989), by 16% in comparison to the consensus from other studies, may be the result of kinetic effects.
A major control of precipitation rate in inorganic systems is the saturation state of the solution: 
\[ \Omega = \frac{[Ca^{2+}][CO_3^{2-}]}{k_{sp}} \]. Mucci et al. (1989) precipitated aragonite from constant composition solutions with saturations states ranging between 2.3 and 5. This is significantly lower than the \( \Omega \) of > 20 in Kinsman & Holland (1969), \( \Omega \) between 10–31 for Dietzel et al. (2004), and \( \Omega \) between 40 and 90 in Gaetani & Cohen (2006). It is unlikely that coral reach the high saturation states found in most of the above mentioned inorganic experiments; possibly making the data of Mucci et al. (1989) more applicable to understanding coral vital effects. However, it is also possible that effects other than kinetics may cause the difference between Mucci et al. and the other studies. In fact, Mucci et al. and Zhong & Mucci (1989) report the partition coefficient for strontium is independent of precipitation rate over the factor of 14 range in precipitation rates explored by their study. Gaetani & Cohen recognize the results of Mucci et al. and Zhong & Mucci, but conclude that the range of low precipitation rates explored in that study is too small to see the differences obvious between Mucci et al and the high \( \Omega \) studies. Here, we choose to use the larger and more complete dataset of high \( \Omega \) partition coefficients for Sr to compare with the deep-sea coral, although future work to determine the \( D_{Sr}^{arag} \) at slow precipitation rates over a range of temperatures is certainly necessary.

Using the combined empirical data of Gaetani & Cohen (2006); Dietzel et al. (2004) and Kinsman & Holland (1969) and assuming a Sr/Ca_{seawater} of 8.6 mmol/mol (DeVilliers, 1999), the Sr/Ca of inorganic aragonite can be predicted as a function of temperature (solid line and 2\( \sigma \) error envelope in Figure 3.6).

The range of Sr/Ca measured from coral microsamples both within and outside the central band agree with the expected Sr/Ca of inorganic aragonite precipitated at the temperature of coral growth, qualified by the error envelope of the inorganic relationship. Sr/Ca variability in the central band is smaller and statistically different from that of the outer septa. Inorganic behavior and low variability in the central band are consistent with minimal vital effects for Sr/Ca in this region, while the variability in the outer septa suggests the influence of vital effects. Similar mean Sr/Ca values in both the central band and outer septa of D. dianthus are in contrast to the results of Cohen et al. (2006) for another species of deep-sea coral, Lophelia pertusa, where opaque bands in the theca are
Figure 3.6: Sr/Ca of *D. dianthus* compares well with inorganic aragonite, although the results of Chapter 2 show that Sr/Ca does not follow the inorganic relationship. Black box marks total range of all *D. dianthus* samples where width represents estimated uncertainty in growth temperature. Gray box is smaller range of the central band. Solid line is an error weighted regression of the combined data from Kinsman & Holland (1969) (diamonds), Dietzel et al. (2004) (squares), and Gaetani & Cohen (2006) (circles) assuming a Sr/Ca of seawater of 8.6 mmol/mol. Dashed lines mark the 2σ error envelope of the regression. The slope of this inorganic relationship is 44 ± 6 (µmol Sr) (mol Ca)^{−1} °C^{−1}. The data of Mucci et al. (1989) is also plotted. For the experiments of Kinsman & Holland and Dietzel et al., the largest source of error is the variability between replicate precipitation experiments conducted at the same temperature, represented by 2σ error bars. In Gaetani & Cohen each temperature represents a single precipitation experiment. Since Gaetani & Cohen and Kinsman & Holland used similar methods, the average error of Kinsman and Holland was used to estimate the replicate error of Gaetani & Cohen for the purpose of the weighted linear regression.
associated with decreased Sr/Ca relative to the surrounding skeleton. In surface coral, Cohen et al. (2001) explain both differences in Sr/Ca variability between the COCs and the surrounding skeleton as well as different mean Sr/Ca ratios for these skeletal regions by the influence of photosynthesis. In an elegant test of this hypothesis, Cohen et al. (2002) observed higher Sr/Ca variability outside of COCs in a symbiont containing coral as compared to an aposymbiont individual of the same species. We also observe higher Sr/Ca variability outside COCs, but unlike the surface coral data we see similar means. Our data suggests that some of the difference in Sr/Ca variability between the COCs and the surrounding skeleton is ubiquitous in coral both with and without photosymbionts.

Unlike Sr/Ca, there is a two fold difference in Mg/Ca between the central band and outer septa of *D. dianthus*, following a similar pattern to skeletal features found in surface corals (Meibom et al., 2006, 2004), a commonality noted by Sinclair et al. (2006). As the deep-sea corals in this study grew in near constant environmental conditions, the spatially structured 1.5 mmol/mol variation in Mg/Ca is a clear indication of vital effects and places a lower limit on the magnitude of these effects. The average Mg/Ca of *D. dianthus* compares well to the range of Mg/Ca found by Shirai et al. (2005) from bulk sampling of two different genus of deep-sea coral; but the results of Cohen et al. (2006) in *Lophelia pertusa* are significantly higher, ranging from 2.6 to 4.3 mmol/mol. Cohen et al. (2006), measure smaller spot sizes than our method, and the larger range in Mg/Ca they observe may represent skeletal variability with less spatial averaging than our method; however, the higher mean Mg/Ca measured by Cohen et al. (2006) as compared to Shirai et al. (2005) and this study cannot be explained by averaging and may represent differences across species of deep-sea coral or differences in growth environments between the studies.

It is difficult to determine the correct inorganic reference frame for magnesium in aragonite. Gaetani & Cohen (2006) were able to establish a clear temperature relationship for Mg/Ca in aragonite, an important and significant achievement. However, assuming a seawater Mg/Ca of 5.1 mol/mol, the data of Gaetani & Cohen predict aragonite should have a Mg/Ca ratio of ~ 10 mmol/mol compared to the range of 1.5 to 3 mmol/mol found in *D. dianthus* and the 4 to 5 mmol/mol Mg/Ca ratios typical of surface corals. To explain the Mg/Ca ratios observed in a surface coral
*Diploria* and in the deep-sea coral *Lophelia pertusa* consistent with these high inorganic Mg/Ca results, Gaetani & Cohen (2006) and Cohen et al. (2006) invoke a 3-fold to 8-fold reduction of Mg/Ca in the calcifying fluid with respect to seawater. Although there are no direct measurements of Mg/Ca in the calcifying fluid, the energetic cost of manipulating Mg/Ca by such a large amount seems prohibitive without a clear biological purpose (Zeebe & Sanyal, 2002). If Mg/Ca is not manipulated by a large amount, the inorganic results of Gaetani & Cohen (2006) suggest either that there is a large vital effect of an absolute offset in Mg/Ca between corals and inorganic aragonite or that the conditions of the inorganic experiment are not a valid reference frame for coral growth. The only other systematic study on magnesium partitioning in aragonite, the inorganic experiments of Zhong & Mucci (1989), find a Mg/Ca of 3.5 mmol/mol at the one temperature investigated, 25 °C, roughly half the result of Gaetani & Cohen (2006). Unlike the inorganic behavior of Sr/Ca, a consensus of supporting studies over a range of experimental conditions does not exist for Mg/Ca. The large difference between Zhong & Mucci and Gaetani & Cohen suggest further research on the coprecipitation of Mg in aragonite over a range of experimental conditions is a high priority towards understanding inorganic behavior, and by extension, vital effects.

### 3.5 Correlated Me/Ca Ratios and Rayleigh Fractionation

The correlated variability of multiple tracers can be a strong constraint on vital effect mechanism, as recognized and exploited by Sinclair (2005) in surface corals and more recently by Sinclair et al. (2006) for Mg/Ca and U/Ca in deep-sea corals. A tracer-tracer plot of Sr/Ca vs. Mg/Ca in *D. dianthus* using the combined data sets of coral 47407A and 47407B (Figure 3.7) shows two trends: (1) outside the central band, Sr/Ca decreases with increasing Mg/Ca in a relationship that is roughly linear but may show some curvature, and (2) inside the central band, corresponding to the centers of calcification (COCs), variable and enriched Mg/Ca is associated with constant Sr/Ca. We test for the presence of a Rayleigh process in these skeletal regions.

Rayleigh fractionation as applied to individual trace metal behavior has been discussed thoroughly elsewhere (Elderfield et al., 1996; McIntire, 1963). Models of coral trace element variability
incorporating Rayleigh fractionation as a key mechanism have also been recently proposed (Gaetani & Cohen, 2006; Cohen et al., 2006). Here we develop a simple and general relationship for multiple Me/Ca ratio behavior during Rayleigh fractionation, similar to the approach of Albarède (1995), and compare this to our data set. Following Elderfield et al. (1996), the Sr/Ca of aragonite precipitated at any point during a Rayleigh process from a closed solution can be calculated from the initial solution composition assuming a constant effective partition coefficient:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\left( \frac{\text{Sr}}{\text{Ca}} \right)_{\text{aragonite}} &= D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{arag}} \left( \frac{\text{Sr}}{\text{Ca}} \right)_{\text{Solution}_o} F^{D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{arag}} - 1} \\
\end{aligned}
\] (3.1)

where the extent of precipitation is defined as:

\[
F = \left( \frac{[\text{Ca}^{2+}]}{[\text{Ca}^{2+}]_o} \right)_{\text{Solution}}.
\]

The effective partition coefficient, \( D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{Coral}} \) relates the Sr/Ca of the coral skeleton to the surrounding seawater and is an empirical measure that integrates the thermodynamics of coprecipitation, kinetics, binding by organic molecules, and all other process acting on strontium under the specific growth conditions of the coral (Morse & Bender, 1990).

Mg/Ca can be described similarly to Equation (3.1), where Sr/Ca is replaced by Mg/Ca and \( D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{Coral}} \) by \( D_{\text{Mg}}^{\text{Coral}} \). Since Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca are linked by the extent of precipitation, \( F \), the expressions can be combined, eliminating \( F \), yielding a linear log-log relationship:

\[
\ln \left( \frac{\text{Sr}}{\text{Ca}} \right)_{\text{Coral}} = \frac{D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{arag}} - 1}{D_{\text{Mg}}^{\text{arag}} - 1} \ln \left( \frac{\text{Mg}}{\text{Ca}} \right)_{\text{Coral}} + \left[ \left( \frac{\text{Sr}}{\text{Ca}} \right)_{\text{Coral}_o} - \frac{D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{arag}} - 1}{D_{\text{Mg}}^{\text{arag}} - 1} \left( \frac{\text{Mg}}{\text{Ca}} \right)_{\text{Coral}_o} \right]
\] (3.2)

where \( (\text{Sr/Ca})_{\text{Coral}_o} \) and \( (\text{Mg/Ca})_{\text{Coral}_o} \) refer to the composition of solid skeleton precipitated at the very beginning of the Rayleigh process,

\[
\left( \frac{\text{Sr}}{\text{Ca}} \right)_{\text{Coral}_o} = D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{arag}} \left( \frac{\text{Sr}}{\text{Ca}} \right)_{\text{Solution}_o}.
\]
Under the conditions of closed system precipitation with constant partition coefficients and any initial fluid composition, tracer-tracer behavior is predicted to follow Equation (3.2). Testing if correlated tracer behavior follows the functional form of Equation (3.2) is a general test for Rayleigh behavior that does not require knowledge of initial solution conditions or partition coefficients. In the outer septal region of *D. dianthus*, the log-log tracer plot is linear, with an $R^2$ of $\sim 0.6$, (solid line, inset Figure 3.7), consistent with a Rayleigh mechanism. (Re-analysis of micromilled samples by the method outlined in Chapter 2, led to an even more significant linear relationship, $R^2=0.9$, supporting the closed system conclusion.) Equally important, the behavior of Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca in the central band cannot be explained by Rayleigh fractionation. In the deep-sea coral *Lophelia pertusa*, Cohen et al. (2006) also observe decreasing Sr/Ca with Mg/Ca which they explain by a model emphasizing Rayleigh fractionation. Indeed, while the plot of tracer-tracer behavior in (Cohen et al., 2006) is roughly linear it may show some curvature toward low Sr/Ca and high Mg/Ca, as predicted by Equation (3.2). Recently, Sinclair et al. (2006) showed that relative U/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios from both surface and deep-sea corals follow a power law relationship and explained this behavior with end member mixing. As an alternative explanation to end member mixing, a Rayleigh process also predicts a power law relationship between U/Ca and Mg/Ca, and may explain some of the correlated observations.

In Equation (3.2) the slope of the log-log relationship is determined by the partition coefficients of each metal and the intercept is influenced by both the initial solution composition and the partition coefficients. The slope in Equation (3.2) is predicted to be relatively less sensitive to variations in $D_{\text{Coral}}^{\text{Mg}}$ than $D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{Coral}}$, since $D_{\text{Mg}}^{\text{Coral}}$ is $<< 1$, driving the denominator of the slope very close to 1 even over a large relative range of $D_{\text{Mg}}^{\text{Coral}}$. The low relative sensitivity of a Rayleigh process to variations in $D_{\text{Mg}}^{\text{Coral}}$ has two implications, (1) the tracer-tracer behavior predicted by a Rayleigh process is robust to even large variations in $D_{\text{Mg}}^{\text{Coral}}$ and (2) it is difficult to determine a precise $D_{\text{Mg}}^{\text{Coral}}$ by inverting the fitted slope and using an estimate of $D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{Coral}}$. If $D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{Coral}}$ is sensitive to temperature like inorganic aragonite, then the slope of the log-log Rayleigh plot will also be sensitive to temperature—possibly undoing the variability seen in this study and Chapter 2 to yield a useful paleothermometer.
Figure 3.7: Correlated Sr/Ca-Mg/Ca vital effects are consistent with Rayleigh fractionation in the outer septa, but not in the central band. Data points with 2σ error bars are combined measurements from coral 47407A and 47407B, identified by skeletal location. Inset is a log-log plot of outer septa results with a linear model (bold black line) fit to the data (R² = 0.6). The fit parameters of the linear model in the inset were used to plot the Rayleigh Model in the larger plot (bold black line labeled Rayleigh Fit). As an alternative to fitting the data, Rayleigh behavior can be forward modeled with prescribed parameters. In one scenario, initial Mg/Ca is set to a seawater value; initial Sr/Ca is enriched by 3% compared to seawater; and D_{Sr} is set to equal the partition coefficient of inorganic aragonite, 1.24±0.4. The results of this calculation are shown as the grey solid line in the main plot with the dashed error envelope representing a propagation of uncertainty in the inorganic strontium partition coefficient. While most of the discussion in this paper assumes that we sample instantaneous Rayleigh precipitate, the grey solid and dashed lines in the inset are the predicted composition of both instantaneous and accumulated solid, respectively, for the above forward Rayleigh model scenario, with relatively tight agreement.
Instead of inverting partition coefficients from a fit of the log-log relationship, a predicted Rayleigh relationship for tracer-tracer behavior can also be generated from prescribed effective partition coefficients and initial solution composition. For this forward modeling, we use an initial Mg/Ca ratio matching the seawater value of 5.1 mol/mol. We also make the functional assumption that the lowest Mg/Ca ratios measured in our corals correspond to precipitation from the initial unfractionated solution (F = 1), implying a $D_{\text{Coral}}^{\text{Mg}}$ of $2.75 \times 10^{-4}$. We choose this partition coefficient because it describes our coral measurements well and does not imply a dramatic modification of the Mg/Ca of the calcifying fluid; however, it is significantly lower than the partition coefficient for Mg in inorganic aragonite as determined by Gaetani & Cohen (2006). As described above, uncertainty in $D_{\text{Coral}}^{\text{Mg}}$ has a small effect on the slope of the tracer-tracer relationship, making our forward model conclusions relatively insensitive to this functional assumption.

Given the above assumptions, two Rayleigh fractionation scenarios can explain the observed Mg/Ca vs. Sr/Ca relationship of the outer septa. If the abiotic aragonite partition coefficient, $D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{arag}}$, which matches the partition coefficient of the central band, is also taken as an estimate for $D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{Coral}}$ in the outer septa, then the correlated data are consistent with a Rayleigh process and a non-seawater initial Sr/Ca ratio of 8.8 mmol/mol, an enrichment of less than 3% (solid grey line and dashed error bounds Figure 3.7). Evidence of active Sr pumping exists from cultured surface corals in a study with chemical inhibitors, (Ferrier-Pages et al., 2002), although, as noted by Sinclair & Risk (2006), the results of this study are also consistent with general inhibition of calcification and may simply evidence Sr coprecipitation rather than active Sr pumping. If Sr pumping is present, this first Rayleigh scenario is consistent with an initial manipulation of the calcifying fluid followed by closed system behavior during precipitation. Changes to solution composition prior to precipitation only affect the intercept of the log-log relationship, shifting the whole plot vertically in log-log space, but otherwise leaving the slope and sign of the tracer-tracer correlation unchanged. In a second scenario, initial Sr/Ca is assumed to match seawater. In this case, our data are consistent with a $D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{Coral}}$ in the outer septa of 1.28, within 2σ of the inorganic relationship but different from the $D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{Coral}}$ of the central band. Our data support the presence of Rayleigh fractionation in the outer septa but are
unable to distinguish between these two scenarios.

The above expressions describe the composition of instantaneous precipitate, or the most recently formed precipitate at a given \( F \). As it is unclear whether our analytical method samples instantaneous or accumulated solid, both must be considered. The individual Me/Ca ratio of accumulated precipitate, integrated from the start until a given extent of precipitation (from 1 to \( F \)), can be derived (Elderfield et al., 1996; Doerner & Hoskins, 1925). Even though the combined tracer-tracer relationship for accumulated solid is non-linear in a log-log plot, Me/Ca correlations are nearly identical between accumulated and instantaneous solids using the same partition coefficients and initial solution composition (solid and dashed lines in inset of Figure 3.7). The most significant difference in tracer-tracer behavior between instantaneous and accumulated solids is the sensitivity to \( F \), with the same paired Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios corresponding to larger extents of precipitation in the accumulated solid than for instantaneous solid. \( F \) values are sensitive to the choice of partition coefficients and initial solution composition, which, combined with the difference in \( F \) between accumulated and instantaneous precipitant, means that \( F \) is underconstrained by our data set. Qualified by this large uncertainty, the largest extent of precipitation in our data, corresponding to the most depleted Sr/Ca ratios and the most enriched Mg/Ca ratios in the outer septa, are consistent with an \( F \) value of roughly 0.8 for instantaneous precipitation and an \( F \) value of 0.6 for accumulated precipitation.

Rayleigh fractionation acts to lower Sr/Ca from an upper limit of determined by \((\text{Sr/Ca})_{\text{Coral}} = D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{arag}} (\text{Sr/Ca})_{\text{Solution}}\). If \( D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{arag}} \) is similar to the inorganic partition coefficient at the coral growth temperature and \((\text{Sr/Ca})_{\text{Solution}}\) is approximately equal to or slightly higher than seawater, then different extents of Rayleigh fractionation at different temperatures will result in Sr/Ca values that are lower or just over the inorganic Sr/Ca vs. T line. Bulk Sr/Ca of \( D. \ dianthus \) over a range of temperatures (data from Chapter 2) behaves exactly this way—the bulk Sr/Ca \( D. \ dianthus \) data is consistent with mixtures of closed-system precipitated aragonite where the extent of precipitation \((F)\) does not vary systematically with temperature. Some of the other genera cross the inorganic line which, within the closed-system framework, may signify different extents of initial seawater
In the above discussion of the Rayleigh mechanism we assume a system closed to all metal cations during precipitation. However, active Ca2+ pumping in surface corals has been demonstrated in culture experiments (Tambutte et al., 1996) and is supported by the discovery of a plasma membrane Ca-ATPase localized to the calcifying region (Zoccola et al., 2004). Provided that the rate of pumping is less than the rate of precipitation, and assuming a constant rates of pumping and precipitation, this process should still produce a linear relationship between Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca in a log-log plot with a negative slope, similar to a completely closed Rayleigh process. On the other hand, if pumping and precipitation occur at the same rate or if pumping outpaces precipitation, the log-log Mg/Ca to Sr/Ca relationship should have a positive slope, unlike our data. Calcium transport prior to precipitation has the potential to modify Me/Ca ratios in the initial calcifying fluid; however, Ca-ATPase driven calcium-proton exchange is effectively alkalinity pumping and perturbs [Ca2+] relatively little while still increasing the saturation state of aragonite dramatically through the speciation of the carbonate system. Together, small changes in initial [Ca+2] and a rate of calcium pumping less than the rate of precipitation may result in initial Me/Ca ratios close to seawater that then progress along a Rayleigh curve, consistent with both the presence of active calcium transport and our data. The constraint of a closed system with regard to non-calcium metal cations does not apply to dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), which can diffuse through bio-membranes as CO2(aq). A Me/Ca Rayleigh process is therefore consistent with the equilibrium stable isotope vital effect model of Adkins et al. (2003) where δ13C is set by net transmembrane CO2(aq) flux, and δ18O is set by the pH of the calcifying fluid.

### 3.6 Me/Ca Vital Effect Mechanism in the Central Band

Large variations in Mg/Ca are uncoupled from Sr/Ca in the central band, suggesting that Rayleigh fractionation is not the dominant process influencing Mg and Sr correlation in this region. Understanding this vital effect has implications beyond deep-sea coral, as increased Mg/Ca in COCs appears to be a common feature in both surface and deep-sea coral (Meibom et al., 2006, 2004;
Possible mechanisms for high Mg/Ca in the central band can be evaluated with our data set.

A surface entrapment model predicts precipitation rate dependent behavior of a tracer when growth rate and near-surface solid diffusion are closely matched (Watson, 2004). This model assumes chemical potentials at the surface and in the bulk-solid differ for a tracer, resulting in a difference of chemical composition as the solid traps more or fewer of these end members. For surface entrapment to explain the enriched Mg of the central band, assuming rapid precipitation occurs in this region and traps more of a surface-like composition, the aragonite surface must be enriched in Mg compared to the bulk crystal. Sr/Ca, however, is not observed to systematically vary with Mg/Ca in the central band. Within the surface entrapment framework, this implies that either the bulk and surface composition of aragonite have identical strontium activities, or the balance of near-surface diffusion and precipitation rate are different enough between Sr and Mg such that Sr is insensitive to growth rate over the range of rates that occur during coral growth. While our data are not a direct test of the surface entrapment model, they do highlight key model parameters and predictions if this process is at work in *D. dianthus*. Furthermore, if surface entrapment explains the uncoupled variability of Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca in the central band, the dominance of Rayleigh fractionation in the outer septa may suggest crystal growth rates and consequently surface entrapment effects do not vary significantly in the outer septa.

There is evidence for organic material in coral skeletons that may help regulate biomineralization (Cuif et al., 2003; Puverel et al., 2005). It is possible that the organic matrix or another biomolecule is responsible for enriched Mg in the central band. A biological component that selectively binds Mg but not Sr seems possible given the difference in polarizability between these two cations. This putative biomolecule would have to be localized within the COCs, however, the existence and magnitude of Sr vs. Mg trace element selectivity by organic components within the coral skeleton has yet to be demonstrated.

Differences in Me/Ca behavior between the outer septa and central band raise the possibility of fundamentally different biomineralization mechanisms in these regions. However, previous measure-
ments of U/Ca argue against this. In fission track experiments on *D. dianthus* coral sections similar to ones used in this study, there is a greater than threefold range in [U] across the coral skeleton (Robinson et al., 2006). The pattern of this variation is crucial: the region of low uranium follows but extends well beyond the central band, with [U] largely unchanged across the interface between the central band and the outer septa. If the central band were under the control of a fundamentally different mechanism than the outer septa, it seems unlikely that [U] behavior would remain unchanged across the interface of these two mechanisms. The pattern of [U] suggests a continuous general mechanism describing vital effects and biomineralization. Conclusions about uranium can be generalized to other tracers to the extent that they are influenced by the same processes. Unfortunately the mechanism of U/Ca vital effects is still an open question. Experiments suggest $D_{U}^{ag}$ varies by threefold due to pH and precipitation rate (Russell et al., 2004; Meece & Benninger, 1993), although the relative contributions of these factors and the mechanism of influence are a topic of current research.

While far from a comprehensive list of all processes affecting magnesium, certain conclusions can be made. High Mg/Ca in the central band is not dominated by Rayleigh fractionation; it may be the result of surface entrapment, given key constraints; biomolecules may be at work, although it is impossible to quantitatively assess their role without further characterization; and, finally, there appears to be some mechanistic continuity across all skeletal features.

### 3.7 Prospect for a Me/Ca Paleothermometer in the Context of Closed System Biomineralization

Data presented in Chapter 2 show that Sr/Ca of bulk sampled deep-sea coral exhibit high variance without a useful temperature relationship. The micro-milling work in this chapter both describe and explain this intra-coral Me/Ca variability. Furthermore this understanding provides a possible way forward that may still produce a useful Me/Ca based paleothermometer. As described in Section 3.5, the slope of Sr/Ca vs. Mg/Ca on a log-log plot is predicted to be dominated by the term $[D_{Sr}^{Coral} - 1]$. 
If this partition coefficient is sensitive to temperature, like the inorganic partition coefficient, then the slope on a log-log plot should vary with \( T \), effectively undoing Rayleigh-induced variability. By making multiple measurements of non-central band material in coral from a range of temperature, by micro-milling or other techniques, it should be possible to test this hypothesis.

The impact of vital effects on the Mg/Ca paleothermometer can be estimated, in the absence of clear inorganic data, by comparing \( D. \textit{dianthus} \) with surface corals (Figure 3.8). From Mg/Ca-temperature relationships calibrated in surface corals (Mitsuguchi et al., 1996; Reynaud et al., 2007; Sinclair et al., 1998; Fallon et al., 1999) the total \( \sim 2 \) mmol/mol range of Mg/Ca in \( D. \textit{dianthus} \) corresponds to \( \sim 10^\circ \text{C} \). Surface coral temperature calibrations correspond best with the outer septa of our deep-sea corals. While the slope of the Mg/Ca temperature relationship, as determined in surface corals, is steeper than that of Sr/Ca, the presence of large vital effects can introduce a false and difficult-to-separate temperature-like signal if different proportions of skeletal regions are sampled during analysis.

Figure 3.8: Large Mg/Ca vital effects in \( D. \textit{dianthus} \) compared to extrapolated surface coral data. Surface coral calibrations: (line a) Mitsuguchi et al. (1996), which compares well with recent coral culture experiments of Reynaud et al. (2007), circles. (line b) Fallon et al. (1999), (line c) Sinclair et al. (1998). Calibrations are marked as solid lines within the temperature range of the respective experiments, and dashed lines over the extrapolated temperature range.
3.8 Conclusion

I determined accurate and detailed co-located Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca ratios across different skeletal regions in two individuals of the deep-sea coral *D. dianthus* through a combination of micromilling and isotope dilution- ICP-MS. Overall, Sr/Ca variability was several %, with Sr/Ca in the optically dense central band varying significantly less than in the surrounding skeleton. Unlike Sr/Ca, mean Mg/Ca varies dramatically between different skeletal regions. Coincident with the optically dense central band, Mg/Ca was at least 3 mmol/mol, more than twice that of the surrounding skeleton. This result appears to be general, as relative Mg/Ca ratios of three other D. dianthus individuals collected from separate oceanographic locations also nearly double within the central band. The difference in the mean Mg/Ca of the central band and surrounding skeleton implies a ∼ 10°C temperature signal, when calibrated via Mg/Ca-temperature relationships developed in surface coral. A large non-environmental effect, or vital effect, can obscure and complicate application of a Mg/Ca paleothermometer.

While complicating interpretation of a paleothermometer, vital effects are useful to help understand the mechanism of biomineralization. Outside the central band, Mg/Ca increases with decreasing Sr/Ca. This relationship can be explained by Rayleigh fractionation as shown by a linear tracer-tracer relationship in a logarithmic plot. To be consistent with our accurate measurements of Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca, Rayleigh fractionation can occur from an initial solution where Me/Ca ratios match seawater, provided that the effective strontium partition coefficient (\(D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{Coral}}\)) differs between the outer septa and central band. Alternatively, if \(D_{\text{Sr}}^{\text{Coral}}\) is the same throughout *D. dianthus* and matches the abiotic partition coefficient, our data is consistent with an initial solution enriched in Sr/Ca by 3% compared to seawater. Rayleigh fractionation implies a closed system during precipitation, at least with respect to trace or minor metal cations. In the central band, Me/Ca ratios are dominated by a non-Rayleigh process with our data constraining a number of possible explanations for vital effects in this region. That Rayleigh fractionation cannot explain the large variability in Mg/Ca within the central band is equally important as our evidence for the presence of Rayleigh fractionation in the outer septa. Given the widespread feature of enriched Mg/Ca in COCs, the
mechanism of this process is an important target of future research. In addition to explaining Me/Ca variability in deep-sea coral, closed-system biomineralization has important implications on the response of skeletal composition to changes in seawater carbonate chemistry. This may provide a helpful tool to better understand the response of coral calcification to anthropogenic ocean acidification, as explored and tested in the next chapter.
Chapter 4

High Spatial Resolution NanoSIMS Analysis to Calibrate Environmental Proxies in Coral Grown During a Short Culture Experiment: Test of Me/Ca Ratio Sensitivity to Carbonate Ion Concentration

4.1 Introduction

Combining geochemical analysis with coral culture has the potential to isolate separate environmental conditions on skeletal composition and growth with applications in paleoclimatology, biomineralization, and ecology. For example, proxy calibrations of organisms cultured under controlled conditions, can be used to (1) ensure accurate reconstructions of past climate; (2) separate environmental signals from biological variability; and (3) resolve the influence of environmental parameters which co-vary in much of the modern ocean, (i.e., T and [CO$_3^{2-}$]), but likely diverged in the past. A version of this approach has been used to test Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca and $\delta^{18}O$ sensitivity to temperature and light in coral (Reynaud-Vaganay et al., 1999; Reynaud et al., 2007). Unfortunately, widespread application of coral culture to answer geochemical questions is limited by the large investment of time and energy required to maintain coral culture facilities. Additionally, coral are typically col-
lected from the wild and it is technically challenging to separate the small amount of material grown during experimental culture from the the wild grown initial skeleton. In an attempt to address this second issue, Reynaud-Vaganay et al. (1999) and Reynaud et al. (2007) induced small nubbins of coral to grow laterally on glass slides, clearly distinguishing new growth from the original skeleton over a month long culture period. Very recently, Cohen et al. (2009) grew juvenile coral polyps from larva entirely under controlled conditions for several days to test the response of coral Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca to different carbonate ion concentrations. While both these techniques are useful, the first still requires longer than a month of culture time, limiting the types and pace of experiments, while the second approach limits work to juvenile coral unless long times are again used as the coral reach maturity.

I use the nanoSIMS, a relatively new instrument capable of accurate compositional and isotopic analysis with sub-micron spatial resolution, as a tool to identify and analyze the several-to-10s of micron region of skeletal growth resulting from a short (6-day) culture experiment in adult reef-building coral. The nanoSIMS has been previously applied to answer biomineralization questions in coral (Meibom et al., 2008, 2004). The novel goals of this research are to (1) demonstrate the feasibility of measuring compositional response to short coral culture experiments in adult coral; (2) map the extent and pattern of new skeletal growth to identify processes which control ion transport to the calcifying fluid; and (3) use this technique to quantify the sensitivity of Me/Ca ratios to $[\text{CO}_3^{2-}]$ and aragonite saturation in cultured coral. The results of the coral culture experiment will be interpreted within a closed system (Rayleigh) model for biomineralization to constrain explanations for the sensitivity of coral calcification rates to ocean acidification, improving our understanding of how anthropogenic CO2 will impact coral reefs.

In this study seawater culture media is enriched in the naturally low abundance stable isotopes $^{43}\text{Ca}$, $^{87}\text{Sr}$, and $^{136}\text{Ba}$ to uniquely label material grown during the experiment. At the start of the experiment a short incubation with Calcein, a CaCO3 binding fluorescent probe, marks the margin of new growth guiding subsequent microanalysis. After the culturing period, NanoSIMS images and spot analysis are used to characterize the newly grown material.
Very recently, Houlbreque et al. (2009) incubated coral for 72 hours in 86Sr followed by nanoSIMS image mapping to resolve discrete 5–10 µm regions of labeled skeleton along a growth front. These results suggest that growth is discontinuous, but coherent, and identifies the size of coral growth units. In the current work, isotopes of several elements are added to the culture solution simultaneously. The dynamics of ion uptake by the skeleton are probed by quantitatively following the location and extent of incorporation compared to solution isotope measurements.

As an initial application we quantify the sensitivity of Sr/Ca, a proxy for temperature, to another important environmental parameter, [CO32-]. Carbonate ion concentration, [CO32-], has varied in the past, possibly biasing Me/Ca-based paleo-records in coral. Carbonate ion concentration also continues to decrease in the modern surface ocean in response to anthropogenic CO2 emissions. Decreasing carbonate ion concentration reduces the thermodynamic driving force for calcification, or aragonite saturation \( \Omega = [\text{Ca}^{2+}] [\text{CO}_3^{2-}] / k_{sp} \). Indeed, experiments generally show coral reduce calcification rate as a response to CO2 enrichment and coincidently lower [CO32-]. (This effect is not followed by some biomineralizing organisms, for example, aragonitic fish otoliths increase in size as a response to higher pCO2 (Checkley et al., 2009).) The mechanism of reduced calcification to acidification is still unclear and somewhat puzzling, as most models of biomineralization invoke a calcifying region controlled more by the organism than the surrounding seawater. This question is relevant as we attempt to anticipate the impact of increasing atmospheric CO2 and resulting ocean acidification on coral, a major reef-forming organism.

**Conceptual Model of Biomineralization Response to Ocean Acidification:** I assume that the first step in calcification is the transport of seawater to the calcifying region consistent with the Rayleigh results in Chapter 3 and as supported by recent experiments with fluorescent probes (unpublished work by Jonathan Erez). The calcifying fluid is then closed off from the surrounding seawater consistent with a Rayleigh process, as described in Chapter 3. Alkalinity pumping is used to increase local [CO\(_3^{2-}\)], driving precipitation. A plot of alkalinity vs. dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) completely describes the carbonate system of the calcifying fluid (Figure 4.1). On this plot alkalinity pumping appears as a vertical line. After a nucleating event, precipitation occurs and the calcifying fluid
relaxes to reach a [CO$_3^{2-}$] in equilibrium with the solid skeleton. While very simple, even this framework provides basic and useful predictions on growth rate and composition. The coral’s response to ocean acidification, however, depends on how coral regulate alkalinity pumping—an important undetermined parameter. As a thought experiment, let’s consider several scenarios for the regulation of alkalinity pumping.

**Scenario A:** “pH Control”. Alkalinity pumping proceeds until a specific-pH is reached. This is biologically appealing in that some control mechanism would be expected to regulate the extent of alkalinity pumping. However, at least in the simple form presented here, this rule for alkalinity pumping is inconsistent with observations of slower coral growth rates in response to CO$_2$ enrichment (Figure 4.1 A). After CO$_2$ enrichment, this scenario demands that the alkalinity pumping vector increase in vertical length to reach the pH threshold. The size of precipitation vector, however, is

![Figure 4.1: Plots of the biomineralizing carbonate system for different scenarios of alkalinity pumping exhibit different predictions of growth and compositional response to ocean acidification as discussed in the text. Dark contours are lines of constant pH and lighter contours are nearly parallel lines of constant carbonate ion concentration. Chemical processes during biomineralization are shown as arrows. Green arrows correspond to the case where carbon dioxide enrichment has occurred. Precipitation (Ppt.) is an arrow that relaxes the system at a slope of 2 back to a contour of carbonate ion concentration in equilibrium with the solid. This vector has a slope of 2 because precipitation of calcium carbonate removes 2 mole equivalents of alkalinity for each mole of dissolved carbonate ion concentration. Inset plot is the predicted relationship between Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca for a closed system (Rayleigh) process. The black and green arrows on this plot, corresponding to the normal and acidified case in scenario B, show how different extents of precipitation result in different bulk Me/Ca ratios. While the contour plots were generated using a quantitative treatment of the carbonate system, the exact concentrations are less important in this conceptual model than the trends.

Scenario A: “pHControl”. Alkalinity pumping proceeds until a specific-pH is reached. This is biologically appealing in that some control mechanism would be expected to regulate the extent of alkalinity pumping. However, at least in the simple form presented here, this rule for alkalinity pumping is inconsistent with observations of slower coral growth rates in response to CO$_2$ enrichment (Figure 4.1 A). After CO$_2$ enrichment, this scenario demands that the alkalinity pumping vector increase in vertical length to reach the pH threshold. The size of precipitation vector, however, is
nearly the same length as in the unacidified case since this vector relaxes between two nearly parallel contours, the threshold pH and the equilibrium [CO$_3^{2-}$]. In fact, to the limited extent that contours of pH and [CO$_3^{2-}$] are not parallel, the amount of precipitation is predicted to actually increase with ocean acidification. If the number of precipitating events is the major control of calcification rate instead of the extent of precipitation for each event, then the “pH Control” is still consistent with CO$_2$ enrichment experiments.

Scenario B: Invariant Alkalinity Pumping or “Energy Limited Calcification”. This scenario assumes the amount of alkalinity pumping per precipitating event is constant. The same alkalinity pumping vector yields a lower [CO$_3^{2-}$] and a smaller precipitation vector for CO$_2$ enrichment consistent with coral culture experiments (Figure 4.1 B). Within the Rayleigh framework, the CO$_2$ enriched case would proceed a shorter distance along the Rayleigh curve resulting in higher bulk Sr/Ca and lower bulk Mg/Ca, a measurable prediction (Figure 4.1 inset plot). The response of other Me/Ca ratios can be predicted for a Rayleigh process based on their partition coefficients, with Ba/Ca behaving like Sr/Ca.

Scenario C: Total Consumption of Dissolved Inorganic Carbon. Me/Ca measurements in a modern deep-sea coral suggest that closed system precipitation proceeds roughly until the complete consumption of DIC (Chapter 3). Since CO$_2$ enrichment increases DIC, complete utilization of the enriched DIC would result in relatively more extensive precipitation and longer travel down the Rayleigh curve. This scenario predicts lower bulk Sr/Ca and higher bulk Mg/Ca, the opposite signal from Scenario B.

These scenarios are hardly an exhaustive list and the qualitative predictions rely on a simple step-by-step model. The utility of the approach is to show the strong potential for bulk metal/calcium ratios to be sensitive to CO$_2$ enrichment experiments and to demonstrate how this signal can be related to the underlying biomineralization mechanism.
4.2 Experimental Approach

Coral are grown in separate flow-thorough culture chambers. This approach allows uninterrupted growth, and eliminates gas exchange with the atmosphere, which would lead to re-equilibration of the carbonate system. In this experiment, carbonate ion concentration and associated aragonite saturation ($\Omega$) are manipulated by changing alkalinity. Schneider et al. showed that coral calcification rates respond similarly to $[\text{CO}_3^{2-}]$ irrespective of the method used to manipulate the carbonate system in the surface coral *Acropora*. Continuously replacing the culture solution limits drift in the carbonate system and ensures healthy specimens, as corals require adequate water movement and regular water replacement to happily calcify (Calfo (2007) describes several different approaches to large scale coral propagation). By analyzing the outflow from the culture chamber, the solution chemistry of each chamber is regularly monitored. Furthermore, calcification removes alkalinity, and the drop in alkalinity between the reservoir and outflow water is be used to monitor calcification rate.

Newly grown material is characterized using complementary techniques that collectively span from macro to sub-micron scales. Figure 4.2 provides an overview of skeletal morphology at different spatial scales. Calcein is a CaCO$_3$ binding fluorescent probe that has been used previously to mark growth in foraminifera at the chamber level (Bernhard et al., 2004), its application to coral has also been thoroughly investigated by Erez (unpublished research). In this work a short incubation with Calcein at the beginning of the experiment is used to mark the margin of new growth. Rare Earth Elements (REEs) were also added at different time points during the experiment as time markers to aid in translating linear growth into time, following the approach of Gabitov et al. (2008) in inorganic precipitation experiments, although measuring REEs in the coral skeleton was only partially successful.

To uniquely label the newly grown skeleton, the seawater culture media is enriched in the naturally low abundance stable isotopes 43Ca, 87Sr, and 136Ba. Figure 4.3 describes the labeling schedule for this experiment. After coral culture, bulk micro-samples of different parts of each coral skeleton are separately dissolved and analyzed by MC-ICP-MS to identify regions of signifi-
Figure 4.2: *Stylophora sp.* Skeletal Morphology. (A) Small living tip broken from an coral used in a separate experiment (~1 cm across). Polyps are the basic individual living units of a colonial coral. Each polyp, seen as dark spots in this image, sits in a cup like skeletal feature, the calyx. While most polyps in this image are retracted, some in the top left corner are open and extended. Much of coral color comes for the photopigments of symbiotic algae that live within the coral host. (B) SEM image of the surface of a *Stylophora sp.* skeleton, after the tissue has been completely removed. Cup like depressions are the calyx of each polyp, with vertical plates, or septa, anchoring and protecting the polyp. In the spaces between polyps are many spine like projections. Scale bar is 200µm. (C) SEM image of an individual spine removed from the skeletal surface. Scale bar is 20µm.
Figure 4.3: Schedule of isotope, rare-earth element (REE) and Calcein labels during coral growth experiment.

cant growth, testing, for example whether septa or spines incorporate more of the enriched isotopes. Once candidate fractions are identified, these parts of the skeleton are removed and mounted on slides for Calcein visualization by confocal fluorescent microscopy. Guided by the Calcein marker, subsequent nanoSIMS analysis is used for final isotopic and compositional characterization of the newly grown material and the junction between previous and new growth.

The nanoSIMs is a relatively new instrument capable of sensitive compositional and isotopic analysis of polished samples with sub-micron spatial resolution. In addition to spot analysis, the nanoSIMS primary beam can be rastered to make isotope images of order 20x20 \( \mu \text{m} \). Guided by fluorescent maps of newly grown material, the nanoSIMS in spot mode is used to characterize the composition of pure newly grown skeletal material for each culture condition. Images are also made of the junction between initial material and the newly grown skeleton to test if all elements are incorporated in the skeleton simultaneously or if there are differences in internal pools and transport for each element. To accurately conduct nanoSIMS spot and image analysis in coral, several methodological and technical challenges are addressed complementing recent work on nanoSIMS methods in carbonates (Sano et al., 2005, 2008).
4.3 Coral Culture Method

*Coral Samples:* Several nubbins of the reef-forming (hermatypic) and symbiont-containing surface coral *Stylophora pistillata* were freshly broken from two larger colonies originally collected in the Gulf of Eilat, Red Sea, Israel. The finger-like nubbins are small pieces of coral (approximately 1–2 cm in length with 1–3 branches each) covered by living tissue on all surfaces except the freshly broken bottom of the coral. These nubbins were acclimated in the seawater aquarium at Hebrew University, Jerusalem for 10 days prior to the growth experiment. Since all nubbins were taken from the same original colony, they should be genetically identical. Of the cut and recovered nubbins, 5 were chosen of similar size and surface area for culture under controlled carbonate ion conditions (Table 4.1). Surface area was estimated assuming a cylindrical geometry ignoring the top and bottom of the cylinder, a common approach in growth studies on branching and pencil shaped coral (Falkowski & Dubinsky, 1981; Schneider & Erez, 2006). The length and width of each branch were either measured directly using the cleaned and dried skeleton or estimated from photographs taken at the end of the experiment. Two additional similarly sized nubbins, corals number 10 and 4, were sacrificed at the beginning of culture experiment right when the other coral were placed in their respective growth chambers but after all the nubbins were incubated with Calcein. These \( t = 0 \) controls are used to estimate the average initial chemical and isotopic composition of coral nubbins just prior to the growth experiment. They are also used in fluorescent label imaging as a control expected to show the Calcein label without any subsequent growth.

Table 4.1: Surface area and mass of cultured *Stylophora pistillata* nubbins used in this study. Determination of aragonite saturation (\( \Omega \)) for each culture chamber is discussed below. \(^\dagger\) Coral number 5, cultured in reservoir \( \# \) 2, was sampled prior to taking a dry mass. A regression between the remaining wet and dry masses show a rough linear correlation \( (R^2 = 0.7) \). This correlation was used to estimate the unsampled dry mass of coral number 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \Omega )</th>
<th>Reservoir #</th>
<th>Coral #</th>
<th>Surface Area (cm(^{-2}))</th>
<th>Dry Mass (g)</th>
<th>Wet Mass (g)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>(2.0)(^\dagger)</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>10(3)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>9(5)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Calcein and Dysprosium Label at Start of Experiment: Immediately prior to culture under controlled carbonate ion conditions, all coral nubbins were labeled with the rare-earth element (REE) dysprosium and the CaCO₃ binding fluorescent probe Calcein to mark the beginning of the experiment. To a large crystallizing dish containing 750 ml aquarium seawater, 250 µL of stock 1000 µg/ml Dy in 2% HCl was added. Then the solution pH was adjusted to 8.25, similar to typical Red Sea surface pH, by adding 6 mL of saturated Ca(OH)₂ solution. Finally 1.5 ml of 10 mM Calcein was added, yielding final concentrations of [Dy] ~ 2 uM and [Calcein] ~ 20 uM. After about 6 hrs of daytime incubation (noon to 6 PM) in the stirred solution at T= 25 ± 1°C, the corals were rinsed in 3 large volumes of aquarium seawater and allowed to efflux into an ~ 2 L volume of stirred seawater overnight with one mid-efflux water change at 2 AM with aquarium water. By allowing Calcein and Dy to efflux from any internal reservoirs overnight, we limit the possibility of contaminating subsequent culture solutions with the pre-experiment marker.

Flow Through Culture Apparatus: After the Calcein/Dy incubation and subsequent efflux, each piece of coral was placed in a different plastic 215 ml flow-through culture chamber. A peristaltic pump was used to separately feed isotopically enriched seawater of controlled chemistry from air-tight and dispensable gas sampling bags through 0.19 mm ID tygon tubes (Cole-Parmer) into each magnetically stirred culture chamber. There was no headspace in the o-ring sealed and presumably airtight culture chambers. Flow rates ranged from 4 to 9 g/hr, for about one full exchange of seawater per day. Outflow for each chamber was separately collected for regular analysis of the carbonate system, metal/calcium ratios, and isotope ratios. The chambers were immersed in a temperature controlled bath maintained at 25± 0.3°C. The coral, inside clear chambers, were exposed to a regular 12-hr diurnal cycle with the light cycle starting at 6:30 AM and ending at 6:30 PM, except on the last day, when the start of the day was delayed until 8:50am and “nightfall” then extended until 9pm to ensure the full 12hrs of growth under light conditions. No food was added to the culture water during the experiment. The total duration of coral culture in spiked solution was 133 hours, or about 5.5 days.

Culture Solution Preparation and Composition: Culture solutions were prepared in general as
Figure 4.4: Flow through culture apparatus. Five coral were grown in separate airtight and headspace free culture chambers in well mixed, isotopically enriched, and rare-earth element (REE) labeled seawater over a range of carbonate ion concentrations. One additional coral was grown without isotope or REE enrichment under ambient carbonate ion conditions as a control.

follows: a single batch of Gulf of Eilat seawater was spiked with enriched isotopes and terbium. Portions of this well-mixed master solution were then adjusted to different pHs by manipulating alkalinity before being loaded into the airtight reservoir bags. In greater detail, several mg each of \( \text{CaCO}_3 \), \( \text{SrCO}_3 \), and \( \text{BaCO}_3 \) from enriched in \(^{43}\text{Ca} \), \(^{87}\text{Sr} \), and \(^{136}\text{Ba} \), respectively, were separately and gently dissolved in excess HCl. Table 4.2 lists isotope abundances of the individual carbonate solids as reported by Oak Ridge. These dissolved isotope spikes were added to a large carboy containing 10.50 kg of Gulf of Eilat seawater (salinity = 42 ppt). An additional 1.6 mL of stock 1000 ug/ml Tb solution in 2% HCl was also added, making the carboy pH \( \sim 7.8 \) and \([\text{Tb}] \sim 0.96 \ \mu\text{M}\). All stock REE solutions used in this study were purchased from High Purity Standards. Portions of the well-mixed spiked seawater were used to nearly fill small-mouthed 2 L bottles. The pH of each bottle was quickly adjusted with 0.1 M NaOH and gently mixed. The solution was then immediately placed in a collapsed plastic 3 L gas sampling bag by peripump without introducing air bubbles. This process was repeated with each culture solution, minimizing the time between
pH adjustment and loading the reservoir to limit atmospheric exchange. The reservoir bags are especially well adapted for this particular experiment and featured a stopcock to allow removal of solution as well as an airtight septa for introducing solutions, all the while maintaining an air free environment. Sub-samples of each reservoir bag were taken for alkalinity. Culture chambers were then attached to each bag by Tygon tubing and the chambers were half-filled by peri-pump, coral were placed inside, and then the chambers were sealed and filled completely. During the culture experiment, seawater output from each flow-through culture chamber was allowed to accumulate in separate parafilm covered small mouth plastic jars. To limit atmospheric exchange, the contents of these jars were typically emptied twice daily, with one sample integrating daytime conditions, while the other integrated the entire dark cycle. After weighing, the outflow was separated into subsamples for analysis of the carbonate system, isotope ratios, and metal/calcium ratios. Samples for chemical and isotopic analysis were stored in plastic 1.2 ml screw-top plastic micro-centrifuge vials that were acid leached, rinsed with Q-water several times, and dried in a trace-metal clean flow bench prior to the experiment. While attempts were made to limit atmospheric exchange during outflow collection, it is important to note that any such exchange does not affect alkalinity and alkalinity-based calcification rates.

Nearly half-way through the experiment (at 49 hours), the culture flow was stopped and the REEs Tb and Gd were injected into each reservoir and each culture chamber. This addition roughly doubles the Tb concentration and introduced Gd for the first time, such that $[\text{Tb}] \sim 2 \mu\text{M}$ and $[\text{Gd}] \sim 2 \mu\text{M}$ in the growth solution. Since the REEs are dissolved in dilute HCl, the alkalinity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CaCO$_3$ Spike Batch: 219501</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>SrCO$_3$ Spike Batch: 136990</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>BaCO$_3$ Spike Batch: 116491</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{40}$Ca</td>
<td>12.46</td>
<td>$^{84}$Sr</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>$^{130}$Ba</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{44}$Ca</td>
<td>0.55</td>
<td>$^{86}$Sr</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>$^{132}$Ba</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{43}$Ca</td>
<td>83.58</td>
<td>$^{87}$Sr</td>
<td>91.26</td>
<td>$^{133}$Ba</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{44}$Ca</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>$^{88}$Sr</td>
<td>7.91</td>
<td>$^{134}$Ba</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{46}$Ca</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$^{136}$Ba</td>
<td>92.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{48}$Ca</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$^{137}$Ba</td>
<td>1.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$^{138}$Ba</td>
<td>4.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of each reservoir and culture chamber were approximately back-titrated with NaOH. Samples for dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC), alkalinity, and pH were taken of each bag after gentle mixing. The reservoirs were then reattached to each sample chamber and flow re-started, with a 30 min period of high flow to help wash out any minor differences in reservoir and chamber composition. At the end of the experiment, a final set of sub-samples were taken from each reservoir.

**Carbonate System Measurements:** The pH of carbonate system sub-samples was measured immediately in a stirred, closed, and temperature-controlled chamber held at 25°C, the same temperature as the culture experiment. Analysis was conducted with a Radiometer PHM84 pH meter connected to a combination glass electrode. The electrode was standardized daily using NBS buffers and then equilibrated with seawater for at least 30 minutes prior to each round of analysis.

Samples for total dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) were placed in dark glass bottles with negligible headspace (each bottle contains 66 ml when filled to the top), poisoned with ~ 660 µl of saturated HgCl₂, and stored for 18 months. DIC was measured using a CO₂ coulometer (UIC, Inc.) following the method outlined in DOE (1994), standardized to the average value of regularly spaced measurements on Andrew Dickson’s (Scripps Institute of Oceanography) seawater reference material, batch #79. The samples were analyzed in in random order during two sessions that were separated by one day. Samples were not opened until just before analysis. Replicate measurements were conducted within a few hours of the first analysis, except for a subset of samples which were saved for cross calibration between the two analytical sessions, these were gently sampled and re-capped with headspace between measurements. The reproducibility of Dickson’s standard in the second session was ±9 µmol/Kg or 0.4% relative error (2σ std. dev of 15 standards). This is an improvement over the 3% relative error of the first session (n=17), a result of cleaning and reassembling the gas stripper. Cross calibration samples measured during both sessions also agree within 3%. To assess accuracy, a number of additional factors must also be considered. Salinity differs between the sample and standard, this minor correction to the calibration curve accuracy is not explicitly made, as multiple mass measurements of both sample solutions and the Dickson standard dispensed using the same gas tight syringe are within 0.7% (2σ std dev., average = 1.773 g). A correction for mer-
curic chloride dilution is also ignored. In the limiting case of completely CO$_2$-free mercuric chloride, this correction would result in a $\sim 1\%$ upward adjustment to the DIC reported here. Given these uncertainties, measurements from the second, higher precision, session are reported as 1% accuracy, while the lower precision measurements are reported as 3% accuracy.

Alkalinity values represent the average of duplicates or triplicates by Gran titration (DOE, 1994). Alkalinity samples were stored in plastic syringes closed with a piece of tubing over the tip for typically hours and at times several days before alkalinity analysis.

**Calculation of Carbonate System Speciation:** From any two of the carbonate system parameters pH, ALK, DIC, CO$_2$ fugacity ($f$CO$_2$), or [CO$_3^{2-}$], the rest can be calculated. The two parameters measured in this experiment are either ALK and DIC or ALK and pH. There are several pH scales for seawater, with different effective equilibrium constants for each scale. It is important to be clear and consistent in choosing a pH scale, as measurements made on one scale and interpreted in another can yield very different results, on the order of 0.1 pHs units (Zeebe & Wolf-Gladrow, 2001). In order to understand the choice of pH scale and accurately calculate carbonate system parameters it is helpful to consider what is physically measured during a pH experiment and the framework used to interpret these results.

The pH of an unknown solution $X$ is operationally defined by reference to a buffer using a modification of the Nernst equation:

$$pH(X) = pH(B) + \frac{(E_B - E_X + \Delta E_J) F}{RT \ln 10},$$

where $E_X$ and $E_B$ are the electrode potentials developed by the sample and buffer, receptively, $\Delta E_J$ is the difference in junction potential for the electrode in the sample compared to the electrode in the buffer ($E_{JX} - E_{JB}$), $F$ is the Faraday constant, $R$ the gas constant, and $T$ the temperature (Bates, 1973). Interpreting pH depends on associating a measurable pH to a chemically relevant quantity. On the NBS scale this means assigning a particular hydrogen ion activity ($a_H$) to a pH value. NBS buffers are assigned pH values corresponding to theoretical values of $a_H$ based on two
key assumptions: (1) at the limit of dilute HCl solutions, \([H] = \text{amount of added HCL}\); (2) the hydrogen ion activity coefficient \((\gamma_{\text{Cl}})\) can be accurately estimated from the Debye-Hückel equation to calculate \(a_H\) from combined activity coefficients. These assumptions are used to calibrate the potential of a junctionless electrochemical cell which is then itself used to make measurements in primary NBS buffers—associating pH and \(a_H\) (Bates, 1973).

High ionic strength solutions like seawater defy both assumptions: (1) activity coefficients diverge from Debye-Hückel; (2) the “free” hydrogen ion concentration in solution is not directly equal to the amount of added strong acid because of competing acid base equilibria present in natural waters. The equilibrium constants of most these other acid-base reactions are well known and can be incorporated into a definition of alkalinity, allowing a calculation of “free” hydrogen ion. (Free hydrogen ion or free proton refer to all rapidly equilibrating species of water solvated protons—the species that interact with a pH electrode and participate in chemical reactions; but free proton does not include weak acids containing non-water components, like HF). Unfortunately, not every relevant acid-base reaction can be incorporated into an alkalinity expression because the equilibrium constants of the following weak bases, written here as dissociation reactions \((\beta = 1/K_a)\), are hard to measure in seawater:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{H}^+ + \text{SO}_4^{2-} \overset{\beta_{\text{SO}_4}}{\rightleftharpoons} \text{HSO}_4^- \\
\text{H}^+ + \text{F}^- \overset{\beta_{\text{F}}}{\rightleftharpoons} \text{HF}.
\end{align*}
\]

High ionic strength pH scales are defined to accommodate these complications (Dickson, 1984). By including \(\text{HSO}_4^-\) and HF in the proton definition, these problematic species and the associated dissociation constants are eliminated from both routine carbonate system calculations and the titrations used to establish equilibrium constants. Furthermore, by putting concentrations in moles \((\text{kg solution})^{-1}\) rather than proton activity, it is no longer necessary to attempt to calculate activity coefficients at high ionic strength. Equilibrium constants determined within this framework are therefore effective constants, dependent on bulk composition, salinity, and, of course,
temperature and pressure. Seawater carbonate calculations rely on fitted and interpolated effective
equilibrium constants from measurements in synthetic and natural seawater solutions over a wide
range of salinities, temperatures, and pressures. We use the seawater scale advocated by Millero:

\[ [H^+]_{SWS} = [H^+]_{Free} + [HSO_4^-] + [HF] \]

Equilibrium constants on this scale are compiled in Millero (1995) with concentrations in mol (kg
solution)\(^{-1}\). There are several choices of carbonic acid dissociation constants; we use the results of
Mehrbach et al. (1973) as reformulated by Dickson & Millero (1987). This choice of \( K_1 \) and \( K_2 \) show
the best internal consistency between over-determined carbonate system measurements in seawater
from global field studies (Lee et al., 2000; Lamb et al., 2002). We include hydroxide ion and boron
in the alkalinity definition. Total boron concentration is assumed to vary linearly as a function of
salinity, with \( B_T = 499 \text{ mmol kg}^{-1} \) at 42 ppt.

To calculate \([\text{CO}_3^{2-}]\) from pH and ALK, pH\(_{NBS}\) measurements are first converted to a “free”
proton concentration \([H^+]_{Free}\) in mol kg\(^{-1}\):

\[ 10^{-pH_{NBS}} = f_H [H^+]_{Free} \]

The term \( f_H \) is an effective ion activity coefficient, dependent on temperature, ionic strength, and
solution composition. We use a value of \( f_H = 0.7 \) for natural seawater at 25°C and 42 ppt salinity
(Mehrbach et al., 1973). Then the total hydrogen ion concentration is calculated from the free
hydrogen ion concentration using values of \( \beta_{SO_4} \) and \( \beta_F \) from Dickson (1990) and Dickson & Riley
(1979), respectively—both are, of course, on the free pH scale. Total sulfate and total fluorine are also
assumed to vary linearly with salinity, with \([SO_4^{2-}]_T = 33.89 \text{ mmol kg}^{-1}\) and \([F]_T = 84 \text{ mmol kg}^{-1}\)
at 42 psu.

For high ionic strength seawater measurements referenced to low ionic strength NBS buffer, differ-
ences in the junction potential can also affect the accuracy of the pH measurement. By equilibrating
the electrode with seawater for > 30 minutes before each analysis, we reduce drift in \( \Delta E_J \) during
measurements, but must acknowledge an unknown constant accuracy offset in measured pH. The junction potential only affects $[\text{CO}_3^{2-}]$ calculated from pH and ALK. For the 26 culture time points where ALK, DIC, and pH were all measured, resulting in an overdetermined carbonate system, the two methods are compared (Figure 4.5). By assuming a junction potential of +0.03 pH units most of the $[\text{CO}_3^{2-}]$ calculated from pH and ALK are forced onto the 1:1 line in agreement with values from ALK and DIC. The 0.03 pH unit “correction” is equivalent to 1.8 mV and is similar in magnitude to differences in junction potential, although this correction combines uncertainty in the accuracy of both $f_H$ and $\Delta E_J$, parameters which are indistinguishable in this experiment. This 0.03 pH unit correction is applied to all carbonate ion calculations based on pH and ALK. One way to minimize junction potentials is to use seawater buffers such that there is little difference in ionic strength between the buffer and the sample. pHs can also be directly calibrated to a high ionic strength pH scale using seawater buffers, eliminating uncertainty in the conversion from NBS pH. Despite clear advantages of using high ionic strength buffers, in this and other studies NBS buffers are regularly used due to availability. In assigning a carbonate ion concentration to a particular experimental condition, the average value of the junction potential corrected $[\text{CO}_3^{2-}]$ (pH, ALK) is used, using the full range of values to estimate uncertainty. Effectively we take advantage of the higher precision and more complete set of (pH, ALK) measurements and correct them for accuracy using the lower precision ALK, DIC measurements. All but 2 of the outliers in the figure that fall far from the 1:1 line correspond to the first set of subsamples made during the experiment. Although HgCl$_2$ was added to the first set of DIC bottles after a period of 3–4 hours, possibly contributing to the variability in DIC depending upon the balance of photosynthesis and respiration in the “unkilled” jars, another set of DIC samples where this late addition also occurred does not show the same variability. Since inclusion or exclusion of the points that fall off the 1:1 line in Figure 4.5 has no impact on the average $\Omega$ of each culture chamber, and little impact on the range, we retain all data for completeness.

Aragonite saturation ($\Omega$) is the thermodynamic driving force for precipitation or dissolution in
a solution,

\[
\Omega = \frac{[\text{Ca}^{2+}] [\text{CO}_3^{2-}]}{K_{sp}}.
\]

We calculate \( \Omega \) from the carbonate ion concentration, as described above, the aragonite solubility product of Mucci (1983), and make the assumption that calcium varies with salinity such that \([\text{Ca}^{2+}] = 12.34 \text{ mmol kg}^{-1}\) at 42 psu. While Mucci (1983) determined \( K_{sp} \) from carbonate system calculations using pH\(_{NBS}\), these calculations also used the NBS scale equilibrium constants of Mehrbach et al. (1973) and are therefore internally consistent. This \( K_{sp} \) value has been used for decades, but it is interesting to consider if a re-calculation to a modern pH scale based on the raw data in Mucci’s thesis, much like Dickson & Millero (1987) undertook with Mehrbach et al. (1973), would result in any relevant difference to how the ocean carbon system is modeled?

Dickson’s “Total pH Scale”,

\[
[H^+]_T = [H^+]_{\text{Free}} + [\text{HSO}_4^-],
\]

is equally suitable for carbonate system calculations, as long as the associated equilibrium constants are also used. To test if the choice of pH scale and equilibrium constants significantly bias the carbonate system calculations in this study, all results were re-calculated on the total pH scale using the carbonic acid dissociation constants of Lueker et al. (2000), an updated re-formulation of Mehrbach et al. (1973) for the total pH scale; the ancillary constants in DOE (1994); and including a \([-\text{HF}]\) term in the alkalinity expression. Carbonate ion concentrations and aragonite saturations differed by less than 0.6% between the two methods, well below the analytical accuracy, so choice of pH scale and equilibrium constants does not significantly bias our carbonate system calculations.

Re-calculation of data from other ocean acidification experiments led to somewhat different carbonate system parameters. Following the approach of Lee et al. (2000) and Lamb et al. (2002), real seawater carbonate system data compiled in the literature were used to test the accuracy of the chosen equilibrium constants and the validity of the custom Matlab equilibrium solving numerics I wrote for this study. The test was conducted using seawater bottle data from GLODAP cruise 18S,
where ALK, DIC, pH, and $f_{CO_2}$ were all measured (see Sabine et al. (2005) for an overview of the GLODAP project and how to access data). Either (DIC,ALK) or (Alk,pH) were used to calculate the remaining parameters, then calculated $f_{CO_2}$, pH, or DIC were compared to measured values. The calculated results differed from measured parameters by less than 0.02 pH units, and by less than 2% for $f_{CO_2}$ and DIC at 20 randomly picked stations and depths spanning a wide range of DIC and ALK, suggesting carbonate system calculations in this study are accurate for real seawater samples like bottle data and the culture media.

*Coral Skeletal Sampling:* At the end of the growth experiment the coral nubbins and growth chamber were rinsed with 5 volumes of unspiked Gulf of Eilat Seawater. Then the chambers were filled with unspiked Gulf of Eilat seawater and the coral were allowed to efflux for about 14 hrs with two subsamples of the solution for isotope analysis taken at approximately 3 hours and at 12 hours of elapsed effluxing. The coral were then cleaned using an airbrush to remove tissue. After rinsing in distilled water, the samples were dried in an oven at 50°C and stored for several months, with a portion of each coral left at Hebrew University, Jerusalem. Later at Caltech, at least one branch of each coral was cleaned in dilute sodium hypochlorite to remove any traces of tissue, proceeded and followed by several rinses in trace-metal clean water. The cleaned skeletons were then sampled for two different types of experiments: (1) Bulk micro-sampling, followed by dissolution and MC-ICP-MS analysis; and (2) Spine removal, mounting, and nanoSIMS analysis.

During micro-sampling a scalpel was used to remove different types of skeletal material. The different samples were: Spines, Gentle Scrape, Septa, Deep Scrape. First spines and other small fragile features on the exterior surface of the coral skeleton were gently removed by running the sharp blade of a steel scalpel across a small region of coral. This process was monitored using a 10-to-100x binocular microscope until between 90 µg to 1 mg of material was collected. A new sample was then collected by gentle scraping with the scalpel in the same location. Next the sharp point of the scalpel was used to remove septa from within several calyx. The final step was a vigorous scraping with the scalpel to remove a layer from the exterior surface and the interior base of the calyx. The samples were weighed, dissolved in an excess of dilute trace metal clean nitric acid, and analyzed by
Figure 4.5: Carbonate ion concentration of culture solutions determined using pH and alkalinity compared to using DIC and alkalinity. (○) Each data point represents a different coral culture solution sub-sample where pH, ALK, and DIC were all measured, overdetermining the carbonate system. If the measurements are accurate and the equilibrium constants are internally consistent, then data should fall on the 1:1 line (marked in black). All equilibrium calculations are on the seawater scale at T=25°C and 42 ppt Sal, as described in the text. An effective activity coefficient \( f_H \) of 0.7 is used to covert from \( a_H \) measured on the pH_{NBS} scale to “free” H ion concentration (Mehrbach et al., 1973). Dissociation constants for bisulfate ion and HF are used to calculate hydrogen ion concentration on the seawater scale from free H ion concentration. Using these assumptions most the data are correlated, but with a non-zero intercept. A hypothetical junction potential of 0.03 pH units makes the pH,ALK data correspond to the Alk,DIC, with most data falling on the 1:1 reference line drawn through 0. (■) Data from the first set of solution measurements which depart from the 1:1 line more than other data, containing most but not all outliers. HgCl\(_2\) was added late to the first set of DIC bottles, after a period of 3–4 hours, possibly contributing to the variability in DIC depending upon the balance of photosynthesis and respiration in the “unkilled”, but darkened jars, however, another set of DIC samples where this occured does not show the same variability. All data is included in culture chamber analysis, as these outliers have no effect on the average \([\text{CO}_3^{2-}]\) or Ω of each culture chamber.
MC-ICP-MS.

After micro-sampling identified the “Spines” fraction as containing a high portion of new growth, a fresh region of each coral was re-sampled for this fraction. The region sampled included a portion of the the top, or apical tip, of the coral. Following removal, the spines were then mounted in a “grain mount” for subsequent fluorescent microscopy and nanoSIMS analysis. To make the grain mount, several spines, each approximately 100 µm long, were picked up from an otherwise clean glass slide on a thin wire coated by warm Araldite resin. These spines were then placed in an ~ 1 mm diameter drop of resin on a 1” glass slide, repeating the process until more than 20 spines were in the drop on the 1” round. Spines from each coral were placed in different well separated drops on the same 1” round. Cross contamination is extremely unlikely as the entire process was monitored using a microscope and spines stuck to the transfer-wire to the point of being difficult to place in the desired location. The mount was cured at 70°C overnight before a fresh layer of resin was used to fill in the spaces between each resin drop, yielding an easy to polish continuous coat of Araldite.

The cured grain mount was carefully hand polished in a plane parallel to the slide surface using a range of diamond pastes in organic binder until longitudinal sections of many of the spines had been exposed. Two 1” round grain mounts were made on different days, AA and AB. The first grain mount, AA, underwent a final short vibration polish using 30 nm colloidal silica between fluorescent microscopy and nanoSIMS analysis, which may have resulted in a slight loss of surface material and a minor shift in spatial registration between the two techniques. The second mount, AB, was only polished by hand with no alteration between microscopy and nanoSIMS.

**Fluorescence Microscopy:** Calcein fluorescence (single photon excitation $\lambda_{\text{max}}$=494 nm; emission $\lambda_{\text{max}}$=517) was imaged using a Zeiss 510 Confocal Laser Scanning Microscope housed and maintained by the Biological Imaging Center, Beckman Institute, Caltech. Excitation was with an Ar laser at 488 nm. Fluorescent emission was collected between 500–550 nm. Fluorescent and transmitted light images were taken simultaneously of each sample at a variety of magnifications using air objectives.
Figure 4.6: Spine grain mount AA with spines from different coral mounted in different locations labeled by chamber/coral number in this montage of microscope images. Chamber 6/8 is a non-isotope spiked control that grew for the same amount of time as other samples. Coral 4 was marked with calcein but then sacrificed at the beginning of the experiment. Coral 0/1 was a piece of natural coral with natural abundance isotope composition that was never calcein labeled. Image reflected left-to-right, to match orientation of nanoSIMS CCD mounted microscope. Black curved areas in lower right are from the edge of the iris on the CCD rather than a part of the sample mount.
4.4 Method of Isotope and Me/Ca analysis Using MC-ICP-MS

*Coral Micro-Samples—Me/Ca, Calcium Isotope, and Strontium Isotope Ratios:* Coral samples were weighed, dissolved in clean 5% nitric acid, and diluted to approximately [Ca$^{+2}$] = 0.2 mM. Solutions corresponding to initial ($t = 0$) unenriched controls were then analyzed for Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca as described in Chapter 2 using the older but self-consistent SGSk and spike calibrations reported in Fernandez et al. (in press), and assuming natural marine isotope abundances in the coral. Coral micro-samples from all stages of the experiment were measured for calcium and strontium isotopes using the same instrumental technique as the Me/Ca method, but without adding any isotope-dilution mixed spike. Isotope ratios were corrected for instrumental mass fractionation through regular measurement of SGSk. The external analytical uncertainty, measured as the average difference in isotope ratio when the same dissolved coral sample was measured during different analytical sessions and in different run order, was 1.1 permil for 43/48, 0.3 permil for 87/88, 0.6 permil for 44/48, and 0.4 permil for 86/88.

*Seawater Calcium Isotope, Strontium Isotope, and Sr/Ca Ratios:* Seawater solutions were diluted and run without column chromatography. For seawater solutions, where the sulfur/calcium ratio is almost 3:1, a $^{32}$S$^{16}$O interference on $^{48}$Ca was resolved optically using the high resolution mode. A filtered seawater sample was used to test the reproducibility and accuracy of isotope and Me/Ca measurements. The natural seawater standard is GEOTRACES Deep Homogenized Isotope Sample - 35 and was collected from 1200 m at the Bermuda Atlantic Time Series (BATS) station as part of the Geotraces Intercalibration Cruise. To test seawater calcium isotope ratio measurements and to ensure interferences had been optically resolved, seawater from BATS (n=18) was compared to unspiked deep-sea coral consistency standard (n=23) measured during the same session. The deep-sea coral consistency standard (DSC-CS) isotope ratios match natural marine values within 0.9 per mil. Furthermore, The 43/48 of BATS and DSC-CS agree to within 3 per mil, about twice the analytical uncertainty, but still a small uncertainty compared to the large spike enrichment > 10
percent. The $68/88$ ratios of both dilute BATS seawater and DSC-CS are also the same within 0.4 per mill, which is just over the 0.3 per mil std. error of the measurements. These measurements, standardized to an SGS value of 0.1282, agree with the global $68/88$ (Table 2.2).

Unlike the other ratios, $87/88$ differs between BATS and DSC-CS by 6.4%. The $87/88$ of DSC-CS is within error of the $87/88$ value of other modern marine carbonates, suggesting the difference is specific to seawater. An unresolved and uncorrected $87$Rb interference in the seawater samples could explain this difference, as seawater Rb/Sr is about 0.018. This interference is not an issue in the coral consistency standard since rubidium is incompatible in carbonates. Indeed the major isotope $85$Rb has not been detected in DSC or other coral samples during other analytical sessions.

$$\frac{\langle 87 \rangle}{\langle 88 \rangle}_{\text{BATS}} = \frac{\langle 87 \rangle_{\text{Sr}} + \langle 87 \rangle_{\text{Rb}}}{\langle 88 \rangle_{\text{Sr}}}_{\text{BATS}} = \frac{\langle 87 \rangle_{\text{Sr}}}{\langle 88 \rangle_{\text{Sr}}}_{\text{BATS}} + \frac{\langle 87 \rangle_{\text{Rb}}}{\langle 88 \rangle_{\text{Sr}}}_{\text{BATS}}.$$ 

To correct for this interference in seawater samples, we make a simplifying assumption that the intensity ratio $\langle 87 \rangle_{\text{Rb}}/\langle 88 \rangle_{\text{Sr}}$ is constant during analysis, based on the stable $87/88$ ratio of BATS measurements throughout the analytical session. We make an additional safe assumption that the true $87$Sr/$88$Sr isotope ratio of both DSC-CS and BATS are equal to each other, as strontium isotope fractionation between seawater and biogenic carbonates in cold-water coral is typically less than 0.2 per mil (Rüeggeberg et al., 2008),

$$\langle 87 \rangle_{\text{SeawaterSamples}} \approx \langle 87 \rangle_{\text{BATS}} \langle 88 \rangle_{\text{DSC-CS}}.$$ 

Then the difference between the measured $87/88$ intensity ratios of BATS and DSC-CS can be used as a correction factor for unknown culture solutions,

$$\frac{\langle 87 \rangle_{\text{Sr}}}{\langle 88 \rangle_{\text{Sr}}}_{\text{unknown}} = \frac{\langle 87 \rangle}{\langle 88 \rangle}_{\text{unknown}} - \frac{\langle 87 \rangle}{\langle 88 \rangle}_{\text{SeawaterSamples}}.$$ 

The measured difference in $\langle 87 \rangle_{\text{Rb}}/\langle 88 \rangle_{\text{Sr}}$ between BATS and DSC-CS is 0.0054, very close to the rough estimate of 0.006 based on modern seawater $87$Rb/$88$Sr and similar ionization efficiencies
between the two alkali-earths.

Calcium and strontium isotope ratios of each culture solution were assessed at 4 time points during the growth experiment for a total of 20 culture solution measurements. The average isotope ratios for the culture solution are listed in Table 4.3 and were similar between different growth chambers over the course of the experiment. The largest isotopic variability is for 43/48, where the 2σ std. dev. of the 20 samples is 5 per mil. This variability is correlated with 44/48 rather than 87/88, suggesting an instrumental mass fractionation based (analytical) mechanism rather than true culture solution variability. Isotope ratios are used to calculate culture solution isotope abundances assuming a 2-component mixture between the enriched spikes added to the culture media, as reported by Oak Ridge, and natural abundance seawater (Table 4.2; Tables 2.2 and 2.3). The calcium spike is assumed to be free of strontium, and vice-versa. The culture solution abundances are summarized in Table 4.4.

Table 4.3: Calcium and strontium isotope ratios of the spiked coral culture solution and natural seawater, taking into account the $^{87}$Rb correction on $^{87}/^{88}$. The accuracy of these measurements are limited by the $\sim 1$ per mil or better uncertainty in correcting for instrumental mass fractionation, which is larger than the standard error of culture measurements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Culture Solution</th>
<th>Natural Seawater</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>43/48</td>
<td>1.080 ± .006</td>
<td>0.7311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44/48</td>
<td>11.29 ± .04</td>
<td>11.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>87/88</td>
<td>0.1086 ± .0001</td>
<td>0.0848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>86/88</td>
<td>0.1195 ± .0001</td>
<td>0.1194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.4: Culture solution calcium and strontium abundances calculated from measured 43/48 and 87/88 ratios assuming a 2-component mixture between natural abundance seawater and the Oak Ridge produced enriched spikes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calcium Isotopes</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Strontium Isotopes</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{40}$Ca</td>
<td>96.92</td>
<td>$^{84}$Sr</td>
<td>0.5452</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{42}$Ca</td>
<td>0.6421</td>
<td>$^{86}$Sr</td>
<td>9.668</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{43}$Ca</td>
<td>0.1970</td>
<td>$^{87}$Sr</td>
<td>8.797</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{44}$Ca</td>
<td>2.058</td>
<td>$^{88}$Sr</td>
<td>80.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{46}$Ca</td>
<td>0.00312</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$^{48}$Ca</td>
<td>0.1824</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To determine the Sr/Ca of isotopically enriched seawater, the same samples measured for calcium
and strontium isotope ratios were re-measured after addition of the isotope-dilution mixed spike. The Sr/Ca of each sample was then calculated using the culture solution isotope abundances (Table 4.4), rather than natural abundances. The Sr/Ca of the culture solution is 8.736 ± 0.007 mmol/mol (2σ std. err. of the mean, n=20). Typical seawater Mg/Ca is ∼5:1, many orders of magnitude larger than the ∼2 mmol/mol found in typical coral, making Mg/Ca measurements in seawater using an ID-spike designed for coral unreasonable. Mg/Ca in the culture solution was therefore assumed to match global average seawater, 5.14 mol/mol.

Coral Barium Isotopes: Subsamples of the same dissolved coral solutions analyzed for calcium and strontium isotopes were diluted to ∼0.4 mM Ca ([Ba]∼ 2 nM, (Shen & Boyle, 1988)). Barium isotopes were measured on Faraday cups using a dedicated method on the Neptune MC-ICP-MS. The ratio $^{136}$Ba/$^{138}$Ba is used to trace new coral growth, since the culture media is enriched in $^{136}$Ba and $^{138}$Ba is the major natural abundance barium isotope (Table 4.5). $^{136}$Ba was enriched to allow nanoSIMS analysis—at high masses the magnet on the nanoSIMS can only disperse ions differing by 2 or more mass units into separate detectors. In retrospect, the interference clean $^{135}$Ba would have been a better choice to enrich in the culture media as isotopes of xenon, a trace contaminant in the argon plasma, interfere with $^{136}$Ba and several other barium isotopes. Since xenon is in the plasma gas, subtracting blank intensities measured before every sample should remove most of the xenon contribution. However, xenon concentration and isotope composition in the plasma likely evolves over time as the argon dewar warms, changes pressure, and different fractions of the liquid argon vaporize. To explicitly correct for changes in minor xenon interferences, the isotopes $^{129}$Xe and $^{131}$Xe were monitored in addition to the clean barium isotopes $^{135}$Ba, $^{137}$Ba, $^{138}$Ba and the mixed-isotope masses: $^{134}$Ba and $^{136}$Ba.

After blanks are subtracted from all masses, $^{134}$Ba and $^{136}$Ba are further corrected for residual xenon isotope interferences using the residual $^{131}$Xe intensity and assuming natural xenon isotope
Table 4.5: Natural barium isotope abundances are similar across terrestrial and even extraterrestrial samples, as measured in several studies (Eugster et al., 1969; Bacon & Edmond, 1972; Cahn et al., 1977) that all generally agree each other and with the original work by Nier (1938). The barium abundances listed here are directly from Eugster et al. (1969). Also included in this table is a list of xenon isotopes and abundances. Xenon is a trace contaminant in the Ar based plasma, resulting in isobaric interferences on barium peaks. Bold lines are masses measured in the barium isotope method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ba Isotopes</th>
<th>% Abundance</th>
<th>Xe isotopes</th>
<th>% Abundance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>124&lt;sup&gt;124&lt;/sup&gt;Xe</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>126&lt;sup&gt;126&lt;/sup&gt;Xe</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125&lt;sup&gt;125&lt;/sup&gt;Xe</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>128&lt;sup&gt;128&lt;/sup&gt;Xe</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>129&lt;sup&gt;129&lt;/sup&gt;Xe</td>
<td>26.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130&lt;sup&gt;130&lt;/sup&gt;Ba</td>
<td>0.1058</td>
<td>130&lt;sup&gt;130&lt;/sup&gt;Xe</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>131&lt;sup&gt;131&lt;/sup&gt;Xe</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132&lt;sup&gt;132&lt;/sup&gt;Ba</td>
<td>0.1012</td>
<td>135&lt;sup&gt;135&lt;/sup&gt;Xe</td>
<td>27.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134&lt;sup&gt;134&lt;/sup&gt;Ba</td>
<td>2.417</td>
<td>134&lt;sup&gt;134&lt;/sup&gt;Xe</td>
<td>10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>135&lt;sup&gt;135&lt;/sup&gt;Ba</td>
<td>6.592</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>136&lt;sup&gt;136&lt;/sup&gt;Ba</td>
<td>7.853</td>
<td>136&lt;sup&gt;136&lt;/sup&gt;Xe</td>
<td>8.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>137&lt;sup&gt;137&lt;/sup&gt;Ba</td>
<td>11.232</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>138&lt;sup&gt;138&lt;/sup&gt;Ba</td>
<td>71.699</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\langle {^{136}\text{Ba}} \rangle_{\text{corr}} = \langle {^{136}\text{Ba}} \rangle_{\text{mes}} - \langle {^{131}\text{Xe}} \rangle \left( \frac{{^{136}\text{Xe}}}{{^{131}\text{Xe}}} \right)_{\text{nat}}
\]

\[
\langle {^{134}\text{Ba}} \rangle_{\text{corr}} = \langle {^{134}\text{Ba}} \rangle_{\text{mes}} - \langle {^{131}\text{Xe}} \rangle \left( \frac{{^{134}\text{Xe}}}{{^{131}\text{Xe}}} \right)_{\text{nat}}
\]

To test the barium method, including corrections, and to standardize the barium isotope composition of SGSk, two natural barium-containing samples, deep-sea coral consistency standard and a witherite sample (BaCO<sub>3</sub>, Caltech Mineral Collection ID# W20985) were repeatedly analyzed, bracketed by SGSk. Natural barium isotope abundances are similar across terrestrial and even extraterrestrial samples (Eugster et al., 1969; Bacon & Edmond, 1972; Cahn et al., 1977; Nier, 1938), so if the method and corrections are precise, barium isotope ratios of both natural samples should agree with little variability during the session. Figure 4.7 shows the effect of different corrections on barium isotope ratios measured in natural samples, and demonstrates that \(^{136}\text{Ba} / {^{138}\text{Ba}}\) can be measured within 1%. The calibrated barium isotope ratios for SGSk are: \(137 / 138 = 0.153 \pm 0.003\), \(136 / 138 = 0.107 \pm 0.002\), \(135 / 138 = 0.089 \pm 0.003\), \(134 / 138 = 0.032 \pm 0.002\), with about a 3%
instrumental mass fractionation.

4.5 Method of NanoSIMS Analysis

General methodology common to all nanoSIMS analysis is described first, followed by details on spot and image analysis. Where data were collected under significantly different conditions, these differences are noted appropriately. For a description of the nanoSIMS50 instrument see Hillion et al. (1993).

*Primary Beam Characteristics and Machine Tuning:* When using an $^{16}\text{O}^-$ primary beam to measure positive metal ions on the nanoSIMS50, intensity and spot size are largely controlled by two apertures. The first, D0, masks the output of the Duoplasmatron oxygen source. This mask forms the image that is then focused on the sample. The second aperture, D1, corrects primary beam aberration, but also attenuates both the primary and secondary ion beams. For the same source brightness, smaller aperture settings correspond to smaller spot sizes and lower primary beam intensity. Beam characteristics typically change between separate analytical session (days to several days) as the source ages between regular cleaning, and are also a function of aperture size and ion optics settings. A Faraday cup, FCo, can be positioned in place of the sample and is used to regularly assess primary beam current. In this study primary beam intensity ranged from 15–3 pA between different analytical sessions and typically remained near constant within most analytical sessions. Beam energy is 8 KeV.

Although the nanoSIMS50 is capable of oxygen primary beam spot sizes $< 100$ nm, these probe sizes correspond to very low beam currents ($<< 2$ pA). More intense spots, and therefore larger spots, are typically necessary to yield usable secondary ion currents for minor and trace elements like magnesium and barium in natural carbonates. Actual spot size for a particular analytical session, which can be very different than nominal specifications, is determined by making an ion image of a sharp compositional boundary in a calcium carbonate sample. A small beam will reproduce the abrupt compositional boundary, while larger beams tend to smooth this transition. Spot size, or the minimum resolvable feature using a particular primary beam, is operationally defined as
Figure 4.7: Barium isotope intensity ratios after successive corrections. Samples are (■) deep-sea coral consistency standard, (▲) witherite (BaCO$_3$) mineral from England, and (○) SGSk. Vertical error bars are 2σ internal error. Since there is very little natural barium isotope fractionation, both natural samples should have identical $^{136}$Ba/$^{138}$Ba ratios when measured using a precise method that properly corrects for the isobaric interference of $^{136}$Xe on $^{136}$Ba. **TOP:** Raw intensity ratios of samples plotted by run order. Systematic differences in raw ratios likely result because the [Ba] of each standard is somewhat different while the $^{136}$Xe interference intensity is near constant. The $^{136}/^{138}$ ratio of low [Ba] samples will be more impacted by the same ⟨$^{136}$Xe⟩, resulting in higher ratios. Presumably the order of barium concentrations in the analyzed solutions was DSC-CS > SGSk > witherite. **MIDDLE:** Blank corrected ratios with significant improvement to precision (notice smaller relative range of y-axis compared to top plot.) Since xenon is a trace constituent of the plasma it is present in both samples and acid blanks, thus background subtraction corrects for much of the interference. **BOTTOM:** Explicit interference corrected and background corrected $^{136}/^{138}$ ratios show identical mean $^{136}/^{138}$ for the natural samples within 2 permil (horizontal lines are the mean values of each type of sample). When this intensity ratio is set to the true natural ratio, correcting an ~ 3% instrumental mass fractionation, the true $^{136}/^{138}$ of SGSk is 0.107 ± .002. Variability of the natural standards about their combined mean is used to estimate the precision of the method as ~ 1% (2σ rel. std. dev., n=10), much smaller than the several-fold enrichment of $^{136}$Ba in the culture media. No correction was made for drift in instrumental mass fractionation which could improve precision.
the distance corresponding to 16%-to-84% of the total intensity change in the direction normal to the compositional boundary. The carbonatite standard OKA is known to be heterogeneous at a small scale (Gabitov et al., in preparation), which makes it useful to test primary beam size even if it complicates calibrations using this standard. Figure 4.8 shows a nanoSIMS ion image of a strontium and barium rich inclusion in OKA used to estimated probe size. In this study the smallest demonstrated beam size was \( \sim 500 \text{ nm} \) at 0.5 pA, while the smallest beam size with a useful beam current was \( \sim 800 \text{ nm} \) at 5 pA. Since D0 ablates with use, spot size increases over time. Recently a nominally 100 \( \mu \text{m} \) aperture widened to \( \sim 280 \mu \text{m} \) over a two month period of use. Probe size as determined by compositional boundaries in ion images is typically much smaller than burn marks measured post analysis by SEM, optical microscopy, or using a profilometer (typically by a factor of at least 1.5). As an undamaged gold coat ensures charge dissipation and similar pre-sputter conditions, burn mark size ultimately limits the spacing between nearby spots. In this study new spot locations were typically located at least 1.5 burn diameters apart when measured center to center.

**Detector Configuration:** Secondary ions are collected simultaneously in seven individual secondary electron multiplier (SEM) or “ion counting” detectors, six of which are mounted on movable trolleys. Depending upon the experiment, different ions are collected in each SEM. Trolley configurations for the four spot analysis sessions in this study Ns1–Ns4 are diagramed in Figures 4.9–4.11. Occasionally it is necessary to collect more than seven ions or measure high mass ions separated by only one mass unit, under these circumstances the magnet field is cycled through two or more states in a “combined analysis”. Through strategic trolley positioning many isotopes can be collected, although there is currently a software limitation that allows a maximum of eight isotopes to be collected during image analysis. Usually, if the magnet field is set so that \( ^{88}\text{Sr}^+ \) or higher masses fall into the high mass SEM, then adjacent masses cannot be simultaneously measured because it would require the trolleys to collide, for example \( ^{42}\text{Ca}^+ \) and \( ^{43}\text{Ca}^+ \) or \( ^{87}\text{Sr}^+ \) and \( ^{88}\text{Sr}^+ \). (This is different than mass-resolving power discussed below, which refers to the ability to measure only one of several nearby or overlapping peaks with a single SEM). To measure nearby calcium and strontium
Figure 4.8: NanoSIMS ion ratio images of a heterogeneous region in the calcium carbonate mineral OKA carbonatite (white scale bar is 1 µm). (A and B) The roughly 3µm diameter inclusion is characterized by high strontium and barium. (C) The Mg/Ca ratio in inclusion does not differ from the surrounding matrix. Topography can sometimes produce artifacts in nanoSIMS images, the fact that there is no signal in the magnesium image supports that these are images of a true compositional feature. Assuming the edge of the inclusion is perfectly abrupt, profiles across the grain edge in ion image A yield a maximum estimate for primary beam size of ~ 500 nm at ~ 0.5 pA. Analysis of the same feature with a more useful beam current of 5 pA resulted in a probe size of 800 nm. (D) Backscattered secondary electron image of OKA carbonatite identifying the general region of nanoSIMS image analysis. OKA carbonatite heterogeneity is discussed in more detail by Gabitov et al. (in preparation).
isotopes in some experiments, appropriate trolleys are positioned as close as physically possible to each other. Then, to capture the off-center ion beam, the high mass resolving deflectors of adjacent SEMs were set to larger than normal deflection voltages. The ESA of each SEM was then re-tuned for sensitivity and peak shape. Detector gain varies between SEMs by more than 50%, but gain drift during a single session is negligible for anything but very intense ion beams.

Figure 4.9: NanoSIMS trolley configuration identifying the ionic species focused into each trolley for sessions Ns1 and Ns2. Bold trolleys were positioned directly against each other and larger than typical deflection voltages used to collect closely spaced ions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T5</th>
<th>T6</th>
<th>T7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{24}\text{Mg}^+$</td>
<td>$^{40}\text{Ca}^+$</td>
<td>$^{42}\text{Ca}^+$</td>
<td>$^{43}\text{Ca}^+$</td>
<td>$^{40}\text{Ca}_2^+$</td>
<td>$^{87}\text{Sr}^+$</td>
<td>$^{88}\text{Sr}^+$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.10: NanoSIMS trolley configuration: Session Ns3. Multiple lines signify a change in magnetic field as part of a "combined method". Bold trolleys were positioned directly against each other and larger than typical deflection voltages used to collect closely spaced ions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T5</th>
<th>T6</th>
<th>T7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$^{24}\text{Mg}^+$</td>
<td>$^{42}\text{Ca}^+$</td>
<td>$^{43}\text{Ca}^+$</td>
<td>$^{86}\text{Sr}^+$</td>
<td>$^{88}\text{Sr}^+$</td>
<td>$^{87}\text{Sr}^+$</td>
<td>$^{88}\text{SrH}^+$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.11: NanoSIMS trolley configurations: Session Ns4.

*Molecular Interferences:* Unlike ICP-MS, doubly-charged species (for example $^{87}\text{Sr}^{2+}$) are not detected on the nanoSIMS reflecting the different energies and physics for ion formation between in these methods. However, molecular ions are common in the secondary ion beam, which can interfere with $^{88}\text{Sr}^+$, $^{24}\text{Mg}^+$, and other species of interest. Energy filtering was investigated as a tool to reduce molecular isobaric interferences. As sample energy offset is made more negative, dimer formation does decrease but incurs a disproportionate penalty in sensitivity (Figure 4.12). Therefore, energy filtering is not an effective tool to eliminate molecular interferences under the analytical conditions used for this set of experiments. However, an energy offset of about -20 V to -30 V, corresponding to a wide and stable maximum in secondary beam atomic ion current, is still necessary to ensure sensitivity and stability. This offset is probably necessary to accommodate
steady-state charge build-up in CaCO₃, which is an insulator. Since molecular species cannot be eliminated, interferences from these species must either be optically resolved using the high mass resolving power of the nanoSIMS50 or corrected offline by monitoring molecular formation.

Figure 4.12: Dimer formation rate (blue line, left axis) decreases at negative energy offsets, but these energy offsets reduce sensitivity (gray line, right axis) too much to be a useful technique on the nanoSIMS. To generate this figure ion beams of ⁴⁸Ca⁺ and ⁴⁰Ca²⁺ were monitored in a carbonate sample as energy offset was adjusted. ⁴⁸Ca⁺ was converted to ⁴²Ca⁺ and ⁴⁰Ca⁺ intensities assuming natural calcium isotope abundances Russell et al. (1978). Maximum sensitivity in this study typically corresponds to an offset between 15 and 35 volts. This negative offset probably reflects steady-state charge accumulation in the insulating carbonate sample, despite gold coating. The best sample offset to maximize sensitivity varied little between different analytical sessions.

Hydride Molecular Interferences: During instrument tuning, calcium hydride (⁴⁰CaH⁺) formation was detected at mass 41 in the carbonatite standard OKA, with a yield of ~ 0.5 % (⁴⁰CaH⁺/⁴⁰Ca⁺). (The major abundance potassium peak is not present at mass 39 so a contribution from ⁴¹K⁺ at mass 41 can be safely ruled out). Strontium hydride formation was also estimated from ⁸⁸SrH⁺/⁸⁸Sr⁺ in a strontionite sample, with a similar formation rate of 0.5–1%. Hydrides are therefore present with a yield of up to 1%. Hydrides of one element interfering with atoms from another element are capable of causing large systematic errors, with ²³NaH⁺ on ²⁴Mg⁺ a potentially significant interference in many natural carbonates. Luckily this interference is optically resolved using a mass resolving power (MRP) of only 1900. Typical MRP for this study was 2000 to 3000 (M/ΔM) using Cameca’s 10%-to-90% peak width definition. It should be noted that this definition of MRP includes the flat top part of a peak, corresponding to the exit slit width, and therefore
underestimates the ability to optically resolve different masses. The peak edge MRP definition is a more relevant minimum criterion for optical resolution as it represents the ability to separately measure plateaus on the shoulder of composite peaks. The peak edge MRP is typically \(\sim 10,000\) in this study (5%-to-95%). A mass 24 peak shape demonstrates optical resolution of \(^{24}\text{Mg}^+\) from the expected location of \(^{23}\text{NaH}^+\) (Figure 4.13). \(^{87}\text{SrH}^+\) is a non-optically resolvable interference on \(^{88}\text{Sr}^+\). Luckily \(^{88}\text{Sr}\) abundance is much larger than \(^{87}\text{Sr}\) so this interference has little impact on \(88/42\) ratios, \(\leq 0.1\%\) assuming the measured hydride formation rate of \(\leq 1\%\). In session Ns3, an attempt was made to explicitly correct for strontium hydride formation by measuring both \(^{87}\text{SrH}^+\) and \(^{88}\text{Sr}^+\). It is hard to regularly re-center on the low intensity \(^{87}\text{SrH}^+\) peak and magnet drift unfortunately compromises the usefulness of these data.

![Figure 4.13: \(^{24}\text{Mg}^+\) peak shape with a measured mass resolving power (M/\(\Delta M\)) of 2100 using Cameca’s 10%-to-90% peak width definition (MRP = 9600 using the peak edge definition). An arrow marks the predicted location of \(^{23}\text{NaH}^+\). \(^{24}\text{Mg}^+\) is clearly resolved from this potential interference. Data were collected with a large primary beam to boost intensity of both the \(^{24}\text{Mg}^+\) peak and any \(^{23}\text{NaH}^+\) peak.](image)

**Dimer Molecular Interferences:** The isobaric interferences from calcium dimers on strontium isotopes, of which \(^{88}\text{Sr}\) suffers from the largest interference, are difficult to optically resolve, requiring a MRP \(> 9000\), and have been the topic of previous SIMS method development research (Weber et al., 2005). This interference can potentially bias Sr/Ca ratios, affecting accuracy when standards and samples are not closely matched in Sr/Ca. If dimer formation rate is similar for different carbonate samples then the dimer contribution can be treated as a constant background present in
all standards and samples. This background shifts all measured 88/42 higher by a similar absolute offset. The dimer background contribution is therefore operationally accounted for by the intercept in a linear calibration curve 88/42 to Sr/Ca.

Dimer formation was monitored in session Ns2 from $^{40}$Ca$^+$ and the relatively clean and resolvable $^{40}$Ca$_2^+$ peak at mass 80. While dimer yield is similar for most carbonate standards, both OKA carbonatite and a high magnesium speleothem sample (LAS) exhibit 15% lower $^{40}$Ca$_2^+/^{40}$Ca$^+$ ratios. For strontium-rich OKA the dimer is already only a very minor correction (15% of 1 per mil is insignificant). For LAS the error in the dimer correction is an expected negative offset of < 2 per mil. These effects are small and the constant background assumption is used as an operational dimer correction for all data in this study.

From measured dimer formation rates it is possible to roughly estimate the intercept of an ideal Sr/Ca vs 88/42 calibration curve, assuming no other interferences and perfect Sr/Ca accuracy. For session Ns2, $^{40}$Ca$_2^+/^{40}$Ca$^+$ is roughly $1.7 \times 10^{-3}$ and 42/40 is consistently $6.5 \times 10^{-3}$. Following the approach outlined in Weber et al. (2005), assuming natural abundances, and assuming similar gains in all the detectors, the estimated $y$-intercept of the calibration curve should be $1.1 \times 10^{-3}$, which compares very well with the measured $y$-intercept of $1.0 \pm 0.2 \times 10^{-3}$ from the calibration regression for that session. This analysis shows that dimers are present and need to be accounted for, but can be corrected during routine multi-standard calibrations as long as samples and standards are all CaCO$_3$ with only minor impurities that do not exhibit large dimer formation matrix effects.

Spot analysis: Each spot is typically pre-sputtered for several to tens of minutes using a primary beam with approximately twice the probe current used during analysis. Following pre-sputtering the lower current analytical beam is applied and several secondary ion beam settings are automatically tuned for intensity. Counts at each detector are then measured over a number of cycles for a specific integration time of several seconds each. During the “combined analysis” of session Ns3 cycles were collected for 35 seconds each alternating between different magnet field strengths. A magnet settling time of 5 seconds was used between magnet hops. Prior to final peak centering and subsequent analysis, the magnet was cycled between the two field states for approximately one hour.
to develop a stable hysteresis at the same rate as eventual data collection.

Generally, 2 \( \mu m \times 2 \mu m \) rastering is used to spread beam power more evenly over the spot area. While the beam is rastered over the whole 2 \( \mu m \times 2 \mu m \) region, counts are only collected for the inner 95\% of raster area to limit edge effects. An integer number of counts for each cycle represents the rawest form of data output by the machine during spot measurements. Subsequent data analysis is conducted offline. On the Caltech nanoSIMS50, an electronic delay is used to accurately set deadtime at 44 ns. The highest counting rates for most ions in this study are less than 3 kcps. Even at 10 kcps, a dead-time correction of less than 0.5\% is required, therefore dead-time is ignored.

Intensity Ratio Drift, Internal Error, and External Precision: Mixed element intensity ratios (24/42, 88/42, and 138/42) drift during spot analysis on the nanoSIMS50. For example, almost all carbonate standards analyzed during run Ns2 show a consistent drift in 24/42 of near -20\% over the 10 minutes of data collection. For 88/42 a smaller and more scattered drift is observed of \( \pm 10\% \). In some cases intensity ratios exhibit steep and exponential-like decay for several 10s of cycles followed by an approximately linear low drift region, while other spots only drift linearly. Drift is thought to result from the sputtering process rather than particular compositional depth profiles, since spots at different locations and in different carbonate materials show similar drifts. Mixed element ratios, like 24/42 and 88/42, behave differently from single element isotope ratios, like 42/40, 43/40 and 87/88. Single element isotope ratios typically and rapidly attain a non-drifting steady-state value.

An initial exponential high drift feature, when present, suggests approach to a new steady-state ion-impregnation/sputtering condition following the pre-sputter. Internal error typically improves by excluding this high drift region, although excluding too many cycles means fewer counts and less internal precision. To investigate the effect of start cycle choice on internal error the average intensity ratio and internal error of each spot were calculated off-line using a range of start cycles.

A linearly drifting intensity ratio, \( R \), can be fit to a line of the form:

\[
R = \overline{R} + m(t - \tau),
\]
where \( t \) is the mean cycle-start time and the two fitting parameters are the slope, \( m \), and \( \overline{R} \). We know the time between each cycle exactly so there is no uncertainty in \( t \). Under these conditions, the parameter \( \overline{R} \) resulting from a linear regression of cycle data against time is identical to the simple mean of the ratios. Thus modeling the data as a line does not change the estimate for the mean ratio of a spot. However, modeling a drifting signal as a line does improve the internal error estimate, as this error is no longer biased by drift. This correction may be important when comparing measured and theoretical counting statistic error. The drift-corrected internal error is calculated from the residuals between the linear model and each \( R_i \), e.g., the standard error of the mean, \( \sigma_{\overline{R}} \), is calculated using the following adaptation of the simple standard error equation (Bevington, 1969):

\[
\sigma^2_{\overline{R}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \frac{(R_i - \overline{R} + m(t - \overline{t}))^2}{N - 2} \right].
\]

For nanoSIMS data collected during this study, drift-corrected standard error and a simple standard error typically differ by less than a factor of two. The drift-corrected internal error, \( 2\sigma_{\overline{R}} \), is used to test whether removing early cycles improves the linear fit, thus identifying the portion of spot analysis where sputtering results in a consistent or linear drift. Typically, removal of the first 10%–55% of cycles leads to improved internal and external precision. For each session the same cut-off is applied consistently to all spots. During session Ns3, ratios were collected for nearly an hour at each spot and a change in drift slope was noted near the end of each spot. For this session the final 15% of data were also removed. The coral spot analysis results do not change significantly nor is the interpretation affected as a function of rejecting different cycles, rather, this process solely improves internal error and external reproducibility. Exclusion of any cycles precedes application of a modified Z statistical test to remove outliers farther than 4\( \sigma \) from the median. This step typically removes between one and two cycles out of every 100.

Counting statistics, through the Poisson distribution, imposes a fundamental lower limit on internal error. As discussed in Section 2.4, comparing theoretical and actual internal error is a useful technique to identify sources of error and aid experimental design. Figure 4.14 shows that
internal error follows the counting statistic limit for most nanoSIMS data collected in this study. There is no Johnson noise term since ions are collected using SEMs rather than as an amplified current in a Faraday cup.

External error, or the reproducibility of multiple spot measurements ultimately determines the minimum resolvable signal that can be measured on the nanoSIMS. While precision is fundamentally limited by internal error, differences in instrumental conditions between samples and between different analytical sessions often exceeds this limit. In the absence of perfectly homogenous carbonate materials, I measure multiple spots in several carbonate standards; identify the standard(s) with the best internal spot reproducibility; and use these materials to study how analytical parameters affect precision. The best reproducibility for a particular intensity ratio is then taken as an operational upper-estimate of machine precision. Several natural carbonate samples spanning a wide range of Me/Ca ratios were identified and assembled as potential SIMS standards by Rinat Gabitov: OKA carbonatite (OKA); Blue-Calcite used by Anne Cohen and colleagues at WHOI (BCC); Speleothem carbonate (LAS); Calcite-135 from the UC Berkeley mineral collection (135-CC); and calcite from the mineral collection at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI). Two additional standards were later added to this collection: Aragonite mineral from the collection at Hebrew University, Jerusalem (HUJ); and, optical grade calcite used at UC Irvine as a 14-carbon “dead” standard (UCI).

Internal and external error were compared during analytical session Ns2, when 24 total spots were measured across all the standards. During this session, BCC exhibited a 24/42 external error of less than 0.5% ($2\sigma$ of std dev of 3 points). These BCC measurements, which were measured in a random order with the 21 other spots, demonstrate that external error of better than 1% is achievable for 24/42 on the nanoSIMS. All other materials exhibit external 24/42 variability greater than internal error by a large amount, which we interpret as resulting from heterogeneity in the standards themselves. During this same session the 88/42 ratios of BCC, CAL, RPI, and UCI show external reproducibility that is comparable to internal error of 2.5% at best (BCC) but typically closer to 6%.

These results guided the design of coral analysis nanoSIMS sessions Ns3 and Ns4: low hetero-
Figure 4.14: NanoSIMS internal error generally follows the theoretical counting statistics line. (A) Data for standard errors of all ratios during spot analysis on the nanoSIMS in this study. The largest departure from counting statistics occurs for 87/88 during session Ns3. Session Ns3 was the only “combined analysis” in this study, involving a change in magnet field between the accusation of certain isotopes. (B) A plot of the subset of internal errors from only those ratios in session Ns3 where both isotopes were analyzed using true multi-collection at the same magnet position. (C) A plot of internal errors for the two ratios (♦)136/138 and (●)87/88 where isotope counts in the numerator and denominator were collected at different magnet positions and times. If the additional error in 87/88 comes from secondary beam variability captured thorough the “combined analysis” method, then the 136/138 data must be too noisy to exhibit the same effect. During this study typical ion intensity for $^{42}\text{Ca}^+$ is $\sim$ 3000 cps, although sensitivity differs between and within sessions.
geneity BCC was used as a consistency standard to assess instrumental reproducibility and more cycles were collected to improve internal error. External reproducibility of spot measurements in BCC for sessions Ns2–Ns3 is summarized in Table 4.6, showing substantially worse external error during coral analysis sessions. As discussed later in this chapter, Sr/Ca nanoSIMS measurements of newly grown coral skeleton also vary by 5% and 7% for sessions Ns3 and Ns4, matching the reproducibility of Sr/Ca measurements in BCC. Therefore, external analytical error probably limits Sr/Ca precision for coral data in this study. Mg/Ca varies by 65% in the cultured skeleton, far larger than even the largest Mg/Ca external error of 11% during session Ns4.

Several instrumental conditions differ between analytical sessions and even between different spots, which may or may not explain the observed external error. After poor external reproducibility was identified during session Ns3, several technical approaches were attempted to improve precision. Anecdotally, I noticed that ion peak positions differ as a function of secondary beam tuning, which is in turn affected by sample height (Z). In an attempt to limit error from Z-position drift, the Z-position was kept constant during session Ns4. A major contributor to Z-position variability is switching between the ion analysis mode and the in-machine CCD mode, a process which requires significant stage movement and was done regularly during session Ns3. For the earlier and higher precision session Ns2, limiting Z-position movement was a simple matter of designating target regions and allowing the stage to automatically move between new locations. This sort of automatic positioning is sufficient for large samples. When measuring small coral spines, however, micron-level spatial precision is necessary. This spatial precision requires manual positioning. Prior to any spot analysis in session Ns4, images of each sample location were made with the in-machine CCD. Using these images and calcien fluorescence maps as guides, the stage was manually positioned for each sample by real-time ion imaging. Drift in automatic peak centering may also contribute to decreased precision. In an attempt to avoid this issue, each detector was re-centered manually between every measurement in Ns4. Despite this and other careful work, it appears another uncontrolled factor must be contributing to external error. During sessions Ns3 and Ns4 source stability operated below specification due to a dirty lens in the primary stack, with several percent jumps in current every
10 minutes, it is unknown if this contributed to external error.

Table 4.6: External error of nanoSIMS Me/Ca spot measurements as assessed by the repeated analysis of the Blue Calcite carbonate standard. Coral analysis sessions Ns3 and Ns4 are characterized by worse external error than session Ns2, where only standards were measured. External error is better than internal error for session Ns2, probably the result of a small number of analyses. Four consistency standard spots were measured in each of sessions Ns3 and Ns4, while only 3 spots were measured in session Ns2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>session</th>
<th>24/42 external error (%)</th>
<th>24/42 internal error (%)</th>
<th>88/42 external error (%)</th>
<th>88/42 internal error (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ns2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ns3</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ns4</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Calibration Using Carbonate Standards:* Analyses of standards with known composition are necessary to convert intensity ratios measured on the nanoSIMS into accurate Me/Ca ratios. Several small pieces (0.1–1 mg) of each carbonate standard assembled by Rinat Gabitov were analyzed by ID-ICP-MS to establish accurate Me/Ca ratios. These data show that some materials exhibit significant Me/Ca heterogeneity between different large “chunks” and even between ~100 µg pieces of the same ~mg crystals (Figure 4.15). For example, there is >3% variability between samples from the same small crystal of the commonly used carbonate standard OKA. On the other hand, both Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca appear to be homogenous within small crystals of Blue-Calcite (BCC), supporting the homogeneity observed in limited nanoSIMS surveys. Crystals were broken into two or more pieces with one piece mounted for SIMS analysis and the other piece set aside for ID-ICP-MS. Where intra-crystal heterogeneity is small, compositional analysis on one piece should apply to the second mounted sample as well. Since OKA is known to be heterogeneous in Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca, this standard was not included in final calibrations of coral data. All the carbonate standards were mounted in a single holder using this calibration technique to estimate “grain matched” Me/Ca ratios (Figure 4.16).

Measurements in carbonate standards show that intensity ratios of 24/42 and 88/42 vary linearly with Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca, respectively, over a nearly 100-fold range, although slopes are different for each of the four sessions (Figure 4.17). Even though calibration curves are linear over a large range of Me/Ca ratios, single point calibrations are sensitive to any compositional differences between a
Figure 4.15: ID-ICP-MS Me/Ca ratios of carbonate standards showing a range of values between different large chunks and even within small ~ mg sized crystals. For example, there is > 3% variability between samples from the same small crystal of the commonly used carbonate standard OKA. Data are presented for Sr/Ca on the left, Mg/Ca on the right, and are organized in order of decreasing Me/Ca ratios from the top. Data from different crystals are separated on the x-axis, with inter-crystal variability (S) written horizontally and intra-crystal heterogeneity written vertically (also S). I collected and initially assembled the data presented here. The figure was significantly improved by Rinat Gabitov and included in Gabitov et al. (in preparation), which also contains a detailed discussion of previous literature values for these standards.
mounted crystal and the grain matched bulk analysis. For this reason, multiple point calibrations will lead to the most accurate measurements. Interestingly the slope of Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca calibrations appear inversely correlated: while session Ns1 is the steepest Sr/Ca calibration line, it is the most shallow Mg/Ca calibration. The intensity ratios 24/42 and 88/42 also drift with opposite slopes during spot analysis.

To better understand what controls Me/Ca accuracy and calibration curve slope, element ratio drift as a function of sputtering time was studied in detail. Starting with a fresh gold covered surface 88/42 first overshoots to low values and then increases with time during spot analysis (Figure 4.18). For the same spots, 24/42 decreases exponentially with time. While 24/42 and 88/42 rarely achieve steady state they do converge towards low relative drift. In general, higher beam currents and smaller areas result in shorter relaxation times: at high current, near-linear drift is achieved more quickly. This result suggests that the integrated current density or “pre-sputter dose”, in Coulombs per square micron, may control the time evolution of intensity ratios. However, plots of 24/42 and 88/42 vs. pre-sputter dose for a number of beam conditions show that high intensity beams require more total ions to converge. This may mean that some zeroth-order process (time dependent, current
Figure 4.17: NanoSIMS spot analysis intensity ratios of carbonate standards compared to grain matched ICP-MS Me/Ca ratios. ICP-MS metal/calcium ratios are in mmol/mol. **TOP-LEFT:** nanoSIMS 88/42 compared to ID-ICP-MS measured Sr/Ca. **BOTTOM-LEFT:** The same data, but zoomed in to show low Sr/Ca measurements in greater detail. **RIGHT:** Mg/Ca Calibration curves of all data and zoomed-in to show detail at low Mg/Ca. Each of the four analytical sessions presented in this study is noted with a different symbol: (◯) Ns1; (■) Ns2; (△) Ns3; (♦) Ns4. Within each analytical session a linear relationship between nanoSIMS intensity ratios and ICP-MS data allows accurate calibration. Different slopes between analytical sessions demonstrates the need to analyze standards during each session. The slope of Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca calibrations appear inversely correlated: while session Ns1 (dashed line) is the steepest Sr/Ca calibration line it is the most shallow Mg/Ca calibration. The opposite is true of session Ns2 (solid line). This result is explained by opposing drift patterns for 24/42 and 88/42 as described in the text. Typical coral Sr/Ca is 8 to 10 mmol/mol and typical Mg/Ca is 1 to 4 mmol/mol.
Both primary beam intensity and pre-sputter time typically differ between analytical sessions. This can result in different extents of intensity ratio drift. More pre-sputter dose will tend to yield higher mean 88/42 and lower mean 24/42 for a particular constant composition. Therefore, higher pre-sputter doses will also result in steeper 88/42 calibration slopes and lower 24/42 slopes. During session Ns1 (dashed line in Figure 4.17) both primary current and pre-sputter time were twice that of session Ns2, explaining why Ns1 has a steeper Sr/Ca calibration and a shallower Mg/Ca calibration than Ns2. Thus differences in pre-sputter explain the relative slopes of different calibration lines.

Since mixed element intensity ratio drift is sensitive to primary current, ion source stability is expected to be a component of external error. Area also controls pre-sputter dose, thus only similarly sized spots and images should be compared and calibrated with each other. Furthermore three different NIST glasses were also measured during sessions Ns1 and Ns2, resulting in very different pre-sputter drift than carbonates. This result underlies the importance of matrix matching samples and standards, and suggests glasses are poor standards for carbonate materials in SIMS analysis.

To generate calibration curves for each session, nanoSIMS intensity ratios from carbonate standards and Me/Ca ratios from ICP-MS measurements were fit to a linear regression weighted by errors in both \( x \) and \( y \) (Press et al., 1992). The full range of Me/Ca values for all measurements in the same “grain matched” crystal are used to estimate uncertainty in ICP-MS Me/Ca ratios. Uncertainty for each nanoSIMS spot is the 2\( \sigma \) internal standard error of the mean using a linear drift model with the appropriate start and end cycles. The magnesium poor-standards HUJ and CAL, with Mg/Ca < 0.08 mmol/mol, were excluded from Mg/Ca calibration lines because of low \(^{24}\text{Mg}^+\) counts and high relative error. For run Ns2, where all standards were measured, uncertainty in the Sr/Ca calibration fitting parameters propagate into an accuracy error estimate of \(~2\%\) (95% LOC) for a coral-like sample (Sr/Ca: 8 to 10 mmol/mol). Accuracy error of calibration curve Ns2 at a coral-like Mg/Ca of 2–4 mmol/mol is < 6\%.
Figure 4.18: Plots of 24/42 and 88/42 for each cycle in 2\(\mu\)m\(\times\)2\(\mu\)m “spot” measurements of the high magnesium and high strontium carbonate standard OKA carbonatite. Each spot was measured using a different primary beam intensity. The cycle data are labeled from dark to light in order of decreasing primary beam intensity: (●) 280pA; (■) 40pA; (▲) 10 pA; (○) 4pA. **TOP-LEFT:** Starting with a fresh gold covered surface 88/42 first overshoots to low values and then increases with time. **TOP-RIGHT:** 24/42 decreases exponentially with time. In general, higher beam currents and smaller areas result in shorter relaxation times: at high current low/near-linear drift is achieved more quickly. In other experiments, larger raster area increases relaxation time. **BOTTOM:** The same intensity ratio data are plotted against a measure of “pre-sputter dose”, the integrated current density, in Coulomb \(\mu\)m\(^{-2}\). As high intensity beams require more total ions to converge, intensity ratio convergence is not just determined by dose. This may mean that some zeroth-order process (time dependent, current independent) contributes to pre-sputter effects on mixed element ratios.
The 43/42 ratio of OKA carbonate determined by nanoSIMS spot analysis is systematically lower than other carbonates for an unknown reason. While this standard was not used to calibrate any of the coral results presented below it may be an important result in future research. An un-resolved 26Mg16O interference may be capable of causing this effect.

**Correction for Non-Natural Isotope Abundances:** Calibration curves calculated by comparison to carbonate standards assume natural isotope abundances. For spiked coral, both 88Sr and 42Ca abundances are slightly lower than natural. The correction is:

\[
\left( \frac{\text{Sr}}{\text{Ca}} \right)_{\text{Coral}} = \frac{88A_{\text{natural}}}{88A_{\text{enriched}}} \cdot \frac{42A_{\text{enriched}}}{42A_{\text{natural}}} \left( \frac{\text{Sr}}{\text{Ca}} \right)_{\text{Measured/Calibrated}},
\]

or a factor of about 1.02 increase of the true Sr/Ca over the the Sr/Ca resulting from the calibration line regression assuming natural abundance. Correcting before or after applying the standard curve has negligible impact on the final Sr/Ca result (< 0.02 per mil).

The abundance correction for Mg/Ca is:

\[
\left( \frac{\text{Mg}}{\text{Ca}} \right)_{\text{Coral}} = \frac{42A_{\text{enriched}}}{42A_{\text{natural}}} \left( \frac{\text{Mg}}{\text{Ca}} \right)_{\text{Measured/Calibrated}},
\]

since Mg isotopes are not enriched in this experiment, but this is only a 0.1 per mil correction, and therefore negligible.

**Ion Image Analysis:** Images were collected during two sessions, Ni1 and Ni2, separated by four months. The same spine samples used in spot analysis were analyzed for images, in some cases the burn marks from other sessions were used to guide analysis, although fresh gold covered locations were used for all final data reported in this study. All images are 20x20 µm with 128x128 pixels, unless otherwise noted. Several sequential image planes are collected in each location. During a combined analysis method, a complete image plane is collected at one magnet position, the magnet field is changed allowing for settling time, and the region rastered again to measure ions associated with the second magnet position. This process is repeated for each ion image plane. While six or more planes are collected for each image, early planes are are usually un-even in 42Ca due to
incomplete pre-sputtering, while latter planes become un-even due to charge build-up. Only the subset of planes that yield even and homogenous \(^{42}\text{Ca}\) ion images were analyzed.

The integer number of counts collected at each pixel is the rawest form of data output by the \textit{nanoSIMS50} in this study. Data were processed offline using custom scripts in Matlab. Counts from all planes with homogenous \(^{42}\text{Ca}\) intensity are summed for each pixel. A moving box average centered on each pixel is applied to each intensity image (5x5 pixel boxes for every ratio except 87/88, where a 9x9 pixel box is used). Ratio images are made using the averaged data. The ratio at each pixel is simply the ratio of the numerator counts at that location divided by the denominator counts at that same pixel. Instrumental mass fractionation is corrected by referencing to the average ratio of non-spiked (natural abundance) regions of the coral within each image. Fractionation corrections are not used between different images due to differences in pre-sputter conditions.

During Session Ni1 a 50 pA pre-sputter beam was first applied over a 22x22 \(\mu\text{m}\) region. This pre-sputter was run like a typical analysis, collecting and displaying image data, and continued until two planes had been collected or until the first homogenous \(^{42}\text{Ca}\) image. True image analysis was then started with a 5 pA primary beam in a 20x20 \(\mu\text{m}\) square. Too long of data collection or pre-sputter results in progressively uneven images, so there is a relatively small number of planes that can be collected. Dwell time at each of the 128x128 pixels was between 0.015–0.1 seconds. Detectors were set-up with the same trolley configuration as Session Ns3 (See Figure 4.10).

For Session Ni2 image data was collected as a 20x20 \(\mu\text{m}\) square starting from a fresh gold surface. A separate pre-sputter was not used, instead image data was continuously collected and un-even images eliminated in post-processing. Primary beam current throughout the analysis was 8.6 pA. Images were rastered as 128x128 pixels with 0.03 second dwell time. Detectors were set-up as shown in Figure 4.19 to monitor Rare Earth Elements (REEs) as well as strontium and calcium isotopes. REE masses were chosen to avoid oxides and dimers. A standard rich in the single isotope REE terbium was used to fingerprint the often confusing mass spectrum near Tb, Gd, and Dy. A large background at mass 155 in coral swamps any structured gadolinium signal. This may result from the relatively high \([\text{Gd}]\) in seawater compared to most other REEs. Very few counts of dysprosium were
detected in any image. In Session Ni1 and Ni2, the ion in Trolley 7, 138Ba and 162Dy, respectively, seemed to drift towards zero counts early in each analysis. This loss of counts may be a result of magnet drift during combined analysis that is somehow more acute at Trolley 7; some other unexplained analytical issue; or reflect a real and unexpectedly low number of counts for these ions in coral samples. Between each image, REEs were re-peak centered using a mixed REE standard. Typical sensitivity with a 8.6 pA primary beam was 1000 cps for 42Ca, 100 cps for 87Sr, 400 cps for 43Ca, 1200 cps for 88Sr.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>T1</th>
<th>T2</th>
<th>T3</th>
<th>T4</th>
<th>T5</th>
<th>T6</th>
<th>T7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>42Ca⁺</td>
<td>⁶⁷Sr⁺</td>
<td>⁴³Ca⁺</td>
<td>⁸⁸Sr⁺</td>
<td>¹⁵⁵Gd⁺</td>
<td>¹⁵⁹Tb⁺</td>
<td>¹⁶²Dy⁺</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4.19: NanoSIMS trolley configuration: Session Ni2.

Image Profiles: Isotope ratio profiles across compositional boundaries are generated from raw image data using a custom Matlab script. First the compositional boundary is identified by drawing a line in a 43/42 image. The boundary is then converted into the “single-step mask”, a bit-map approximation of the junction, using Bresenham’s line algorithm. The bit-map mask is composed of an integer number of pixels, which means that each step along the profile results in an integer number of counts, eliminating interpolation and simplifying error estimation. This mask is moved along a path perpendicular to the boundary from one edge of the image to the next in pixel length steps. Isotope intensity at each step is the sum of all counts from each pixel in the mask across the subset of planes with homogeneous 42Ca intensity. The counts for each pixel in a profile step are the un-averaged raw count data to avoid any artificial smoothing.

4.6 Coral Growth Conditions and Growth Rates

Regular collection and analysis of culture solution chemistry provides a detailed record of the carbonate system during coral growth. Flow rates and the alkalinity of each chamber are summarized in Figures 4.20–4.21. Where there is missing flow or alkalinity data, values were interpolated from bracketing measurements. All the alkalinity, pH, DIC and flow measurements collected during this
study as well as calculated carbonate chemistry are summarized in the Appendix (Table 4.12). Average aragonite saturation ($\Omega$) of each culture chamber was calculated from these data, and this $\Omega$ is used to identify each culture condition in subsequent figures. The Gulf of Eilat seawater used in this study is more saline than the mean ocean and therefore has a higher [Ca$^{2+}$]. For the same [CO$_3^{2-}$], in situ $\Omega$ will be higher in Gulf of Eilat water as compared to the mean ocean.

Carbonate ion and associated $\Omega$ were primarily manipulated by adjusting reservoir alkalinity. In Figure 4.21 the alkalinity of each chamber starts with near reservoir values, but decreases due to calcification. This result has two important implications: (1) [CO$_3^{2-}$] drifts during the experiment, but this drift is generally small compared to differences between each chamber, except for the two lowest $\Omega$ chambers at the end of the experiment (Figure 4.22), and (2) the difference between culture chamber and reservoir alkalinity through time can be used to estimate whole coral calcification rates.

**Calcification Rate From Flow-Through Alkalinity Measurements:** To calculate the calcification rate we balance fluxes of alkalinity into and out of each culture chamber,

$$\frac{dALK}{dt} = \frac{ALK_{RES} \times Flow}{Chamber \; Size} - \frac{ALK \times Flow}{Chamber \; Size} - \frac{1}{2} \frac{Ppt}{Chamber \; Size},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where $ALK$ and $ALK_{RES}$ refer to the culture chamber and reservoir, respectively, in units of $\mu$equiv kg$^{-1}$; $Flow$ is the peri-pump driven flow rate through the chamber in kg hr$^{-1}$; $Chamber \; Size$ is in kg; and $Ppt$ is the calcification flux in moles of CaCO$_3$ hr$^{-1}$. One mole of calcium carbonate removes two mole equivalents of alkalinity, resulting in the factor of 1/2 in the precipitation term. The data actually collected during the culture experiment, the accumulated output flow from each culture chamber between $t_o$ and $t_f$, represent time integrated fluxes. Integrating Equation (4.1) over the collection period and using the fact that reservoir alkalinity ($ALK_{RES}$) is constant over this time yields:

$$\frac{[ALK(t_f) - ALK(t_o)]}{Chamber \; Size} = ALK_{RES} \int_{t_o}^{t_f} Flow \; dt - \int_{t_o}^{t_f} (ALK)(Flow) \; dt - \frac{1}{2} \int_{t_o}^{t_f} Ppt \; dt.$$
Figure 4.20: Flow rate through culture chambers in g/hr. Short jump in flow rate after the first interval resulted from an adjustment to peri-pump speed. Although measurements were taken during most of the experiment, flows do not exist for all time or alkalinity points, nor do alkalinities exist for all flow and time points, owing to sample size and time constraints. Grey bars represent interpolated flows to fill missing data.
Figure 4.21: Alkalinity of accumulated culture chambers outflow during growth experiment. Flat and bold horizontal lines mark the reservoir alkalinity; the alkalinity flowing into the culture chamber through the peri-pumps. A mid-experiment shift in reservoir alkalinity is a result of adding an REE time-mark dissolved in HCL to each bag, and approximate re-titration of the alkalinity to the original condition. The alkalinity of culture chamber output is plotted as horizontal bars, where the start and end of the bar signify the beginning and end of the collection period. Grey horizontal bars mark interpolated values as alkalinity was not measured for all time points due to sample size and/or time limitations. Vertical dashed lines mark the transition between subsequent light and dark photo-periods, starting with light at the far left.
Figure 4.22: LEFT: $[\text{CO}_3^{2-}]$ in culture solutions during culture experiment. Time in hours from start of experiment. Value at time 0, on left axis, corresponds to initial reservoir $[\text{CO}_3^{2-}]$. (○) $\Omega = 4.9$; (■) $\Omega = 4.2$; (▲) $\Omega = 3.4$; (♦) $\Omega = 2.9$; (×) $\Omega = 2.7$. RIGHT: (○) Calculated aragonite saturation in each chamber during coral culture. (■) Average aragonite saturation of chamber.

Integrated flow is measured directly by taking the total mass of the culture chamber outflow, the term,$$
\int_{t_0}^{t_f} (ALK)(Flow) \, dt,
$$is simply the mole equivalent of alkalinity in the outflow container. The alkalinity drop across each time-step is used to estimate the change in reservoir alkalinity and then the above equations are solved for precipitation during the collection period. For the first time-step, the reservoir value is used as the initial alkalinity, as each chamber was initially filled with unaltered reservoir water. In mostly chambers the last alkalinity time point before the REE spike fortuitously has a similar alkalinity as the post-REE spike reservoir values, so the average between these alkalinities are used to estimate the chamber alkalinity just post REE spike addition.

Precipitation rates normalized to coral surface area during each collection period are plotted in Figure 4.23. For the early part of the culture period, when separate day and night samples were collected regularly, many of the chambers appear to exhibit a diurnal cycle with light enhanced calcification during the day. Total precipitation during the experiment is plotted vs. carbonate ion in Figure 4.24. While the lowest $\Omega$ chamber calcified the least, the most obvious result is the
significantly higher calcification rate for coral grown at $\Omega=4.0$. Most of this growth occurred after the mid-experiment REE spike (Figure 4.24). Before this time, alkalinity derived calcification rates agree better between the different conditions, with the lowest daytime calcification at the lowest $\Omega$, and a clear difference between day and night calcification.
Figure 4.23: Calcification rate by alkalinity method in chambers over time. For the early part of the culture period, when separate day and night samples were collected regularly, many of the chambers appear to exhibit a diurnal cycle with light enhanced calcification during the day.
Figure 4.24: Carbonate ion effect on calcification rate by differences in the alkalinity flux. Horizontal bars represent the full range, over all time points, of calculated $[\text{CO}_3^{2-}]$ for each treatment rather than the smaller uncertainty in the typical $[\text{CO}_3^{2-}]$. The alkalinity data is divided into different time periods: average (◦) day and (●) night calcification rates in each chamber prior to the mid-experiment REE addition, as well as (○) post-REE-spike combined day and night calcification rate. While the lowest $\Omega$ coral calcified the least, a high calcification rate for the $\Omega=4.0$ coral is again one of the most obvious results. It is clear that most of the $\Omega=4.0$ growth occurred late in the experiment, after REE addition. Overall, day calcification is somewhat sensitive to $\Omega$, while dark calcification is uncorrelated with $\Omega$. The coral grown at $\Omega=2.9$ calcifies at a somewhat higher rate than other coral, even compared to the pre-REE growth of rapidly calcifying coral $\Omega=4$. 
4.7 Bulk Isotope Ratios of Microsampled Coral to Localize Experimental Growth

Micro-samples are collected by scraping or breaking parts of a coral skeleton. These samples presumably represent a mixture of unknown proportions between any material grown during the experiment and initial skeletal material. Since the culture media is enriched in both $^{87}\text{Sr}$ and $^{43}\text{Ca}$, we use these isotopes as tracers for new growth. Consistent with skeletal growth during the culture experiment, analysis of micro-sampled coral by MC-ICP-MS shows the incorporation of both $^{87}\text{Sr}$ and $^{43}\text{Ca}$ above natural abundances with negligible enrichment of the un-spiked isotopes $^{86}\text{Sr}$ and $^{48}\text{Ca}$ (Figure 4.25). To test if micro-samples are indeed a mixture of new and initial skeleton, the isotope data are compared to the calculated mixing relationship between exactly two end-members: (1) natural abundance coral skeleton from before the culture experiment; and (2) skeleton grown during the growth experiment with isotope abundances matching the spiked culture solution.

For a sample composed of unknown proportions of initial unspiked and newly grown spiked material (Figure 4.26), the strontium isotope ratio is simply the ratio of the number of moles ($n$) of each isotope from both regions,

$$\frac{^{87}\text{Sr}}{^{88}\text{Sr}}_{\text{measured}} = \frac{^{87}n_o + ^{87}n_x}{^{88}n_o + ^{88}n_x}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.2)

With some algebra we can put (4.2) in terms of natural and spike isotope ratios:

$$^{88}n_x \left[ \frac{^{87}\text{Sr}}{^{88}\text{Sr}}_o - \frac{^{87}\text{Sr}}{^{88}\text{Sr}}_x \right] = ^{88}n_o \left[ \left( \frac{^{87}\text{Sr}}{^{88}\text{Sr}}_o \right)_m - \left( \frac{^{87}\text{Sr}}{^{88}\text{Sr}}_x \right)_m \right].$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.3)
Figure 4.25: Stable isotope analysis of micro-sampled coral by MC-ICP-MS demonstrates spike incorporation. **LEFT:** (○) Calcium and strontium isotope ratios of all micro-sampled coral spanning every growth condition (n=60). Internal error is smaller than the symbol size. Incorporation of both $^{87}$Sr and $^{43}$Ca, which were enriched in the culture media, shows that growth occurred during the experiment. The isotope ratios of natural abundance seawater and the enriched culture solution are marked by dashed lines. Coral micro-samples plot close to the predicted mixing relationship between natural abundance seawater and the enriched culture media (solid line). Hash marks on the mixing line indicate new growth mole fractions of 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8. The most enriched samples obtained by micro-sampling are still more than 60 mole percent initial skeleton. Departure of isotope ratios from the line or curvature would suggest either significantly different Me/Ca in the two end-members or substantially preferential incorporation of one element, as described in the text. For this figure, the mixing line was plotted using a $q$ from the ID-ICP-MS measured initial coral Sr/Ca and the new growth end-member Sr/Ca measured by nanoSIMS spot analysis. Near $q = 1$, different choices of $q$ all yield similar figures. **RIGHT:** Neither 86/88 nor 44/48 vary significantly with 43/48, as expected for these non-enriched isotopes. Therefore, the 43/48 vs. 87/88 relationship is unlikely to be a fractionation effect, instrumental or otherwise, and instead represents real incorporation of spike in the newly grown material. The y-axis of the right-hand plots are set to same relative range as the graph on the left for easy comparison.

Figure 4.26: Schematic of a coral micro-sample composed of unknown proportions of both initial skeletal material and spiked growth during experimental conditions. By measuring the stable isotope ratios of a micro-sample, combined with knowledge of several other parameters, it is possible to determine the mole fraction of new growth and estimate the Me/Ca ratio of the newly grown material.
Similarly, for the calcium isotopes $^{43}\text{Ca}$ and $^{48}\text{Ca}$,

$$\frac{^{48}\text{n}_x}{^{48}\text{n}_o} = \left[ \frac{\left( \frac{^{43}}{^{48}} \right)_o - \left( \frac{^{43}}{^{48}} \right)_m}{\left( \frac{^{43}}{^{48}} \right)_m - \left( \frac{^{43}}{^{48}} \right)_x} \right]. \tag{4.4}$$

In an important aside, Equation (4.4) can be multiplied by $^{48}\text{Ca}$ abundances to yield the relative proportions of new and initial growth:

$$f = \frac{^{48}\text{Ca}_x}{^{48}\text{Ca}_o} = \frac{^{48}\text{n}_x}{^{48}\text{n}_o} \frac{^{48}\text{A}_o}{^{48}\text{A}_x},$$

which can be also expressed as the mole fraction of new skeleton,

$$\chi_x = \frac{f}{f+1}.$$

Dividing Equations (4.3) and (4.4) above, we obtain an expression for mixing between a spiked and unspiked end member for the four isotope system,

$$\left[ \frac{\left( \frac{^{43}}{^{48}} \right)_o - \left( \frac{^{43}}{^{48}} \right)_m}{\left( \frac{^{43}}{^{48}} \right)_m - \left( \frac{^{43}}{^{48}} \right)_x} \right] = \frac{\left( \frac{^{88}}{^{88}} \right)_o}{\left( \frac{^{88}}{^{88}} \right)_x} \left[ \frac{\left( \frac{^{87}}{^{88}} \right)_o - \left( \frac{^{87}}{^{88}} \right)_m}{\left( \frac{^{87}}{^{88}} \right)_m - \left( \frac{^{87}}{^{88}} \right)_x} \right]. \tag{4.5}$$

Following the notation and derivation described in Albarède (1995, p. 19) from this point on, Equation (4.5) becomes

$$\frac{x_o - x_m}{x_m - x_x} = q \frac{y_o - y_m}{y_m - y_x}, \tag{4.6}$$

where

$$x = \left( \frac{^{43}}{^{48}} \right), \quad y = \left( \frac{^{87}}{^{88}} \right), \text{ and } \quad q = \frac{\left( \frac{^{88}}{^{88}} \right)_o}{\left( \frac{^{88}}{^{88}} \right)_x}.$$

The mixing equation is sensitive to the Me/Ca ratio of the newly grown material through the term $q$,

$$q = \frac{\left( \frac{^{88}}{^{48}} \right)_o}{\left( \frac{^{88}}{^{48}} \right)_x} = \frac{\left( \frac{^{88}\text{Sr}}{^{48}\text{Ca}} \right)_o}{\left( \frac{^{88}\text{Sr}}{^{48}\text{Ca}} \right)_x}.$$

To compare the micro-sampled data to a mixing line, we need to expand Equation ((4.6)) and solve
for $y_m$ as a function of $x_m$:

$$(x_o - x_m)(y_m - y_x) = q (x_m - x_x)(y_o - y_m),$$

$$x_o y_m - x_o y_x - x_m y_m + x_m y_x = q (x_m y_o - x_m y_m - x_x y_x + x_x y_m),$$

$$y_m (x_o - q x_x) + x_m (y_x - q y_o) = x_m y_m (1 - q) + x_o y_x - q x_x y_o,$$

$$y_m \left(\frac{x_o - q x_x}{1 - q}\right) + x_m \left(\frac{y_x - q y_o}{1 - q}\right) = x_m y_m + \left(\frac{x_o y_x - q x_x y_o}{1 - q}\right). \tag{4.7}$$

With the following substitutions,

$$\alpha = \left(\frac{x_o - q x_x}{1 - q}\right), \quad \beta = \left(\frac{y_x - q y_o}{1 - q}\right), \quad \text{and} \quad \gamma = \left(\frac{x_o y_x - q x_x y_o}{1 - q}\right),$$

Equation (4.7) can be further simplified

$$\alpha y_m + \beta x_m = x_m y_m + \gamma \tag{4.8}$$

$$x_m y_m - \alpha y_m = \beta x_m - \gamma$$

$$y_m (x_m - \alpha) = \beta x_m - \gamma$$

\[
\boxed{y_m = \frac{\beta x_m - \gamma}{(x_m - \alpha)}}. \tag{4.9}
\]

Equation (4.9) describes a hyperbola; this is more obvious when it is placed in an alternate form.

Equation (4.8) is subtracted from a cross term on both sides of the equation,

\[
\begin{array}{rl}
+ \alpha \beta &= + \alpha \beta \\
-x_m y_m - \alpha y_m - \beta x_m &= - \gamma \\
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{rl}
x_m y_m - \alpha y_m - \beta x_m + \alpha \beta &= \alpha \beta - \gamma \\
\end{array}
\]

and then factored

\[
(x_m - \alpha)(y_m - \beta) = \alpha \beta - \gamma.
\]
Here $\alpha$ and $\beta$ are vertical and horizontal asymptotes, respectively, which constrain end member isotope ratios, but typically over-estimate the difference between the end members.

The above equations predict 43/48 vs. 87/88 ratios of a mixture should trace out a curve from natural to fully spiked with curvature depending on the relative Sr/Ca of the two portions. The position of a sample on this curve is a function of the proportion of new growth ($f$ or $\chi_\mu$). Figure 4.25 shows that 43/48 vs. 87/88 of coral micro-samples in this study compare well with a mixing line calculated assuming a $q$ near 1 (similar initial and final Sr/Ca).

Isotope ratio measurements are plotted separately for each coral in Figure 4.27. Sub-samples of coral grown at higher aragonite saturations show greater mole fractions of new growth. The type of sub-sample, whether it came from a gentle scrape on the coral surface or is composed of broken septa, also affects the observed mole fraction of new growth. Sub-samples with the most new growth generally follow the order: surface scrape > spines > more vigorous scraping > bottom of polyps and septa. This result was used to choose candidate samples for nanoSIMS analysis. Taken together, this data also suggests more growth probably occurred in coral grown at higher $\Omega$, but it is possible that high mole fractions of new growth were not sampled in low $\Omega$ coral.

Table 4.7: Nubbin samples for calcification rate by $^{43}$Ca/$^{48}$Ca isotope bulk analysis. Polyp number is easy to count on these small and irregularly sized samples. It is also the basic unit of the coral ultrastructure. For this reason polyp number and surface area are used as normalizing factors for calcification rate. On two nubbins of coral, both the total number of polyps and surface area were measured, yielding 70 polyps cm$^{-2}$, the factor used to convert between polyp and surface area normalized calcification rates in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\Omega$</th>
<th>Reservoir/Coral</th>
<th># polyps</th>
<th>mass (mg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4/3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>14.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>34.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>10(3)/7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>9(5)/6</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15.84</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To more systematically calculate calcification rates from 43/48, similar wedge shaped samples were taken from each coral and analyzed. These samples contain several polyps and are expected to integrate and average the contribution of different skeletal regions to growth. Each small sample (10–30 mg) was cut from the top of a nubbin using a dremel tool, resulting in similarly sized
Figure 4.27: **LEFT:** Isotope ratios of coral micro-samples plotted separately by growth condition show the extent of isotope incorporation increases from bottom to top, following aragonite saturation ($\Omega$). **RIGHT:** Mole fraction of new growth for each micro-sample depending upon the skeletal region, calculated from $\text{43/48}$. New growth is regionally distributed with the highest proportions of new growth found in the spines or by gently scraping the surface. The septa and material deep in the polyps typically exhibit the smallest fraction of new growth. All plots in each column have identical axes.
portions of the nubbin tip (Table 4.7). Samples were weighed on a microbalance, ground in a mortar and pestle, subsampled, dissolved in trace metal clean nitric acid, and analyzed for calcium and strontium isotope ratios as described in the methods section. The amount of new growth was determined from Equation 4.4 and the total mass of the sample, an adaptation of the stable isotope method for relative growth rates in foraminifera described by Lea et al. (1995). Calcification rates were normalized to surface area and number of polyps in the sampled region. Figure 4.28 shows 43/48 derived calcification rates as a function of aragonite saturation. Calcification rate generally increases with aragonite saturation (Ω) and culture solution [CO$_3^{2-}$]. There is a three-fold difference in calcification rate between the lowest and highest treatments. A very high calcification rate for the second to highest carbonate ion concentration (Ω=4.2) exceeds this trend, but does match a similar results from alkalinity based growth rates (Figure 4.24). The subsamples taken for isotopic analysis were removed from the top part of the coral, a region associated with higher than average growth rates in other studies. Sampling from a high growth region may contribute to the approximately two-fold higher rate of calcification by $^{43}$Ca compared to the alkalinity method.

Bulk isotope analysis can also be used to determine the Sr/Ca of skeletal material grown during the culture experiment. First, Equation (4.5) is used to determine $q$ for each micro-sample. At higher mole fractions of new growth, the there is a larger isotope ratio signal compared to natural abundance and $q$ is less scattered (Figure 4.29). For this reason, micro-sample data are not used for compositional calculations where the mole fraction of new growth is less than 0.035. To determine the Sr/Ca of the experimentally grown material from $q$ the initial Sr/Ca of each micro-sample must be known. An average initial Sr/Ca is estimated from measurements on the two $t=0$ corals sacrificed at the beginning of the culture experiment. The average Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca of several skeletal measurements in these initial coral is $9.5 \pm 0.2$ mmol/mol and $4.8 \pm 0.7$ mmol/mol, respectively (Figure 4.30). The 2.3% and 14% variability in initial Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca is a major limit on using bulk micro-sampling and spike ratios to calculate the the composition of new growth. The mean Me/Ca ratios do seem to vary systematically, with high Sr/Ca in the septa, for example. Given the already large variability in $q$ of $\sim 4\%$, this bias is ignored, but would have to be considered in higher
Figure 4.28: Carbonate ion effect on calcification rate by bulk $^{43}$Ca/$^{48}$Ca isotope ratios of coral nubbin samples. Calcification rate generally increases with aragonite saturation ($\Omega$) and culture solution $[\text{CO}_3^{2-}]$. There is a three fold difference in calcification rate between the lowest and highest treatments. A very large calcification rate for the second-to-highest carbonate ion concentration ($\Omega=4.0$) does not fit this trend, but does match a similar results from alkalinity based growth rates (Figure 4.24). Horizontal bars represent the full range, over all time points, of calculated $[\text{CO}_3^{2-}]$ for each treatment rather than the smaller uncertainty in the mean $[\text{CO}_3^{2-}]$. Uncertainty in calcification rate is not plotted. Multiple samples from each coral could ideally be used to assess uncertainty in coral calcification rate. The subsamples taken for isotopic analysis were removed from the top part of the coral, a region associated with higher than average growth rates in other studies. Sampling from a high growth region may contribute to the approximately two fold higher rate of calcification by $^{43}$Ca compared to the alkalinity method.
Figure 4.29: $q$, the relative Sr/Ca ratio of initial and new growth, exhibits higher scatter at low mole fractions due to the small enriched isotope signal. Calculations of new growth region Sr/Ca only use data from micro-samples with mole fractions greater than 0.035 (points to the right of the vertical dashed line). Coral micro-samples labeled by here by growth condition: (○) $\Omega=4.9$; (■) $\Omega=4.0$; (▲) $\Omega=3.4$; (♦) $\Omega=2.9$; (×) $\Omega=2.7$.

precision work. The average Sr/Ca of newly grown material does not differ significantly between the different growth conditions when qualified by the sizable uncertainty. From the combined data of all coral micro-samples with mole fractions of new growth greater than 0.035, the Sr/Ca of the newly grown material is calculated as $9.6 \pm 0.4$ (2σ std. dev., n= 27). This method could be improved by increasing spike enrichment for higher precision and by applying a technique to exactly determine the initial composition of each sample; details of these improvements will be described elsewhere.

Barium isotope data was also collected for coral micro-samples, however, culture solution barium isotope data was not measured. An attempt was made to estimate the end member isotope ratio of the culture solution by fitting all measured pairs of 136/138 and 43/48 to the mixing equation with two tunable parameters, $q$ and $(136/38)_x$. The Matlab-based fitting method minimizes the sum of the squares of the difference between model and data using the multi-dimensional optimization function fminsearch. High 136/138 data points were weighted to be more significant in the fit to minimize the problems seen at low $q$ in the 87/88 vs. 43/48 analysis. The resulting $q$ and $(136/38)_x$ were sensitive to the initial seed value, or guess, but values that fit the data and where the mixing line
Figure 4.30: Me/Ca ratios of initial coral skeleton from ID-ICP-MS measurements on two individuals sacrificed at $t = 0$. To test if initial Me/Ca ratios in this experiment vary with gross skeletal region, the same types of micro-samples were collected in these coral as was done for the spiked samples. The average Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca of several skeletal measurements in these initial coral ($t = 0$) are $9.5 \pm 0.2$ mmol/mol and $4.8 \pm 0.7$ mmol/mol, respectively. **LEFT:** In the context of large variability, septa exhibit the highest Sr/Ca while material deep in the polyps or skeletons show the lowest Sr/Ca. **RIGHT:** Sr/Ca decreases with increasing Mg/Ca reminiscent of micro-milling data from deep-sea coral. Different symbols distinguish samples from two separate nubbins sacrificed at $t = 0$. The patterns of Me/Ca in this coral may be atypical of natural samples as the sample resided in an aquarium with non-seawater minor metal composition for many days prior to being sacrificed. Regardless, all coral in the experiment experienced a similar set of conditions prior to the culture experiment and the average composition of initial coral can be estimated from the data in these plots.
Figure 4.31: Calculated Sr/Ca of new growth from bulk isotope measurements on coral micro-samples. Coral micro-samples labeled by growth condition: (○) Ω=4.9; (■) Ω=4.2; (▲) Ω=3.5; (♦) Ω=2.9; (∗) Ω=2.5. The results are characterized by large variability, which is expected given the moderate spike enrichments and uncertainty in initial coral composition for each micro-sample. The mean of coral grown at Ω=4.9 is slightly higher than the combined mean, while the next lowest Ω, 4.2, averages slightly lower than the combined mean. That these samples represent the two highest enrichments suggests there is no systematic trend in the bulk isotope derived Sr/Ca vs. Ω. Combining data from all growth conditions, the mean Sr/Ca of newly grown material is calculated as 9.6 ±0.4 mmol/mol (2σ std. dev., n= 27). The Sr/Ca of micro-samples from coral grown at Ω=3.5 appears to slightly increase with mole fraction.
appears to pass through most of the data are \( q \sim 0.35, (136/138)_x \sim 3.2 \). This approach assumes that the \( q \) of all corals are identical, which is an untested assumption. Clearly an independent measure of the culture water barium isotopes is preferred. The measured data, mixing model and estimated solution 136/138 are shown in Figure 4.32. The barium isotope ratio 136/138 for each coral and by skeletal region is summarized in Figure 4.33, showing similar patterns as the 43/48 data: the maximum extent of enrichment increases with \( \Omega \) and the immediate surface and spines are also most enriched in \(^{136}\text{Ba}\).

![Figure 4.32](image)

Figure 4.32: (©) Barium isotope ratios of coral micro-samples shows incorporation of \(^{136}\text{Ba}\), demonstrating skeletal growth during the experiment and co-precipitation of barium. (Solid line) Data were fit to a 2-end meember mixing line by adjusting the unknown parameters \( q \) and the 136/138 of the spike end-member as described in the text. The estimated values from the fit are \( q \sim 0.35, (136/138)_x \sim 3.2 \).
Figure 4.33: **LEFT:** Barium isotope ratios of coral micro-samples plotted separately by growth condition show the extent of isotope incorporation increases from bottom to top, following aragonite saturation ($\Omega$) like 43/48 and 87/88. **RIGHT:** The 136/138 ratio is still plotted on the $y$-axis, but the data are separated depending upon the skeletal region. New growth is regionally distributed following a similar pattern as 43/48, but with a larger relative signal reflecting the higher culture solution enrichment in $^{136}$Ba. All plots have identical $y$-axes.
4.8 Calcein Fluorescence Maps Experimentally Grown Skeleton at the Micron Scale

In total ~ 960 coral “spines” were mounted, polished, and surveyed for calcein fluorescence. Most mounted coral pieces did not fluoresce. Out of each hundred spines surveyed between 1 to 3 were promising candidates with measurable new growth beyond a clear calcein label (Figure 4.34 and Table 4.8). The relative scarcity of candidate spines suggests episodic growth, either during the 6-hour calcein labeling period or during the entirety of the 6-day experiment. Two controls support the conclusion that calcein marks the beginning of the coral culture experiment: (1) spines prepared from a coral skeleton that was never exposed to calcein do not fluoresce; (2) several spines from a \( t = 0 \) coral sacrificed just after the calcein labeling experiment fluoresce on the outer surface but show no evidence of additional growth. Additional calcein images of each spine with the location of nanoSIMS spots or images are included below in the nanoSIMS image section.

Table 4.8: Frequency and distribution of candidates spines with measurable new growth beyond a clear calcein label.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \Omega )</th>
<th>Reservoir/Coral</th>
<th>Total Pieces Surveyed</th>
<th>Candidate Spines</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1/9</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>4/3</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>10(3)/7</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>9(5)/6</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Coral spine growth is anisotropic. The aspect ratio of most candidate spines is about 2:1 (length:width), although it ranges from 0.5 to 3. Of course, the length of spines prepared during this experiment is controlled by the break-point and likely depend as much on the sampling technique as geometry. It is clear, however, that spines do grow more along the major axis than on the sides, both from the basic spine morphology and calcein images. Linear growth was measured perpendicular to the calcein label towards the outer surface along the major geometrical dimension. Linear growth measured for all 15 candidate spines range from 90 to 5 \( \mu \text{m} \) (Figure 4.35). The coral grown at \( \Omega = 2.9 \) exhibited high and more variable linear growth, while the lowest \([\text{CO}_3^{2-}]\) treatment
Figure 4.34: Bright green calcein fluorescence marks the junction between initial skeletal material and new growth in these confocal microscopy images. (A) Image of a mounted and sectioned spine in the plane of the polished surface. A faint green line reflected from the edge of the coral marks the outside edge of the spine. Faint edge effects are probably seen because excitation and emission wavelengths are similar resulting in some leakage of reflected light through the filters into the detector. This reflected background signal is clearly distinguishable from the more intense calcein fluorescence. This ∼ 90 µm long spine is A2 from Coral 1/9 grown at Ω = 4.9. (B) A series of fluorescent images taken successively deeper into the coral spine were used to construct a 3-D projection of the labeled calcein surface. In this image the plane of the sample is at the bottom as if one is looking up into the sample, so deeper is up. The convex down surface marks what this spine looked like at the beginning of the coral culture experiment. Bright regions on the surface match the external texture of spines from SEM images (Figure 4.2) and suggest that over short periods of time growth may occur in spatially discrete units.
spines (Ω=2.7) also show the lowest linear growth at 9 and 5 µm. Only 6 of the labeled “spines” exhibit prototypical long and skinny geometry. If the linear growth of only these similarly shaped samples coral are compared the same general trends remain: Ω=2.9 shows exceptional growth and the low Ω coral grew the least. By assuming continuous growth over the 6-day experiment the lower bound for linear coral growth rate is estimated as 0.8–15 µm/day. Houlbreque et al. (2009) made NanoSIMS images of 86Sr incubations in the massive coral Porites porites observing variable growth rates between 1.6–3 µm/day, near the typical value of my experiment.

Figure 4.35: (○) Length of new growth in 15 calcein labeled spines spanning all culture conditions. (●) Growth data for spines with prototypical long and skinny geometry. Both the complete data and the smaller subset of similarly shaped spines follow the same patterns: (1) the coral grown at Ω=2.9 grew longer and with more variability than other treatments, (2) the lowest [CO$_3^{2-}$] coral grew the least.

Polishing does not produce a prefect longitudinal plane through the center of each spine, potentially biasing the the apparent linear extension. The effect is not as significant in spines where geometry can help distinguish if the sample is cut in a roughly longitudinal section or if the section is more transverse. In inorganic precipitation experiments, where spherical samples are common, chord planes could substantially bias estimates of linear growth. In future work something that identified a center line, either from skeletal morphology or induced by artificial labeling may be
useful to guide polishing. About 100 spines need to be prepared for each candidate so it may not be practical to perfectly section every sample.

4.9 NanoSIMS Image Analysis of the Experimentally Grown Coral Skeleton

*Ion Image Maps:* The bulk isotope measurements presented above prove that isotopes enriched in the culture media are incorporated in the coral skeleton, demonstrating both new growth and exchange between ions in seawater and the calcifying fluid. However, these bulk measurements only reveal the pattern of spike incorporation at a gross scale. Guided by fluorescence maps, 20x20 µm isotope images were collected using the nanoSIMS at the calcein margin in an attempt to isotopically, compositionally, and geometrically characterize new growth. At least one spine from each culture condition was analyzed. Images of both 43/42 and 87/88 show a clear continuous boundary between the pre-experiment un-spiked initial skeleton and new growth incorporating enriched isotopes. These data are summarized in Figures 4.36–4.48. Intensity maps of the trace ions 136Ba and Tb also show a similar pattern as the other enriched isotopes. Intensity maps are used for 136Ba, because very few counts of the normalizing ion 138Ba were collected. During “combined analysis” the top trolley where 138Ba was collected often seemed to drift off peak. Images of the unenriched isotope ratio 86/88 are homogenous with no evidence of a growth boundary. Taken together with the even 42Ca intensity images, the 86/88 data argue against the boundary resulting from analytical artifacts or topography. Using post-analysis burn marks, the images were placed on maps of calcien fluorescence. The new growth boundary identified in isotope images agrees surprisingly well with the calcien label. Coral 2/5, spine 1, image 2 is the only example where there may be a gap between the calcien label and the spike boundary. Terbium intensity follows the spike region in all but spine 10(3)/70C, image 6, where very low counts make any pattern hard to discern. The mid-experiment REE spike, which doubled [Tb] seems to have been captured in the lowest Ω spine image 9(5)/6, at about the location predicted by a linear growth age model. As discussed in the methods section, analytical issues likely
confuse the interpretation of gadolinium and dysprosium.

In the new growth region, isotope ratios are homogeneous, with histograms of pixel ratios clearly distributed between a natural abundance population and an isotopically enriched population. Images collected entirely within the new growth region are also isotopically homogeneous (not shown here). Image isotope ratios are corrected for instrumental mass fractionation and differential collector gain by normalizing a region of un-spiked growth to natural abundance. The 43/42 ratio of new growth matches the ICP-MS determined 43/42 of the enriched culture solution suggesting we have mapped the pure new growth end member inferred from bulk analysis of micro-samples (profile data in Figures 4.36–4.48). The 87/88 ratio of each newly grown region is typically somewhat lower than the culture ratio, qualified by precision of low counts from each pixel. One exception is coral spine 9(5)/60A, where 87/88 is higher than the culture value. While it is easy to imagine processes that result in 87/88 lower than the culture solution (like a constant mixing rate with a very slow turn-over internal pool), going higher than the culture media is harder to explain. Therefore an analytical issue may be influencing the accuracy of 87/88 in these images. Spot analysis is used to probe 87/88 and other isotopes with high precision in the experimentally grown skeleton as discussed below.

Much like the pre-sputter study results explored during nanoSIMS spot method development, 88Sr/42Ca and 24Mg/42Ca drift inversely across different planes during image acquisition. The images in this study were collected with varying amounts of pre-sputtering making accurate comparison of Me/Ca ratios between different images difficult. With careful analysis, a stable source, consistent application of the same analytical parameters, and regular images of standards, it seems likely that accurate Me/Ca ratios could be derived from images using a similar approach as spot analysis. In this study accurate Me/Ca ratios of the new growth end member are measured using the proven method of spot analysis, as discussed below. It is still possible, however, to interpret within image 24/42 and 88/42 variability to detect and describe compositional patterns of Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca.

Maps of the elemental ratio 88Sr/42Ca typically show lower Sr/Ca in the natural grown skeleton compared to the experimental growth, although 88/42 is similar across the boundary in two coral
spines. Skeletal material before the culture experiment is likely to be heterogeneous in Me/Ca ratios as a result the dynamic pre-culture aquarium and open ocean environment. The difference in 88/42 between the two regions means that the ratio \( q = \frac{(88/42)_o/(88/42)_x \neq 1 \) in the area near the boundary. From the relative values of 88/42 within each image, \( q \) ranges from 0.8 to 1 close to the boundary. Bulk analysis of micro-samples described in Section 4.7 samples much more of the heterogeneous initial skeleton, including natural grown material from when the coral was still in the Gulf of Eilat, therefore, it is reasonable to expect differences between the \( q \sim 1 \) form bulk analysis and the \( q \) at a much smaller scale. The ratio \( q \) is only important in that it affects the curvature of predicted isotope mixing lines, but it does not impact compositional spot analysis completely within either end-member.

A more interesting observation is a consistent low 24Mg/42Ca band just inside the initial material from the spike boundary. This pattern is observed in all three images where 24/42 was collected. The pattern may reflect the solution chemistry of the calcien labeling solution where Ca(OH)\(_2\) was added to increase alkalinity and encourage growth, effectively reducing the Mg/Ca of the solution. To adjust flow-through chamber culture solution alkalinity, NaOH and HCl were used rather than Ca(OH)\(_2\), so low 24Mg/42Ca is not expected in the experimentally grown region. If this interpretation is correct, it is further evidence that skeleton grown during the calcein labeling period directly contacts the new growth boundary.

*Dynamics at the New Growth Boundary:* Compared to the 10s of microns of linear growth in most spines, there is a sharp boundary between unlabeled and the experimentally grown stable isotope enriched skeleton. Profiles of 43Ca/42Ca across the new growth boundary in several spines show an abrupt transition between natural abundance ratios and a spike ratio matching culture solution (Figures 4.36–4.48). The 43/42 response lengths of seven profiles from six spines range from 1.2–2.0 \( \mu \)m, where response length is defined as the distance it takes for the the 43/42 signal to rise from 16% to 84% of the enriched value. This is the same definition used to define nanoSIMS spot size from profile across compositional boundaries, allowing easy comparison between the two values. For a simple one-box reservoir exchanging directly with seawater the 16% to 84% response
Figure 4.36: A 20x20 µm nanoSIMS ion image shows clear a continuous boundary in 43/42, 87/88 and 136Ba intensity at the junction between initial skeleton and new growth in Coral 4/3, Mount AA, Spine A2, Image 1 grown at Ω=4.2. This boundary corresponds to the calcein margin as demonstrated when the post-analysis image burn mark is placed on a map of coral fluorescence (scale bar 20 µm). Histograms of pixel ratios clearly distributed between a natural abundance population and an isotopically enriched population. Images of the unenriched isotope ratio 86/88 are homogenous with no evidence of a growth boundary. Taken together with the even 42Ca intensity images, these data argue against the boundary resulting from analytical artifacts or topography. 88Sr/42Ca show a typical pattern of lower Sr/Ca in the natural grown skeleton compared to the experimental growth. A consistent pattern of low 24Mg/42Ca just inside the initial material from the spike boundary is seen in this and other spines. Counts from all planes with even 42Ca images were summed to make these images. The 43/42, 88/42, and 24/42 images were further processed using a 5x5 pixel moving box average; while a 9x9 pixel box was applied to the 87/88 ion image. Black edges mask edge effects from the moving box average.
Figure 4.37: Isotope ratio profile taken perpendicular to marked boundary line. Each profile step comes from the sum of counts in the 39 pixels of the profile line marked on the figure. Profile step size is 190 nm. Dashed lines mark natural and spike isotope ratios from ICP-MS measurements. The 16%–84% width of the boundary in the 42/43 image is 1.5 µm. The points in this boundary are marked in red. The same red points are marked in each plot of this figure to help compare 43/42 to 87/88 and 136/42. Error bars are 1σ from counting statistics. For 136Ba, where counts are sometimes zero, the error is estimated from the average counts of similar ratios. In this profile 87/88 and 136/42 may lag 42/43 slightly, although it is hard to tell. As discussed in the text, 87/88 is lower than spike end-member. Profile 1, Coral 4/3, Mount AA, Spine A2, Image 1, Session Ni1.
Figure 4.38: In this profile 87/88 may lead, but only by a few points. The two profiles from different locations on this same image give 1.5 and 1.6 microns for the rise time, building some confidence in the analytical procedure. Profile 2, Coral 4/3, Mount AA, Spine A2, Image 1, Session Ni1.
Figure 4.39: NanoSIMS ion image of boundary between initial skeleton and new growth. The low 24/42 spot is not present in other isotope ratios. Coral 2/5, Mount AA, Spine 1, Image 2.
Figure 4.40: This image has roughly twice the counts as the profile for image 1 of the same coral (below). The 43/42 profile may start upwards in a slow rise. While this could mixing into a reservoir, it is also similar to the effect of a profile line hitting the edge of a feature slightly off angle. 87/88 looks synchronous with 43/42. Coral 2/5, Mount AA, Spine 1, Image 2.
Figure 4.41: NanoSIMS ion image of boundary between initial skeleton and new growth. The 42Ca intensity image for this region is less homogenous than most images, a result of the duo source cutting out during pre-sputtering. Pre-sputtering was re-started after fixing the source but the top of image received more pre-sputter ions than rest of image. Coral 2/5, Mount AA, Spine 1, Image 1.
Figure 4.42: This image and profile have fewer counts than the previous two images, a result of few planes with even 42Ca images. High uncertainty makes it hard to compare different isotopes and reject either synchronous or asynchronous timing. This profile rise time is shorter than the other image on this spine but it is the higher growth rate axis, if response time were same the for all profiles then this profile would have been expected to show a longer rise time not a shorter one. Coral 2/5, Mount AA, Spine 1, Image 1.
Figure 4.43: NanoSIMS ion image of boundary between initial skeleton and new growth in Coral 10(3)/7, Mount AB, Spine 0C, Image 6. Spine is roughly 130 µm long by 150 µm wide.
Figure 4.44: This profile is of the boundary along a very high growth rate axis and should best resolve any asynchronicity between different elements. The ratio 87/88 may lag 43/48 by a few points, but it is not very clear. Although differences in dynamics between 43/42, 87/88, and other species cannot be completely ruled out, taking all the profile data together there is no consistent observable difference. Terbium counts for this image are really low which may mean no Tb signal, in contradiction to other images, or that this peak was lost during analysis. Coral 10(3)/7, Mount AB, Spine 0C, Image 6.
Figure 4.45: NanoSIMS ion image of boundary between initial skeleton and new growth in Coral 10(3)/7, Mount AB, Spine 0C, Image 4. Spine is roughly 130 µm long by 150 µm wide.
Figure 4.46: The 43/42 response length is similar to the other image on this spine, but these images are from very different growth rate axes. The 87/88 rise is centered on the same place as the 43/48 rise, but looks like a step function as low 87/88 transitions directly to high 87/88. Coral 10(3)/7, Mount AB, Spine 0C, Image 4.
Figure 4.47: NanoSIMS ion image of boundary between initial skeleton and new growth in Coral 9(5)/6, Mount AB, Spine 0A.
Figure 4.48: Tb/42Ca appears to pass through three values: low Tb, high Tb and higher Tb (closer to edge). Vertical dashed line in Tb/42Ca plot marks the predicted REE spike addition (where Tb was doubled at ~50 hours into the experiment). This predicted location was calculated assuming linear growth between the calcein mark and the outer edge of the skeleton over the 133 hour experiment. The transition between high Tb and higher Tb is near the expected location of the mid-experiment REE spike. Unlike most other profiles, 87/88 in this profile is higher than the culture solution ratio. It is easy to imagine processes that result in 87/88 lower than the culture solution (like a constant mixing rate with a very slow turn-over internal pool), but going higher than the culture media is hard. Therefore an analytical issue may be influencing the accuracy of 87/88 in these images. Coral 9(5)/6, Mount AB, Spine 0A.
time is the same as $1.7\tau_e$, where $\tau_e$ is the e-folding time.

Distances can be converted into time assuming a linear growth rate between the calcein mark and the outer part of the skeleton drawn from the imaged junction. As described in Section 4.8 above, linear growth rates vary by more than a factor of five between different corals and spines. This means that the small range of $^{43/42}$ response lengths result in a range of response time scales from 4 to 20 hours. This variability does not vary systematically with culture conditions. Several processes can affect the $^{43/42}$ rise time, possibly explaining the range of observed results.

Both nanoSIMS spatial resolution and processes within the coral during biomineralization affect the response length scale. Two pieces of evidence argue that spot size is not the primary control on measured response lengths: (1) during session Ni1 the response length is larger than the $\sim 800$ nm measured spot size (spot size was not determined during session Ni2); (2) response length scale does not differ significantly between the two analytical sessions that were separated by four months—it is unlikely that machine changes combined with differences in tuning resulted in similar primary beam probe sizes. While probe size is finite and acts to somewhat broaden the response length, this effect probably does not dominate the $^{43/42}$ profile slope. Even though most profiles were taken across sharp boundaries, no boundary is perfectly straight and irregular edges can act to increase the apparent $^{43/42}$ response time. Qualified by limited analytical broadening, the $^{43/42}$ profiles can be interpreted as a real signal in the coral.

Converting length to time using initial and final time control points assumes linear growth. In spine 956 the linear growth rate assumption appears to agree with a rise in Tb corresponding to the mid-experiment REE spike. The REE spike is neither predicted nor observed in any of the other profiles. If growth does occur linearly with time in all spines, then the calcifying environment at different parts of the same coral and even within the same spine experience different rates of calcium exchange with the surrounding seawater. This explanation implies that calcification occurs from different ion pools separated by space and/or time and that the e-folding turnover times of calcium and other analyzed elements in these pools range from 2 to 11 hours.

Alternatively, similar response lengths between different spines can be interpreted as evidence for
Table 4.9: Measured response lengths and calculated e-folding time of isotope uptake from image profiles across new-growth boundaries. The e-folding time is calculated from response length assuming linear growth along a growth axis originating from the boundary and drawn perpendicular to the external surface of the spine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ω</th>
<th>Response Length (µm)</th>
<th>e-Folding Time (hours)</th>
<th>Reservoir/Coral</th>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>4/3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ni1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>4/3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ni1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ni1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2/5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ni1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>10(3)/7</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ni2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>10(3)/7</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ni2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9(5)/6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Ni2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a similar rate of calcium exchange. If this is the case then spine growth cannot be linear with time over the entire growth experiment. Speculatively, this may occur if discrete units of growth like those imaged in calcein surface maps (Figure 4.34) and described by Houlbreque et al. (2009) precipitate from a single reservoir or reservoirs with similar turnover times. Over several days, precipitating different numbers of these units would then yield different apparent linear growth rates at spatial scales > 10 µm even if the growth kinetics of each unit are similar.

For each cross boundary profile, the other isotope ratios typically behave similarly to 43/42. In Figures 4.36–4.48, the profile points between 16%–84% of the 43/42 response are marked in red. These same points are marked in all the other isotope ratios. There is no strong evidence of asynchronous behavior, although the width of the 43/42 rise means that small differences in strontium, barium, and terbium behavior may not be evident, so the possibility of different dynamics cannot be excluded at less than hour time scales.
Figure 4.49: Calcium and strontium isotope ratios from nanoSIMS spot analysis of cultured coral spines. Spot data cluster at the spiked and un-spiked end members with a few intermediate points. Most of the intermediate spots fall close to a mixing line between these end members. Combined with image data showing a homogeneously labeled new growth region, these data suggest it is possible to make spot measurements of the new growth end-member. (■) are data from spot analysis session Ns3, while (○) were collected during session Ns4, error bars are 2σ internal standard error of the mean. Isotope ratios are corrected from instrumental mass fractionation by normalizing spots data from regions well inside the calcein marks to natural abundance ratios. Therefore, the points in the lower left corner are not independent of the dashed lines marking calcium and strontium isotope ratios of natural marine abundances and spike culture ratios. The solid line is a 4-isotope mixing relationship between a natural marine isotope abundances end-member and a spiked culture end-member, assuming a $q = (88/42)_o/(88/42)_x \sim 1$. Hash marks on the model line signify 0.2 unit changes in the mole fraction of an end member. The gray dashed mixing model was generated assuming a $q = 0.8$, the lowest value estimated from near-boundary images. The highest isotope points cluster at a slightly lower calcium and strontium isotope ratio than spike end member, which may represent a small accuracy error in either the nanoSIMS measurements, the culture seawater MC-ICP-MS data or both. Black squares cluster at a different location than the open circles, suggesting that uncertainty in the accuracy of the nanoSIMS instrumental mass fractionation correction, which is different for each analytical session may be the major source of this accuracy difference. Alternatively, but presumably less likely, skeletal material could precipitate from a pool that is slightly diluted by natural calcium for those spines analyzed in session Ns4 and by both natural calcium and natural strontium during session Ns3.
Spot measurements in coral spines using the nanoSIMS capture both the natural abundance and the spiked culture media end member, as well as a few intermediate values, as shown in a plot of calcium and strontium isotope ratios (Figure 4.49). As detailed in Section 4.7, we can compare these results to the mixing relationship. From comparison of calcein maps and post-analysis SEM images of burn marks, spots with intermediate isotope values were all from locations very near the calcein boundary. The intermediate values could result from measurements that span the boundary, including both both unspiked and spiked material, or measurements that sample the $\sim 1–2$ micron response region detailed in the image and profile analysis of Section 4.9.

The $^{87}/^{88}$ ratios from spiked material in nanoSIMS images and image profiles spanned the culture value, but were typically lower, while $^{43}/^{42}$ is consistently at the culture end member value. The higher precision spot analysis data presented here show that the highest isotope points cluster at a slightly lower calcium isotope ratio than the culture value. Strontium isotope ratios are lower than the spike end member for session Ns3 but match the spike ratio for session Ns4. Image and spot data do not show a consistent offset between coral isotopes by micro-analysys and the culture solution ratios. Differences between these values may represent a small accuracy error in either the nanoSIMS measurements, the culture seawater MC-ICP-MS data, or both. Black squares cluster at a different location than the open circles, suggesting that uncertainty in the accuracy of the nanoSIMS instrumental mass fractionation correction, which is different for each analytical session, may be the major source of this accuracy difference. Alternatively, but presumably less likely, skeletal material could precipitate from a pool that is slightly diluted by natural calcium for those spines analyzed in session Ns4 and by both natural calcium and natural strontium for spines taken from the same corals that were analyzed during session Ns3.

Combined with images showing the homogeneously labeled region of new growth, spot data
demonstrate that it is possible to analyze the composition of newly grown skeletal material corresponding to a short (6-day) coral culture experiment. Sr/Ca and Mg/Ca of spines from each culture condition are reported using only spots totally within the new growth region, e.g. those with isotope ratios similar to that of the culture solution.

Despite growth conditions spanning from 180 to 330 $\mu$mol $[CO_3^{2-}]$, the Sr/Ca of coral measured by spot analysis during session Ns3 vary by 6% ($2\sigma, n = 19$), similar to the external Sr/Ca error estimated from repeated measurement of the blue calcite standard (Figure 4.50). Using independent calibration curves for each analytical session, this represents an average Sr/Ca of 9.2 mmol/mol. The spot data range from 8.8 to 9.8, but do not vary systematically with culture media carbonate ion concentration. If Sr/Ca variability is limited by random analytical error, then the mean Sr/Ca of spots from each culture condition can be used to estimate true spine composition. Mean Sr/Ca ratios for each growth condition agree remarkably well, with a total relative range of 1.4%. Within this small variability, Sr/Ca is not systematically sensitive to carbonate ion concentration from 180 to 330 $\mu$mol kg$^{-1}$. Unlike the Sr/Ca results, Mg/Ca variability is much larger than external error. This large relative signal is uncorrelated with the carbonate ion growth condition (Figure 4.51). The relative $2\sigma$ standard deviation of Mg/Ca point measurements is 60% (or 40% if one high Mg/Ca point is excluded). Mean values for each condition also differ by 25% if only spines with more than one point are considered (> 80% for all “means”). Cross plots of Sr/Ca vs. Mg/Ca are uncorrelated, nor do patterns emerge when groups are separated by carbonate ion or by analytical session.
Figure 4.50: Sr/Ca ratio of coral skeleton experimentally grown under different carbonate ion concentrations as measured by nanoSIMS spot analysis. Sr/Ca values are similar between different growth conditions within the range explored in this experiment. Results are similar between different analytical sessions: (○) Ns3 and (■) Ns4, building confidence in the calibration method. External error for these sessions is plotted in the top right corner (2 standard deviations of the Sr/Ca values from repeated measurements on the carbonate standard Blue Calcite).
Figure 4.51: Mg/Ca ratio of coral skeleton experimentally grown under different carbonate ion concentrations as measured by nanoSIMS spot analysis. Symbols distinguish different analytical sessions: (○) Ns3 and (■) Ns4. Error bars are external error, the 2σ standard deviation of repeated measurements on the carbonate standard Blue Calcite. For session Ns3, error bars are smaller than the symbols. Notice much larger relative variability in Mg/Ca measurements compared to Sr/Ca. Unlike the Sr/Ca results, which may be limited by methodological precision, Mg/Ca variability is much larger than external error, showing large variability that is generally uncorrelated with the carbonate ion growth condition.
4.11 Carbonate Ion Effect on Coral Calcification and Growth Rate

Effect of \([\text{CO}_3^{2-}]\) on Coral Growth Rate: Several techniques are used in this study to determine the relative calcification rates and linear growth rates of cultured coral as a function of \([\text{CO}_3^{2-}]\) and aragonite saturation, \(\Omega\): bulk \(^{43}\text{Ca}/^{48}\text{Ca}\) of coral nubbin tips (Figure 4.33); alkalinity flux balancing in the culture chambers (Figures 4.23–4.24); linear growth rates from calcein images (Figure 4.35); and maximal extent of new growth in coral micro-samples from cross plots of \(^{87}\text{Sr}/^{88}\text{Sr}\) vs. \(^{43}\text{Ca}/^{42}\text{Ca}\) and \(^{136}\text{Ba}/^{138}\text{Ba}\) vs. \(^{43}\text{Ca}/^{42}\text{Ca}\) (Figures 4.27 and 4.28).

The bulk \(^{43}\text{Ca}/^{48}\text{Ca}\) method shows a general trend of decreasing calcification rate with decreasing \(\Omega\), with a two fold difference between the lowest \(\Omega\) conditions and coral with typical modern values, \(\Omega = 2.9–3.0\). The exception to this trend is a very high calcification rate at \(\Omega = 4\). This coral also has anomalously high calcification rates by the alkalinity method. The time resolution of the alkalinity method shows that most of this growth occurred near the end of the experiment. The lowest \(\Omega\) coral also calcifies the least in the alkalinity data, by a factor of roughly two. The remaining three coral show no significant trend with \(\Omega\) in the alkalinity data, unlike the bulk \(^{43}\text{Ca}/^{48}\text{Ca}\) results, which may represent a difference in the precision of the two methods. The maximal extent of precipitation from micro-sampled coral also follow a clear trend with the most new growth in high \(\Omega\) coral, although this method is easily biased by the random selection of different pieces of coral. Linear growth data only agree with the calcification rate data in that the lowest \(\Omega\) again shows the least growth, by a factor of two to three. Otherwise there is no clear trend in linear growth rates with \(\Omega\). Given the small sample size of spines measured for growth rate in this study, intra-coral variability in linear growth rate could easily confuse any trend if it exists.

Absolute growth rates vary dramatically between different coral experiments, highlighting the difficulty of growing these finicky organisms, the lack of a reliable normalizing factor to compare different coral, and the need to cross calibrate calcification measuring methods. Calcification rates can be normalized to a number of different physiological parameters. Since the best choice is un-
clear, calcification rates are published in a range of different units, complicating cross experiment comparisons. The most popular units are nmol CaCO$_3$ (mg coral tissue protein)$^{-1}$ hr$^{-1}$ and nmol CaCO$_3$ cm$^{-2}$ hr$^{-1}$, although Marshall & Clode (2004) argue µmol CaCO$_3$ (g skeletal dry weight)$^{-1}$ is universally applicable across different genus and coral body plans. Table 4.10 lists a selection of published calcification rates, focusing on culture experiments involving *Stylophora* or where aragonite saturation was manipulated in a controlled fashion. Measurements of tissue protein mass as a function of surface area in *Stylophora* can be used to covert between different calcification rate units. Falkowski & Dubinsky (1981) report 1.9 mg cm$^{-2}$ using Stylophora collected from the same location as used in this study, but two decades previous, while Reynaud et al. (2003) measured 0.72 mg protein cm$^{-2}$ in the aquarium-raised *Stylophora* used by the Monaco group in a number of the tabulated studies (Moya et al., 2006). Our growth rates are somewhat lower than other published results, but well within the large range of published growth rates, especially given the uncertainty in conversion between different normalizing factors. Explaining the range of calcification rates and physiological measurements from different studies is an important goal towards better understanding environmental influences on coral growth. Possible sources of variability include patchiness in coral behavior over space and time; the large number of environmental factors that influence calcification in coral; the engineering challenge of controlling these parameters in a saltwater aquarium; and, different techniques used to measure coral growth: buoyant weight, alkalinity, and radioactive tracers. Variability in calcification rates makes it difficult to directly compare the effect of Ω on growth between different studies. Following a general approach in the field, results are recast as % change in calcification rate relative to a within-study control sample.

Coral acidification experiments, where Ω is decreased to simulate the effect of increased pCO2, typically, but not always, show diminished growth at lower than ambient Ω. In the early work of Gattuso et al. (1998), with the same coral as this study, *Stylophora pistillata*, low [Ca$^{2+}$] artificial seawater was used to manipulate Ω from 1 to 6. Above Ω=2, calcification rates are near constant, but calcification rates dropped at Ω < 2 to 50% of the higher values by Ω=1. When the carbonate system is manipulated to control Ω, the effect of aragonite saturation is less clear even if the combined
results of all studies generally support a robust effect. In the most systematic work to date, Schneider & Erez (2006) measured calcification rates in the quickly growing reef coral *Acropora eurystoma* over a large range of aragonite saturations. ω is roughly linearly related to calcification rates \( R^2 = 0.55 \) regardless of the approach used to manipulate ω, alkalinity, DIC, or pCO2 bubbling. Other culture experiments and mesoscale experiments on reefs tend to support this trend, with calcification decreasing by \( \sim 10\% \) when pCO2 doubles (ω from about 3.8 to 2.3) (Langdon et al., 2000; Marubini et al., 2003; Silverman et al., 2007). In a departure from these results, Reynaud et al. (2003) only see an acidification effect at elevated temperatures.

The data collected in this thesis support a limited carbonate ion effect on calcification, expressed most significantly as diminished growth for the lowest ω culture condition by about 50%. Bulk and micro-sampled stable isotope methods support generally increasing calcification rates with ω across all culture conditions. Given the noisy correlations between ω and calcification rate in other carefully conducted studies, this weak effect may be typical. To see a stronger effect, much lower ωs could have been explored. Given the expense and effort of each coral culture condition, this study was designed to span a geologically relevant range of aragonite saturations, from the expected ω of tropical surface water at the Last Glacial Maximum to the predicted value of the same water in 2100 assuming the IPCC “business as usual” scenario IS92a.

The growth data also demonstrate that different coral in the culture experiment span significant variability in both calcification rate and linear growth rate. Most of the Me/Ca data in this study come from three coral grown between ω=2.9–4. Both bulk \(^{43}\text{Ca}/^{48}\text{Ca}\) and alkalinity techniques suggest the coral grown at ω=4 calcified with at least twice the rate of the other coral, and that most of this increase occurred near the end of the experiment. Spot measurements in a spine from this coral were taken from both the near boundary region, corresponding to the beginning of the experiment, and the distal tip, corresponding to the end of the experiment. Additionally, calcein maps show that spines grown at ω=2.9 exhibit linear growth rates of twice to five times those of other coral. Since average Sr/Ca ratios between all coral spines are similar, no calcification rate or linear growth rate effect on Sr/Ca is detected.
Table 4.10: Coral calcification rates under controlled culture conditions showing a large range of reported values. Results from this culture experiment are lower than but not dramatically different from other studies. Data from this study correspond to the calcification rate of ambient seawater condition by both alkalinity and stable isotope method. The stable isotope calcification rate is presented as an area normalized calcification rate using the factor 70 polyps cm$^{-2}$, the average polyp density in two coral used in this study. Data from other studies are day or “light” calcification rates of select culture experiments that focused on *Stylophora* or where aragonite saturation was manipulated. In studies where the carbonate system was manipulated the data tabulated here corresponds to the ambient modern condition, rather than CO$_2$ enriched or depleted conditions. **Bold** calcification rates are the published value in the reported units, while non-bold are re-calculated values. Conversion between mg protein and surface area uses the factors ($^*$) 0.72 mg protein cm$^{-2}$ or ($^†$) 1.9 mg protein cm$^{-2}$, from Reynaud et al. (2003) and Falkowski & Dubinsky (1981), respectively. Where calcification rates are measured under the same conditions for several individuals the variability is tabulated here as the $2\sigma$ standard deviation of the sample. Another marine calcifier, foraminifera, have similar absolute calcification rates ($\sim$ 200 nmol CaCO$_3$ cm$^{-2}$ hr$^{-1}$) as coral, but due to their small mass this is a large relative growth rate of $>20\%$ day$^{-1}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>nmol CaCO$_3$ cm$^{-2}$ hr$^{-1}$</th>
<th>nmol CaCO$_3$ (mg protein)$^{-1}$ hr$^{-1}$</th>
<th>nmol CaCO$_3$ (g dry mass)$^{-1}$ hr$^{-1}$</th>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Study (method for calcification rate)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alkalinity:</strong> 80</td>
<td>110 * 40 †</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td><em>Stylophora</em> pistillata</td>
<td>Present study (Alkalinity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Stable $^{43}$Ca:</strong> 250</td>
<td>160 ± 20 (n=6)</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td><em>Stylophora</em> pistillata</td>
<td>Moya et al. (2006) (Alkalinity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>200–300</strong></td>
<td>280–420 * 100–160 †</td>
<td>0.2–1.2</td>
<td><em>Acropora</em> eurystoma</td>
<td>Schneider &amp; Erez (2006) (Alkalinity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>150 ± 90 (n=4)</strong></td>
<td>210 ± 130 * 80 ± 50 †</td>
<td>40</td>
<td><em>Stylophora</em> pistillata</td>
<td>Reynaud et al. (2003) (Buoyant wt)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>360 ± 180 * 900 ± 500 †</strong></td>
<td>artificial seawater: 480 ± 250</td>
<td>210 ± 130 * 80 ± 50 †</td>
<td><em>Stylophora</em> pistillata</td>
<td>Amat (2000) (Alkalinity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>600 ± 65 * 1600 ± 180 †</strong></td>
<td>natural seawater: 830 ± 90</td>
<td>480 ± 250 (n=5)</td>
<td><em>Stylophora</em> pistillata</td>
<td>Gattuso et al. (1998) (Alkalinity)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.12 Ion Dynamics During Biomineralization

Synchronous incorporation of calcium, strontium, barium, and terbium in the coral skeleton suggests that: (1) there is ion exchange between seawater and the calcifying fluid, and (2) these elements are influenced by similar transport mechanisms. It is unlikely that a selective active transport mechanism, like an ion pump, would act on all these ions similarly, considering they span a range of size, polarizability, and charge. One way to explain indiscriminate exchange between seawater and the calcifying fluid is if seawater exchanges directly with the calcifying fluid. Direct seawater exchange is supported by recent research with bulky cell membrane impermeable fluorescent dyes that move from seawater into growing coral skeletons (Jonathan Erez, unpublished results); is consistent with the initial starting fluid of a Rayleigh model for Me/Ca vital effects in deep-sea coral (Gagnon et al., 2007); and is invoked to help explain 18O and 13C vital effects in the same species of deep-sea coral (Adkins et al., 2003).

Incorporation of 43Ca and other isotopes in this experiment is not not infinitely abrupt. The range of 43/42 observed in ion images at the spike boundary suggests ions from the surrounding seawater mix to some extent with an internal pool during transport to the calcifying fluid. This reservoir has an estimated e-folding turnover time of 2 to 11 hours, much longer than any of the calcium pools identified in 45Ca efflux experiments (Tambutte et al., 1996).

4.13 Me/Ca Sensitivity to $[\mathrm{CO}_3^{2-}]$ and $\Omega$ in Coral and Other Biominerals

Despite covering a large range of carbonate ion concentrations and calcification rates, the average Sr/Ca of nanoSIMS spot measurements from all culture conditions are within 1.4% of each other. Compared with the reported $\sim 0.7\%$ per degree C response of surface coral to temperature (Correge, 2006), these data suggest that temperature is a more significant control on Sr/Ca than $[\mathrm{CO}_3^{2-}]$ in the studied coral over a large range of culture solution aragonite saturations that nearly span the full range of mean tropical $\Omega$s from the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) to double modern $p\mathrm{CO}_2$. 
The results from this study are complemented by the very recent work of Cohen et al. (2009) where juvenile *Favia fragum*, another symbiont-containing surface coral, were grown from larvae at different aragonite saturations ranging from $\Omega=3.7$ to the very undersaturated value of $\Omega=0.2$. Sr/Ca data from the studies are compared using partition coefficients,

$$D_{Sr/Ca} = \frac{(Sr/Ca)_{coral}}{(Sr/Ca)_{seawater}},$$

to normalize differences in culture solution Sr/Ca. Where growth conditions overlap between the experiments, results are similar with no significant change in $D_{Sr/Ca}$ above $\Omega=2.4$ (Figure 4.52). There is an offset in $D_{Sr/Ca}$ between the two studies that may be attributable to different Sr/Ca standardization techniques, or may represent a true species offset in composition. The two undersaturated points show a strong trend towards higher Sr/Ca at low $\Omega$. Other biominerals may show similar patterns, in the calcite precipitating single-celled marine organisms foraminifera, shell Mg/Ca is near constant from ambient to high pH, but at low pH, corresponding to lower calcite saturation values, Mg/Ca becomes progressively higher (Figure 4.54). If this pattern is truly general in marine calcifiers, then the mechanism promises to be a basic component of biomineralization.

Unlike the high Mg/Ca variability seen in coral spines during this study, Mg/Ca varies inversely with Sr/Ca in juvenile *Favia fragum*. Cohen et al. (2009) convincingly demonstrate that Me/Ca ratios across different $\Omega$s follow a Rayleigh curve. Applying the analysis from Chapter 3 to their data and assuming that the magnesium partition coefficient falls within the very wide range $0 < D_{Mg/Ca} < 0.2$, then the strontium partition coefficient can be determined from the slope of the linear log-log relationship yielding a $D_{Sr/Ca} \approx 1.23$. This requires at least a small enrichment in initial calcifying fluid Sr/Ca over seawater be consistent with the observed high Sr/Ca values, but the enrichment is within the apparent accuracy offset between the two studies.

A closed-system (Rayleigh) interpretation of the data implies that that the extent of precipitation, $f$, increases with $\Omega$. The finite alkalinity pumping or “energy limited” scenario described in Figure 4.1 of the introduction results in exactly this effect: the same total amount of alkalinity pumping for
Figure 4.52: Mean Sr/Ca distribution coefficients of cultured coral do not change significantly with aragonite saturation, except at very low saturations. (■) Average distribution coefficient ($D_{Sr/Ca}$) of spot measurements in experimentally grown coral from this study, where $D_{Sr/Ca} = (Sr/Ca)_{coral} / (Sr/Ca)_{seawater}$ and culture media Sr/Ca = 8.7 mmol/mol. Mean Sr/Ca ratios for each growth condition agree remarkably well, with a total relative range of 1.4%. Horizontal bars show the full range of carbonate ion experienced by each coral during the culture experiment and (○) mark the individual nanoSIMS spot measurement used to calculate the mean. (▲) Results from the acidification study of Cohen et al. (2009) in juvenile Favia fragum, another symbiont containing surface coral (aquarium water Sr/Ca reported as 8.9 mmol/mol for this experiment). Dashed vertical lines identify approximate mean tropical surface ocean aragonite saturation at the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) (Tripati et al., 2009), when atmospheric $pCO_2$ was 180–200 ppm; for the modern ocean (Broecker et al., 1979) interacting with a $pCO_2$ of ~ 370 ppm; and the predicted value in 2100 assuming “business as usual” anthropogenic CO$_2$ emissions according to IPCC scenario IS92a leading to a $pCO_2$ of ~ 790 ppm (Orr et al., 2005). Vertical error bars for all data are the 2σ standard error of the mean.
Figure 4.53: Mg/Ca distribution coefficients of cultured coral with high relative variability and low Mg/Ca at low \( \Omega \). (■) Average distribution coefficient \( (D_{Mg/Ca}) \) of spot measurements in experimentally grown coral from this study, where \( D_{Mg/Ca} = (Mg/Ca)_{coral} / (Mg/Ca)_{seawater} \). Mean values for each condition in this study excluding the low \( \Omega \), high Mg/Ca point, differ by 25%. Horizontal bars show the full range of carbonate ion experienced by each coral during the culture experiment and (○) mark the individual nanoSIMS spot measurement used to calculate the mean. (▲) Results from the acidification study of Cohen et al. (2009) in juvenile Favia fragum, another symbiont containing surface coral.

Figure 4.54: Mg/Ca sensitivity to pH in the cultured foraminifera O. universa form the studies of (○) Lea et al. (1999) and (□) Russell et al. (2004). At mid to normal pH, mean foram Mg/Ca exhibits low pH sensitivity, however Mg/Ca increases significantly at low pH.
each precipitation event will yield less skeleton as $\Omega$ decreases. However, near-constant Sr/Ca at $\Omega > 2.4$, which is a clear result of both studies, is inconsistent with continuously variable extents of precipitation. Above $\Omega=2.4$, the coral data behave more like the “pH controlled” scenario in Figure 4.1, where different initial seawater carbonate system parameters still result in the same amount of precipitation. Reconciling these differences within the Rayleigh framework requires some threshold $\Omega$. Below this value, coral no longer chooses to pump enough alkalinity to reach the target pH. Conceptually it is not too difficult to imagine that from high to moderately low $\Omega$ coral are capable of manipulating the calcifying fluid to reach a target pH, but at very low $\Omega$ are incapable of reaching this target. The threshold extent of precipitation $f = Ca/Ca_0 = 0.56$, assuming a $D_{Sr/Ca} \approx 1.23$ from the log-log fit and that the highest measured coral Sr/Ca represents material precipitated at $f=1$.

As an alternative to the Rayleigh model, incongruent dissolution of the coral skeleton could explain the apparent $\Omega$ sensitivity of Me/Ca ratios at the very low aragonite saturations used in Cohen et al. (2009). In fact Cohen et al. (2009) describe in detail that the coral grown at very low $\Omega$ show diminished fine skeletal features in SEM images, which may be evidence of dissolution. Experiments by Fine & Tchernov (2007), demonstrate that exposing coral to pH<7.6 over months leads to complete dissolution of the skeleton, even though coral are covered by tissue. Surprisingly the coral skeleton regenerates when the remaining polyps are subsequently exposed to higher pH seawater. The lowest $\Omega$ coral in Cohen et al. (2009) were also grown at pH of 7.6. To reproduce inverse trends in Mg/Ca and Sr/Ca requires preferential dissolution of a magnesium rich and slightly strontium depleted phase. Cleaning studies of coral skeletons show that a Mg-rich phase is preferentially dissolved during weak-acid digestions (Watanabe et al., 2001; Mitsuguchi et al., 2001). A recent study in the massive coral Porites compares cores with signs of dissolution to contemporaneous regions of nearby pristine coral, showed preferential dissolution of Mg while Sr and U were enriched in the remaining skeleton (Hendy et al., 2007).

If dissolution explains the Me/Ca variability in coral at low $\Omega$, then calcification may be robust to carbonate ion effects, with the balance between dissolution and precipitation affecting final
skeletal Me/Ca. Environmental conditions that affect this balance could lead to large changes in calcification. Speculatively, high respiration rates, possibly driven by high temperature, may act to amplify the effect of ocean acidification. Even more speculatively, if deep-sea coral metabolism is slower than surface coral, then the reduced respiration driven dissolution may help explain the ability of these coral to thrive at low Ω. Since uranium varies inversely with magnesium in coral (Sinclair et al., 2006), and low uranium is associated with magnesium rich centers of calcification of deep-sea coral (Robinson et al., 2006), U/Ca ratios may be affected by dissolution as well. Any tracer that could distinguish unaltered skeleton from partially dissolved skeleton would then be very useful for interpreting Me/Ca paleo-proxies in coral.

4.14 Conclusion

Skeletal growth during a 6-day coral culture experiment was located, mapped, and compositionally characterized, demonstrating the feasibility of short proxy calibration studies in adult coral for the first time. As an initial application I quantified the sensitivity of Sr/Ca, a proxy for temperature, to another important environmental parameter, [CO32-]. Five branches of *Stylophora sp.* coral were all grown at 25C but at different and near constant carbonate ion concentrations, from 180 to 400M (pH of 7.9 to 8.5), resulting in a two fold range in calcification rate. Despite the range of carbonate ion concentrations and calcification rates, the average Sr/Ca of nanoSIMS spot measurements corresponding to each condition are within 1.2% (2σ std. dev. of the 5 means) compared with the reported ~ 0.7% per degree C response of surface coral to temperature. These data suggest that temperature is a more significant control on Sr/Ca than [CO32-] or calcification rate in the studied coral, supporting the use of Sr/Ca as a paleoproxy. Within the framework of a closed system (Rayleigh) model for biomineralization, these data suggest similar extents of calcification over the range of culture conditions. The results constrain explanations for the sensitivity of coral calcification rates to ocean acidification, improving our understanding of how anthropogenic CO2 will impact coral reefs.
4.15 Appendix
Table 4.11: Summary of carbonate system measurements during coral growth. Gray lines are from time-points prior to the addition of a mid-experiment REE spike. Calculations and measurements explained in the methods section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Container #</th>
<th>Diurnal Cycle</th>
<th>Start Time</th>
<th>Final Time</th>
<th>Duration (hr)</th>
<th>Initial Mass (g)</th>
<th>Final Mass (g)</th>
<th>Flow (g/hr)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec-10-07</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Reservoir - initial</td>
<td>10:00 AM</td>
<td>6:40 PM</td>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>46.6</td>
<td>120.6</td>
<td>8.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-10-07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Reservoir - post RRE</td>
<td>6:30 PM</td>
<td>3:40 AM</td>
<td>11.40</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>152.0</td>
<td>8.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-10-07</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Reservoir - initial</td>
<td>9:00 AM</td>
<td>6:40 PM</td>
<td>11.50</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>124.0</td>
<td>8.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-10-07</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Reservoir - initial</td>
<td>7:00 AM</td>
<td>4:00 PM</td>
<td>11.00</td>
<td>45.0</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>8.91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Dec-10-07 1 Day

Dec-10-07 1 Night

Dec-10-07 1 Day (short)

Dec-10-07 1 Night

Dec-10-07 2 Day

Dec-10-07 2 Night

Dec-10-07 2 Day (short)

Dec-10-07 2 Night

Dec-10-07 3 Day

Dec-10-07 3 Night

Dec-10-07 3 Day (short)

Dec-10-07 3 Night

Dec-10-07 4 Day

Dec-10-07 4 Night

Dec-10-07 4 Day (short)

Dec-10-07 4 Night

Dec-10-07 5 Day

Dec-10-07 5 Night

Dec-10-07 5 Day (short)

Dec-10-07 5 Night

Dec-10-07 6 Day

Dec-10-07 6 Night

Dec-10-07 6 Day (short)

Dec-10-07 6 Night

Dec-10-07 7 Day

Dec-10-07 7 Night

Dec-10-07 7 Day (short)

Dec-10-07 7 Night

Dec-10-07 8 Day

Dec-10-07 8 Night

Dec-10-07 8 Day (short)

Dec-10-07 8 Night

Dec-10-07 9 Day

Dec-10-07 9 Night
Table 4.12: Continued summary of carbonate system measurements during coral growth. Gray lines are from time-points prior to the addition of a mid-experiment REE spike. Calculations and measurements explained in the methods section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>date</th>
<th>Container type</th>
<th>diurnal cycle</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>ALK (µmol eq / kg)</th>
<th>DIC (µmol/kg)</th>
<th>est DIC err</th>
<th>[CO3] (ALK,DIC)</th>
<th>[CO3] (pH,ALK)</th>
<th>Omega (pH,ALK)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dec-13-2007</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8.058</td>
<td>2291</td>
<td>2242</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>5.38</td>
<td>3.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-13-2007</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8.046</td>
<td>2266</td>
<td>2221</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>3.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-13-2007</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8.367</td>
<td>2737</td>
<td>2261</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>311</td>
<td>5.45</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-13-2007</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8.353</td>
<td>2707</td>
<td>2258</td>
<td>318</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>5.46</td>
<td>3.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-15-2007</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>8.379</td>
<td>2726</td>
<td>2256</td>
<td>333</td>
<td>337</td>
<td>5.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-13-2007</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Day (short)</td>
<td>8.232</td>
<td>2536</td>
<td>2217</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-13-2007</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8.232</td>
<td>2536</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-14-2007</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8.140</td>
<td>2488</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-15-2007</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>8.219</td>
<td>2469</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-13-2007</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8.317</td>
<td>2304</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-13-2007</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>8.173</td>
<td>2424</td>
<td>2217</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-13-2007</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Day (short)</td>
<td>8.232</td>
<td>2536</td>
<td>2217</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-13-2007</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8.232</td>
<td>2536</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-14-2007</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>8.140</td>
<td>2488</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-15-2007</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>8.219</td>
<td>2469</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-13-2007</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8.397</td>
<td>2790</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-13-2007</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>8.268</td>
<td>2591</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-14-2007</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8.268</td>
<td>2591</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-15-2007</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>8.353</td>
<td>2140</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-15-2007</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8.715</td>
<td>2417</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-15-2007</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>8.782</td>
<td>2355</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-15-2007</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>8.782</td>
<td>2355</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>3.31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-15-2007</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8.073</td>
<td>2370</td>
<td>2278</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-15-2007</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Day (short)</td>
<td>8.126</td>
<td>2317</td>
<td>2278</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-15-2007</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8.112</td>
<td>2295</td>
<td>2278</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-15-2007</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Day (short)</td>
<td>8.147</td>
<td>2241</td>
<td>2278</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-16-2007</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>8.213</td>
<td>2333</td>
<td>1938</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-15-2007</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8.118</td>
<td>2616</td>
<td>2274</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-15-2007</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Night</td>
<td>8.118</td>
<td>2616</td>
<td>2274</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-15-2007</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>8.250</td>
<td>2499</td>
<td>2274</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec-16-2007</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Day</td>
<td>8.250</td>
<td>2499</td>
<td>2274</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>186</td>
<td>2.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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